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For many small- and medium-sized enterprises, the
question of succession poses a challenge. This problem
has drawn more attention in recent years as the baby
boom generation has moved/moves into retirement. In
some cases the CEO’s of these companies have handed
or will hand over the sceptre to their daughters or sons
as has been done for generations.
However, it is noteworthy that in the 21st century this
matter is not so cut and dried. Potential successors
might not be interested or qualified to follow into their
mother’s and father’s footsteps, at least not right after
finishing their education. Depending on geography
and culture, young professionals tend to develop
their talents in larger organisations, which offer them
the opportunity to grow professionally outside of the
‘wingspan’ of their family enterprise. I can imagine that many young people have this
desire initially, only to realise at a later stage in their careers that they would, after all,
like to take over the reins from their parents.
The role of family-owned enterprises is more significant and stronger today than ever before.
This was one of the main conclusions of a comprehensive McKinsey report published in 2014.
The research agency stated that these types of companies have gained a competitive edge
by creating and following a long-term vision, by acting in a flexible and agile manner, and
by having a home advantage. Smaller, family-owned companies are very competitive in their
home markets as they have a deeper understanding of markets they operate in than many
of their competitors. Also, their networks are better developed.
Despite this portrayed rosy future, there are also important challenges, which these
companies have to overcome. McKinsey states that growth, and managing this growth,
will pose significant challenges, given the fact that family-owned companies (in China,
India and South Korea) tend to grow like weeds, setting up a new business at a rate of
one every 18 months. McKinsey expects that old business models will not work for these
businesses. An even more noteworthy challenge is continuity. In other words, how to
stay successful over various generational changes? According to McKinsey, many familyowned enterprises do not survive the transition from the first to the second generation.
From the companies that do, only 13 per cent gets through to the third generation.
McKinsey states that proper governance could solve some of the issues that arise, such
as family-infighting when there is more than one internal candidate to take over the
CEO’s position. The consultancy advises such companies to establish a shareholder’s
council and a family council to separate business and family matters that are related
to the business. By doing so, concerns/issues within the family can be addressed. As a
result, there should be a better connection between what goes on in the company and
the various generations within the family.
Succession is also a theme in the valve and actuation business, which to a large
degree is made up of small-sized, family-owned companies. In this issue, we report on
interviews we had with representatives from SMS Tork (Turkey) and Advance Valves from
India to discuss this topic. It was very enlightening to hear about their experiences. The
article starts on page 48.
Speaking about the valve business, you can peruse the preview of Valve World Asia 2019
on the pages 81-84. It looks like an event you will not be able to miss if you’re active in
the Asian market!
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18 Cover story Innovation is embedded in
Metso’s DNA
Kalle Suurpää, VP Valve Technology Engineering at Metso:
“It’s in our DNA to invest in technology development and to
launch innovative products and solutions. By doing so,
we are able to set the bar in various areas such as
digitalisation, material selection and design. We are using
digitalisation as an enabler in R&D and to make life easier
for our customers.”

23 Project report Port Arthur LNG

Port Arthur LNG is a proposed natural gas liquefaction and export
terminal in Southeast Texas with direct access to the Gulf of
Mexico. Its facilities are anticipated to include up to two natural
gas liquefaction trains capable of producing, under optimal
conditions, up to approximately 13.5 million tons per year.

37 Emission Control Methane leak
detection with drones

The Southwest Research Institute has equipped drones with
specialized cameras and developed an AI algorithm for these
cameras in order for drones to detect methane gas leaks in real
time and autonomously.

Materials Welding a carbon steel
27 Column Advanced diagnostics in turn 38
body valve to 22Cr duplex pipe
arounds
This article describes a case study involving the welding of a
Advanced diagnostics can come in handy to provide additional
information/insights about the control valve internal condition.
As Marty van Tilburg (Sitech) has experienced in the past,
maintenance data not always reflect this properly.

29 Emission Control Proper lubrication of
valve components for low E sealing
The requirement to comply with low emission standards has
become one of the most important issues regarding valves over
the past several years.

32 End-user interview BP USA:
Standardisation critical to raising
the bar
Standardisation in the oil and gas sector is
imperative to ‘raise the bar’, for example
in terms of fugitive emissions. Wojciech
Zmudzinski, Principal Valve Engineer at BP
USA: “Within the IOGP, various end users
have agreed upon base requirements,
some of which have repercussions for valve
industry. In general, this doesn’t require a
huge effort from the supply side.”
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large size and high-pressure class carbon steel body oil export
pipeline valve to 22Cr duplex pipelines. Particular attention is
paid to two key welding challenges.

43 Emission Control Exploring the depths
of an LDAR Program
Leak Detection and Repair has become an acronym that is not
only understood by the environmental sector, but also by end
users in various areas. Although extensively documented, many
have not taken the time to look at the monthly and quarterly
roles, and responsibilities of the LDAR group.

47 Column Can Europe’s gas industry
reinvent itself?
VEurope’s gas industry has long argued
that gas has a significant role to play in the
transition towards a decarbonised economy.
But policymakers and environmental
groups in Europe remain sceptical, and
over the next decade, the gas industry
faces its greatest existential crisis as major
policy decisions will be taken that could
permanently impact on the industry’s future.

www.valve-world.net
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48 Feature Baby boomers are retiring,
who will succeed them?

71 Case study Actuators powered
by solar panels on US gas
production wells
Rotork intelligent full-turn electric actuators have been supplied
for upstream shale gas production wells in the USA.

Family-owned SME’s are vital in the 21st-century economy,
especially in emerging economies. There are many opportunities
but also challenges for these companies. Succession is one
of these hurdles that need to be taken. With a baby boom
generation retiring, it remains to be seen whether succession
within the family is a viable option.

55 Materials 3D: standardisation needed
Additive manufacturing and specifically 3D-printing has potential
for various purposes in the manufacturing industry, including
valves. However, the issue of standardisation needs to be
resolved.

56 Technical Hydromet valves: future
material and design challenges
Material selection for hydromet valves is a
relevant topic. Because of the challenging
conditions, end users prefer valve solutions
with longer life spans than previous
products. In this article, present-day and
future material and design solutions will be
discussed.

61 Projects & Tenders Improving and
developing operations worldwide
Valve World continuously keeps an eye on investment decisions
that are made around the globe. Every month we make a
selection of projects most relevant for professionals in the valve
and actuation industry.

64 End-user interview Acceptable risk: a
day in the life of John Schmidt
Valve World had
the pleasure
of speaking
to John-Paul
Schmidt, Piping
Stress Leader at
Dow Chemical,
about working
with clients to
design projects, calculating risk and common challenges with
equipment, as well as the best and most challenging aspects of the
job. Mr. Schmidt also is heavily involved with relief devices such as
pressure relief valves and how these relate to the pipe assembly.

www.valve-world.net

72 Technical Valve stem packing:
optimum performance through
correct installation
The importance of proper
housing design, packing
material and construction
and the correct method for
product installation cannot
be overstated. Especially
when considering ever
tighter environmental
controls and the drive
for cost reductions in the
valve industry and end
user sectors.

77 Manufacturing VOAD: Maximize
quality, minimize cost
Valve manufacturers and discerning customers are
increasingly turning to the VOAD casting process in an
effort to maximize quality, minimize cost, and meet
fast-paced production deadlines.

81 Meeting point Valve World Asia 2019
preview
The 8th edition of
the Valve World
Asia Expo and
Conference will
be held on August
28th and 29th in
Shanghai.
The bristling
metropolis will be
the back drop
for the major
valve event in Asia.
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CALENDAR
10 – 11 June

Iberia Gas & LNG Conference &
Exhibition 2019
The event provides a platform to develop business
with leading gas & LNG companies either working
across the Iberian Peninsula or forging international
relationships with regional companies as the
region grows in influence and importance.
Location: Madrid, Spain
Contact: Gavin Sutcliffe
Phone: +(44) 07810 003 125
Email: gavin@praxisevents.co.uk
Url: https://www.iberiagas.com/

Phone: +1 416 361 7030
Fax: +1 416 361 6191
Email: s.bradley@kci-world.com
Url: http://www.valveworldexpoamericas.com

20 – 21 June

NEP2019
The Northeast US Petrochemical Conference &
Exhibition is positioned at the forefront of the
booming petrochemical industry and the centre
of Northeast Petrochemical development where major players meet to share insight and
business - promising to be the biggest meeting
of the Northeast Petrochemical Industry
professionals to date.

11 – 13 June

Pumps, valves & pipes Africa 2019
The most comprehensive African trade show
dedicated to the industries involved in the
conveyance of liquids, gases & slurries.
Location: Johannesburg, South Africa
Phone: +27 11 783 7250
Fax: +27 11 783 7269
Email: info@indutecafrica.com
Url: https://www.pumpsvalvesandpipesafrica.com/

19 – 20 June

Valve World Americas Conference &
Expo 2019
The Valve World Americas event will cover a
variety of valve and valve-related topics that are
essential to today’s valve market. There will be
plenary presentations on a number of hot themes
in the valve industry, including the future of
shale gas and the outlook on the energy industry.
For attendees looking to obtain professional
development hours, conference delegates
will be awarded certificates of completion for
participation. Certificates will be available for pick
up during the event Closing Ceremony.
Location: George R. Brown Convention Center,
Houston, USA
Information: Sarah Bradley
Arflu Industrial Valves

Advertisers’ index

Armatury
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on the exhibition floor, from international
market leaders to new innovative technology
companies, to source and compare effective
solutions.

Location: Pittsburgh, USA
Phone: +44 (0) 207 375 7556
Email: brobinson@petchem-update.com
Url: https://www.petchem-update.com/northeast/

28 – 29 August

Valve World Expo & Conference Asia
2019
The Valve World Expo & Conference Asia 2019 is
a major international event that will showcase
valve products, accessories, and technologies,
as well as providing a unique opportunity
to meet and exchange ideas with major
industry players, end users, EPC contractors,
manufacturers, service and technology
suppliers, distributors, and researchers.
Location: Shanghai, China
Contact: Mrs Li Xing (Quki)
Phone: +31 575 585 295
Fax: +31 575 511 099
Email: x.li@kci-world.com
Url: http://www.valve-world.net/vwa2019/valveworld-asia-2019.html

Location: Aberdeen, UK
Contact: Phil Chandler
Phone: +44 (0)20 7299 3300
Email: pchandler@spe.org
Url: http://www.offshore-europe.co.uk/

3 – 4 October

Flow Control Exchange India
Powered by Valve World and Valve World
India, Flow Control Exchange India is a unique
combination of a technical conference,
exhibition and practical workshops, technical
seminars, master classes, valve courses, end
user forums focusing on valves, actuation and
all related technologies in flow control systems.
Local and international suppliers and end users
will embrace this opportunity to expand their
business networks and technical knowledge.
Location: Mumbai, India
Contact: Mrs Kay Creedon
Tel India: +91 771 801 8424
Tel NL: +31 575 789 268
Email: k.creedon@kci-world.com
URL: https://india.flowcontrolexchange.com/
about-flow-control-exchange/

Web calendar
For more details about these and other
events, see the calendar on Valve
World’s website, www.valve-world.net.
Information about upcoming events can
be submitted to press.vw@kci-world.com

3 – 6 September

SPE Offshore Europe 2019
This event engages directly with technical
experts from more than 900+ suppliers
15
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DEMCO DMA

AUTOMATED GATE VALVE

Your favorite mud gate valves—now automated.
Drillers have trusted premium DEMCO* DM gate valves for decades, but it’s time to upgrade your favorite mud management valve
to the 21st century. Meet the DEMCO DMA* automated gate valve: the same reliable valve with a ﬁeld-proven automation system
engineered for maximum reliability in drilling operations.
Improve safety by limiting personnel near high-pressure valves, improve precision and efficiency of MPD operations, and reduce
cost of valve ownership by eliminating manual operations.

Find out more at

slb.com/valveworld
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AUMA actuators protecting the environment
AUMA remote actuation technology is helping to protect the environment in the Amsterdamse
Waterleidingduinen nature reserve close to Amsterdam, the
Netherlands. The 3400-hectare
protected area includes hundreds
of sand dunes which act as natural sand filters to treat drinking
water for the city. The dunes filter
70 million cubic meters per year,
representing two-thirds of Amsterdam’s drinking water.
Waternet, the water company
serving Amsterdam and the surrounding area, decided to install
AUMA SA multi-turn actuators
with intelligent AC controls to
automate a first set of 13 weirs
and penstocks that control the
water levels in the dune area.

Rebranding
Valve World India &
Middle East
Valve World India has been rebranded as Valve World India &
Middle East. The footprint of the
A3 format journal, a sister publication to Valve World magazine, has
significantly expanded its distribution in India, Iran, Bahrain, Egypt,
Kuwait, Oman, Azerbaijan, Jordan,
Kazakhstan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and the
United Arab Emirates.
Launched in 2016 the publication
has been extremely well received
across the Middle East, India and
Central Asia.
The expansion of the brand
will coincide with new events
to be rolled out from 2020 for
the valve and corrosion resistant alloy markets. Valve World
India & Middle East targets the
oil & gas, petrochemical, water,
desalination, power, architecture, building & construction,
and food & beverage industries.
Each issue of the journal focuses on projects within these industries across the region. The
content is a mixture of project
news, industry updates, and
technical articles for manufacturers, suppliers and users of
valves, actuators and related
technology across the region.
8
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More will follow in due course.
The AC controls are connected via
Profibus DP to a central control station. The new AUMA technology
replaces 30-year-old actuators that
provided only local control.
“With manually operated weirs,
staff regularly has to drive into
the dunes to check and adjust the
water flows, and that disturbs the
wildlife,” says Edwin Bus of AUMA
Benelux. “By automating the weirs,
the water flows can be adjusted
remotely, helping to reduce car
movements in the long term.”
The weirs are now operated more
frequently, including outside office hours. This has also allowed
Waternet to increase the buffer
capacity of the dunes while at the
same time protecting them, since

the water flow to the inlet area is
steadier now. Another advantage is
that the pumps which supply the
water to the dunes now almost
always run at their best efficiency
point. AUMA’s automation solution
thus cuts carbon emissions as well
as protecting the local wildlife and
boosting Amsterdam’s drinking water supply.
Waternet has relied on AUMA technology for almost 50 years. For this
project AUMA worked with Waternet and contractor Van Gelder.
The local AUMA Benelux service
department developed tailor-made
mechanical adapters to mount
the new actuators to the existing
drives. Local AUMA staff also took
care of actuator installation and
commissioning.

AUMA electric actuators control
water levels in the Amsterdamse
Waterleidingduinen nature reserve
close to Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

“The customer is very happy
with the performance of the
new AUMA solution,” Edwin Bus
says. “The only thing we had to
modify after installation was to
mount blind covers on the AC
controls. The light from LEDs on
the display was attracting animals
at night!”

AESSEAL celebrates its 40th anniversary

AESSEAL®, the homogeneous mechanical seal manufacturer, is celebrating its 40th anniversary, with
a series of events and a promise to
continue investing and innovating.
The multi award-winning, Rotherham-based company which designs and makes mechanical seals
and support systems for a wide
range of global industries including oil and gas, food, water, mining
and pharmaceuticals, has grown
from a small distribution business
based on Attercliffe Road, Sheffield to a £180m+ turnover business employing more than 1,800
people across the world.
Under founder and managing
director Chris Rea, the compa-

ny has recorded near constant
growth over the four decades,
investing in wide-ranging innovation including the development
of its modular range of seals and
processes that ensures customers receive the same product
no matter where they are in the
world. In addition, the business
has been lauded for its community work, extensive apprenticeship programme and education
outreach - which runs from primary schools right through to
doctorate level.
The 40th-anniversary celebrations
kick off with a gala dinner at
Sheffield City Hall where staff and
special guests will gather to mark

the company’s achievements,
and thank all their employees for
their continued support.
Chris Rea purchased Aurora Engineers Supplies in 1979, as a small
distributor of mechanical seals,
with ten employees and an annual turnover of £400,000.
By 1983 AESSEAL® built its first
manufacturing site on Mangham
Road, Rotherham. Over the following years, the mechanical
seal range expanded, turnover
grew to £2M and the company received the first of its 13
Queen’s Awards. Export sales
grew, overseas offices were
opened, and turnover increased
year on year.
www.valve-world.net
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Tru-Tech Valve names Chetan Chothani
Chief Executive Officer

WH

Tru-Tech Valve, a Pittsburgh
based Diaphragm valve manufacturer, appointed Chetan Chothani as their Chief Executive
Officer.
Established in 1958, Tru-Tech
is celebrating it’s 60th year as
a manufacturer of Diaphragm
Valves as one of the original
licensee of the Arco-Wynn Diaphragm Valve design. Tru-Tech
recently launched a new corporate logo and website as part of
their push towards becoming a
top supplier of diaphragm valves
to various industries worldwide.
“We are fortunate to have
someone of Chetan Chothani’s
caliber and experience step up
to lead Tru-Tech,” said Jeff Ruffing, Principal at Tru-Tech Valve.
“We are at a critical moment in
the evolution of our company
and we need renewed leadership to successfully implement
our strategy and take advan-
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tage of the market opportunities ahead. Chetan is an experienced operator with a proven
track record of execution. He
has strong leadership capabilities and is extremely focused
on our core values of Quality
and Customer service.”
Chetan said, “I am honored and
excited to lead Tru-Tech Valve. TruTech has a long history of providing a great product to the critical
industrial markets worldwide.
In a time when manufacturing
is moving overseas, Tru-Tech is
committed to US manufacturing
and delivering high quality Madein-USA products! I look forward to
executing the vision and building
the brand.”
The appointment of Mr. Chetan
Chothani as CEO, along with the
new corporate logo and website,
is part of Tru-Tech’s initiative to
become a market leader in Diaphragm Valves worldwide.

www.syveco.com
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A southeastern chemical company had reliability issues with
the leading brand of scotch
yoke actuators. The actuators
were mounted on 12” top entry
ball valves that sent process
reactor off-gas to a dryer for
processing. The actuators cycle
the valves every two minutes.
Top entry ball valve automation is
challenging because the adjustable
ball stops on top entry ball valves
can increase torque values, and
undersized actuators are common.
In this application, the scotch yoke

actuators were also unreliable due
to seal leaks, sticking, and lock up,
which dramatically affected the
plant’s production of PTA (purified
terephthalic acid).
The first Kinetrol actuator installation for this application,
a 187-100, was installed at the
chemical plant 1997, and it is
still in service. Company calculations suggest, that actuator
has cycled 5,148,000 since then,
considering it strokes every two
minutes, 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week for 325 days a year.
www.valve-world.net
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Weir Oil & Gas introduces SPM®
SafeEdge™ ARC System
Weir Oil & Gas has announced
recently the introduction of its
SPM® SafeEdge™ Automated
Relief Valve Control (ARC) System. The SPM SafeEdge ARC
reduces nonproductive time
through its autonomous reporting and monitoring capabilities while enhancing personnel
safety.
SPM SafeEdge ARC is one component of Weir SafeEdge™, along
with the SPM Flow Line Safety
Restraint (FSR) System. SafeEdge
helps minimize the occurrences
and impact of site incidents
caused by over-pressured iron.
It is part of Weir Oil & Gas’ Total Iron Offering, which also includes high-pressure flow iron
and valves for operators across
the globe and time-saving RFID
technology with AMP mobile app
which reduces iron inventory
time by 97%. The entire offering
is backed by Weir Edge Services

www.valve-world.net

with stocked trailers for on-site
access and engineered repair
services.
The new SPM SafeEdge ARC is
more compact than its predecessor and equipped with a
network infrastructure built into
a durable field case that allows
the operator to control the system through a web interface and
Wi-Fi-enabled device.

ValveMatch.com, savings ahead!
Expert Knowledge and Valve
Availability play a vital part
in the total supply chain and
daily we are challenged with
finding the required valve(s)
in stock or looking for alternatives including short lead
time manufacturing. By 2024,
over 60% of industry leaders
will use intelligence platforms to drive digital transformation across the supply
chain, leading to productivity gains of over 20%. With
ValveMatch, virtual inventory
gets real for the valve industry as
this indepenedent web-platform
recently passed an inventory value
of USD 125M.
Whilst still stocking commodity
items, ValveMatch partners excel at supplying special material
grades, pressure ratings and large
bore valves. We are proud to present stocking programs of gate-,
globe-, check- and ball valves
available from leading man-

ufacturers; A+R, AZ, BAC, BONNEY
FORGE, DELLA FOGLIA, GOODWIN,
JC, KITZ, LVF, MARIANI, NEWAY,
OMB, OLIVER VALVES, SHIPHAM,
STARLINE, VALVOSIDER, ZAVERO.
At ValveMatch you can easily arrange a quote request from multiple sources. No time to waste,
let ValveMatch take care of your
RFQ. Stay tuned! Join or follow us
@ Linkedin or (free) registration
via www.valvematch.com

Valve World June 2019
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Bürkert’s modular temperature control platform
Exact temperature control is a critical factor in many industrial metal
and plastic processing sequences.
In these scenarios, the requirements regarding temperature control can vary substantially depending on the production conditions.
However, what is always required
are solutions that guarantee onehundred-percent
repeatability
wherever possible to ensure high
product quality.
The modular temperature control
platform developed by Bürkert
Fluid Control Systems, which permits seamless adjustment to suit
the most varied processes, was

designed precisely with these requirements in mind. It is based on
a broad range of electromotive and
pneumatic valves as well as various measurement principles, e.g.
for coolant flows, air quantities as
well as pressure and temperature.
Supplied as a custom assembled
the complete system, the temperature control can then easily be
integrated into the most diverse
applications.
Thanks to the modular design, individual valve clusters can easily
be realized, as can multi-channel
media distribution systems or
complete media cabinets – always

Weir Oil & Gas opens midland
customer service center
Weir Oil & Gas announced the
opening of its new 92,000 squarefoot Midland Customer Service
Center, located at the David Mims
Business Park on Interstate 20,
with a grand opening ceremony
that is taking place from 8:30 to
10:30 a.m. CT. The new center reaffirms the company’s commitment
to the Permian Basin region, consolidating three existing Permianarea service locations into one
central location. It will begin servicing customers immediately.
The state-of-the-art customer service center offers pressure pumping
and pressure control assembly, repair and testing facilities, a central
hub for field service operations,
office space and a regional distribution center. The facility will help
meet the growing customer demand in the Permian Basin region.

“We are thrilled to open the new
Midland Customer Service Center
to better serve our valued customers in this region with a worldclass facility. This new center will
facilitate growth and provide a
safe and efficient work environment for our employees,” said
Paul Coppinger, President, Weir Oil
& Gas. “I want to thank the leadership from the City of Midland and
the Midland Development Corporation for their integral involvement and support throughout this
process, and we look forward to
continued growth and success in
the Permian Basin.”
Weir’s new Midland Customer Service Center will support 150 jobs,
totaling approximately USD 10M in
annual payroll and benefits, along
with committed capital and personal
property investments of USD 30M.

adapted to meet individual requirements. The user avoids the
need to install piping between individual valves and dead spaces
are reduced thanks to the compact
design. In contrast to discrete assembly solutions, this allows the
valve block to be placed close to
the tool. Since the very compact
design also reduces the heat-radiating surfaces, energy efficiency
improves accordingly. The servicefriendly structure also makes it
easier to replace individual components. Orbital welding seams and
high-temperature graphite seals
that can also withstand extreme

temperature differences guarantee
leak-free operation.
The Bürkert Efficient Device Integration Platform can be used to
connect the temperature control to
all standard bus systems; the wiring complexity is reduced, start-up
and parameterization are simple.

Kennametal signs agreement
with Gardner Denver
Kennametal Inc. a material science,
tooling, and wear-resistant solutions company, announced that it
has signed a multimillion-dollar
distribution agreement for its KennaFlow valve seats with Gardner
Denver, provider of industrial equipment and related parts and services
to oil and gas and other markets.
Under the agreement, announced
at the Offshore Technology Conference (OTC) in Houston, Texas, Gardner Denver becomes a Kennametal
authorized distributor of KennaFlow
long-lasting, solid tungsten carbide
seats for fracturing pumps.
Valves and seats are mission-critical
components in hydraulic fracturing pumps. As the intensity of frac
service increases and the timing
between stages decreases, there is
a growing demand for components
that provide superior abrasion

resistance and longer life. KennaFlow
seats achieve an operating life of up
to 1100 hours compared to traditional steel seat operating life of approximately 100 hours, reducing expensive downtime due to change-outs.
KennaFlow seats feature a full open
seat design, improved geometry, and
optimized dimensions to better meet
industry needs.
Kennametal has been serving customers in the upstream oil and gas
sector for over 40 years with innovative solutions for downhole tools,
drilling components, flow control,
metalworking tooling, and other
surface products.

AVK Syddal achieves TS standard
AVK already hold the ISO/TS 29001
standard across the Donkin Gas
Valve Range and more recently the
Fusion Group (a member of the
AVK Group), therefore, achieving
accreditation at AVK Syddal manufacturing facility was naturally the
next step in the company’s continuous quality management process.
The ISO/TS 29001 accreditation reflects a drive to achieving the highest standards across the design
www.valve-world.net

and manufacture of a market leading range of valves and fittings for
the water, gas, waste water, industrial and fire protection industries.
Aaron Whitehead (Production Manager) for AVK Syddal states “The ISO/
TS 29001 accreditation is especially
important in safety-critical components and endorses our culture of
continuously improving our customer and production focussed professionalism across the business.”
Valve World June 2019
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Micromazza receives best suppliers award
In 2017 Petrobras resumed the
annual award program of the
best suppliers, aiming to publicly
recognize its best partner in products and services. In the case of
products, they considered those
that best met their requirements:
price, compliance with delivery
times, better quality indices and
compliance with technical specifications, reflected in low noncon-

formities in manufacturing and in
its after-sales system.
Micromazza started a project in
2018 called “Towards the Petrobras
2018 Award”, which moved the entire company towards this objective.
In March 2019, the company was
elected THE BEST VALVE SUPPLIER FOR PETROBRÁS, among the
world’s major players in the Oil
& Gas segment.

This award came as a gift to
Micromazza because in April
the company celebrated 26
years in the valve market.
This recognition enhances
the work of the entire team,
which daily builds on the
success story with a focus
on ethical, social awareness,
discipline, innovation, safety
and respect for all.

ZVI partners with Burckhardt Compression Services
Zahroof Valves, Inc. (ZVI) announced a partnership with
Burckhardt Compression Services. The new agreement will
allow Burckhardt the ability to
offer ZVI products in the Gulf Cooperation Council nations, covering Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Kuwait, Qatar, Oman, and Bahrain.
ZVI valves will now be available
to extend their benefits of lower operating and maintenance
costs, longer service intervals
and shorter downtimes for reciprocating compressor operators in
the GCC.

Burckhardt will offer ZVI valves
throughout the area, obtain all technical information required to optimize the valve for each customer
application and will provide local services to install, monitor and maintain
the valves including any required

inventory. ZVI will be offering their
wide portfolio of valves, unloaders
and related products for all brands
of compressors in all reciprocating
compressor applications.
ZVI will design and manufacture
the valves at their world headquarters in Houston, Texas while
providing technical support to
optimize valve and compressor
performance. In addition, ZVI will
include their industry-leading warranty of 10 years on valve housing,
along with guarantees of at least
50% more run time than previously
installed valves under the same

operating conditions with superior
efficiency.
The partnership pairs a legend
in the industry with an innovator. Burckhardt Compression was
founded in 1844 in Basel, Switzerland and is celebrating its
175th anniversary as the worldwide market leader for reciprocating compressor systems and
services. While founded only
8 years ago, ZVI has disrupted
the market with its unique and
ground-breaking
reciprocating
compressor valve known as the
StraightFlo™ Valve.

Thermador International renamed as SYVECO
Thermador International changes its name with the purpose of
asserting its added values and
commitments towards the customers. Since 2006, it has been
distributing Thermador group’s
products on an international
scale, which led naturally to its
original name.
What has been offered remains the
same: a wide range of valves for
industry and articles for heating,

sanitary facilities, ventilation, swimming-pools; made available with
short-time delivery thanks to the
stocks. The notion of customer service is reinforced by a multicultural
team for greater proximity with partners located in Europe, Africa, and
the Middle-East.
The customers value the company’s
professionalism, reactivity, proximity; they see the product as the ultimate valve and fitting stockist. They

appreciate how simple and flowing
the customer experience is: with the
extensive range, a dedicated contact
person, quality, rapidity, and customer follow-up.
That is how SYVECO was born: a
shorter, smoother, direct name. It
also sounds more human with “CO”,
which means “together” and underlines the company’s human commitment towards more customer
satisfaction.

Let it flow is a nod to the company’s business, but also a
pledge of ease and simplicity in
customer relationship: “We are
stock; We are service; We are
simplicity; We are Syveco, your
valve stockist; so let it flow.”
The core colours of identity remain
the same in the new logotype, where
the “S” is drawn in relief as a symbol
of volume and stock, but also to represent the product range diversity.

Repsol, LLOG partner for deepwater projects
Repsol and LLOG Exploration Offshore
announced today the signing of an
Asset Exchange and Joint Participation Agreement to accelerate plans
and optimize the economics of projects in the deepwater Gulf of Mexico.
The agreement covers Keathley Canyon blocks 642, 643, 686, and 687
and provides for the drilling of a
delineation well at Repsol’s Leon discovery. In addition, Repsol has joined
the LLOG-operated discovery Moccasin in Keathley Canyon 736.
Repsol’s framework for upstream
operations is to pursue lean exploration and production activities that increase the efficiency of
projects, building a long-term sus14
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tainable business regardless of the
volatility of oil and gas prices. This
agreement aligns with the lean
strategy, allowing the company to
reach its operational goals thanks
to the strengths of its relationship
with LLOG.
The proximity between the discoveries; Moccasin and Leon are less than
20 miles apart and the expertise
gained in Buckskin, which will come
on stream this year, provides the opportunity for new ways of working,
a simpler development architecture,
synergies between projects, and efficiency gains.
Leon is a discovery made by Repsol in late 2014 on Keathley Canyon

block 642 and is located about 200
miles offshore Louisiana in approximately 6,000 feet of water. Under the
new joint agreement, LLOG will become the operator with a 33% working interest in the well while Repsol
will have a 50% working interest. A
delineation well is scheduled for the
second half of 2019 and it will be operated by LLOG.
Likewise, Moccasin is a discovery
made on Keathley Canyon 736 in
2011 in over 6,500 feet of water.
Under the framework agreed,
Repsol will acquire a 30% interest
in the discovery and LLOG will retain a 31.35% working interest
and operatorship.
www.valve-world.net
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Major Barossa contract awarded
Santos announced that the
Barossa project has strengthened its position as the leading
candidate for Darwin LNG (DLNG)
backfill with the award of the
Subsea Production System (SPS)
contract.
Following a competitive tender,
Technip Oceania Pty Ltd was the
successful bidder to supply the
SPS. The Engineering, Procurement, and Construction (EPC) contract represents a commitment to
long-lead items in advance of a
final investment decision.

The contract includes the engineering, design, and fabrication
of wellheads, manifolds and
control system as well as installation and commissioning assistance.
Santos Managing Director and
Chief Executive Officer Kevin
Gallagher said: “This is the first
EPC contract to be awarded for
Barossa and a big vote of confidence in its position as the leading project to backfill DLNG.”
“We’re making good progress in
the front-end engineering and

Albion promotes David
Wreakes as commercial
manager

Albion Valves (UK) Ltd. is delighted
to announce that David Wreakes,
has been promoted to the position
of Commercial Manager effective
immediately.
David joined the business as Senior
Sales Administrator over 4 years
ago, in this time David has displayed
a great level of ability and this promotion is recognition of the hard
work and dedication shown to the
company and the role.
In David’s new role he will be taking
full responsibility for the sales office
and the internal sales and customer
service team.
As a result of David’s promotion,
Darren Baxter has now left his previous role within the Sales Office
and has begun his new role as Sales
& Marketing Director Designate, in
which he will shadow the Sales &
Marketing Director, Les Littlewood,
for the foreseeable future.
www.valve-world.net

design (FEED) phase including
the evaluation of bids for the gas
export pipeline,” Mr. Gallagher
said.
“We are also looking at technical proposals for the floating
production storage and offloading facility from both MODEC
and the Technip/Samsung Heavy
Industries consortium. An invitation to tender for the development drilling contract has also
been released, further advancing the project to meet DLNG’s
backfill timetable. Barossa’s

successful development will
more than double Santos’ Northern Australia production based
on our higher equity position
in the project,” Mr. Gallagher
said.
The Barossa gas field, 300kms
north of Darwin, sits within
Santos’ Northern Australia portfolio, one of the company’s
five core long-life, natural gas
assets.
The Barossa development entered FEED in April last year and
is targeting FID in early 2020.
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BALL

DUAL EXPANDING PLUG

RISING STEM BALL

Arﬂu is a recognized European valve manufacturer
with extensive experience in the design and
manufacture of industrial valves for the
Petrochemical, Gas, Water & Desalination, Energy
and Marine Divisions. With broad experience,
Arﬂu oﬀers the industry high quality valves.
We do take care for the whole process of project
supply, from inception to ﬁnish.
Concerning
Technology
and
Innovation,
Arﬂu’s technical department is responsible for
developing new products and revising the current
ones depending on market requirements.
The aim of Arﬂu in the development and
improvement of these products is the customer
satisfaction and market needs.

Design
Manufacturing
Engineering
Research + Development
Project Management
After Sales

www. arflu.com
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Weir Valves & Controls USA
appoints nuclear agent

Weir Valves & Controls USA (WVC
USA) is pleased to announce
the appointment of AROD Valve
Services LLC. as an authorized representative effective
immediately.
AROD’s owner, Dave Martin, was
formerly a Regional Sales Manager for Weir Valves & Controls USA
and has many years of experience
specifying and selling valves for
nuclear applications. Dave will
represent ATWOOD & MORRILL™,

16
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BATLEY®, BDK™, HOPKINSONS®,
POWELL*, SARASIN-RSBD™ and
TRICENTRIC® valve brands. Territory coverage will include Arkansas Nuclear One, Grand Gulf,
North Anna, Riverbend, Surry and
Waterford nuclear plants.
The company said: “we are excited about our partnership and
we look forward to working with
AROD to support our customers at
the above Entergy and Dominion
plants.”

Piedmont selects Matrix Service
to build LNG facility
Piedmont Natural Gas announced that it has selected Matrix Service Inc., a subsidiary of
Matrix Service Company, to build
its liquefied natural gas (LNG)
facility in Robeson County, North
Carolina.
The facility will help Piedmont
Natural Gas continue providing
customers with a reliable supply
of natural gas during peak usage
days when extremely low temperatures create a higher-thannormal demand for natural gas.
The 1 billion-cubic-foot (Bcf) storage facility will cover approximately 60 acres of a 685-acre
piece of Piedmont-owned property. Construction is expected
to begin in May of 2019 with an
estimated completion date in the
summer of 2021.
“Our highest priority is the safety of our natural gas infrastructure, our communities and our
employees,” said Frank Yoho,
president of natural gas opera-

tions at Duke Energy, the parent
company of Piedmont Natural
Gas. “The contractor we selected
had to share our emphasis on
safety, offer proven excellence
in this specialized construction,
and commit to minimize disruption to our neighbors in Robeson
County.”
“As an industry leader in lowtemperature and cryogenic
tanks and terminals, we are
very pleased to have been
awarded this important project,” said Matrix Service Company’s President and Chief Executive Officer, John R. Hewitt.
“We look forward to delivering
this project safely, on time and
on budget.”
The LNG facility is expected to
create up to 150 jobs during
construction and 10 to 12 permanent jobs to manage operations.
The project will provide more
than USD 800,000 annually in tax
revenue to Robeson County.

www.valve-world.net
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Flow & treat acquisition choices shaped
by MPM program
A new program available
from McIlvaine Company
will help acquirers make
the best choices and then
maximize the value of
these acquisitions.
The McIlvaine Most Profitable Market Program provides with: A valuable tool
to select acquisition candidates; A program to integrate the new acquisition
painlessly and A growth
platform for both organic
and acquired companies.
The Most Profitable Market
(MPM) Program provides
forecasts of the gross margins and EBITA which can
be achieved with each
product in each industry
and in each location. This
is based on present and
future lower total cost of
ownership. This lower cost
can be leveraged to increase margins. Estimates
of future EBITA using this
approach are superior to
estimates based on historical performance.
A new product such as
automation can lower the

cost of ownership for the
product being automated.
A purchase to match a
pump product with the
accompanying valves provides a package approach
which will likely result in
lower costs for the customer. The program eliminates
silos between industries,
technologies, and products
and helps identify profitable R&D investments.
MPM forecasts the specific
purchase opportunity at
each major prospect. This
provides a foundation for
bottoms-up collaboration.
The newly acquired company local sales representatives can share information with peers in other

divisions and pursue each
opportunity. This collaboration potential can also
be an acquisition criteria.
A candidate whose products are well received by
important prospects is attractive.
The MPM program is based
on understanding processes and technologies
and developing new and
better products. The resulting higher margin opportunities create funding for
increased R&D and further
innovation. With shared
process and technology
knowledge, the acquired
company can improve its
products and increase
EBITA faster.

OEM Automatic strengthens its
pressure & flow offering
The Definox Group, specialists in the design and
manufacture of stainless
steel valves are now an
OEM Automatic partner.
Definox has a long history
and vast experience in the
design and manufacture
of valves. Their products
are sold in over 50 countries and are used by many
of the leading brands in
the food, cosmetics, fine
chemicals, and pharmaceutical industries.
The new partnership opens
a multitude of new business
possibilities for both OEM
and Definox.
Neil Bailey, Business Area
Manager, Pressure and
Flow comments “Definox’s
www.valve-world.net

industry-leading products
can be used in conjunction
with our existing product
ranges, which means we’re
now able to offer complete
solutions for a wider range
of applications. From manually operated ball valves
to fully automated mixproof valves, all the way
to a complete pigging system. This puts us in a really strong position in the
process industry.”
Definox
has
recently
launched the innovative
VEOX Mixproof Valve, fitted
with two valve seats, each
with a ‘floating’ PFA seal in
a special slot that makes
the valve extremely easy
to clean. When the valve

opens, the ‘floating’ PFA
seal allows cleaning also
in the track behind the PFA
seal. The elastomeric structure of the PFA seal also ensures that the surface is not
porous and does not develop cracks and is extremely
resistant to chemicals.
The Mixproof valve is also
available with leak-free
opening: Sliding gaskets
that guarantee complete
tightness and therefore
avoid product loss during the opening. The VEOX
meets the highest requirements of the process industry and is an ideal solution for food, brewery,
cosmetics and chemical
process.
Valve World June 2019
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“It’s in our
DNA to invest
in technology
development
and to launch
innovative
products and
solutions. By doing
so, we are able
to set the bar in
various areas such
as digitalisation,
material selection
and design. We are
using digitalisation
as an enabler in
R&D and to make
life easier for our
customers.”
By Lucien Joppen
Metso has implemented 3D-technology in its manufacturing capabilities. In 2018, the company shipped the first batch
of valves containing 3D-printed components

Innovation is embedded
in Metso’s DNA

A

ccording to Kalle Suurpää, VP, Valve
Technology, developing innovative products and solutions is not a nice-to-have
but definitely a need-to-have. “End users in several sectors are looking for more resilient, reliable and safe products. This is far from
easy as process conditions have become more
stringent. Due to process optimisations, valves
should be able to withstand higher temperatures
and pressures.
On top of these tighter requirements, valves also
need to comply with stringent regulations in
terms of fugitive emissions. Even in critical applications, cost is a determining factor. However
there is a trend, Mr. Suurpää says, in which TCO
has become more prevalent. “Plant owners strive
to maximize the reliability of their assets and so
tend to opt for more reliable and safer product
solutions combined with well-planned maintenance strategies.”
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Driver’s seat
Time-to-market is an issue that Metso has addressed within its technology development strategy. This accounts both for general product lines
as customer-specific solutions.
“If we can provide better solutions faster,
we are basically in the driver’s seat, Mr. Suurpää
smiles. “The key words to realise the above
objectives is to focus and to work smarter.
Within Metso, we have adopted LEAN and Agilebased methods to re-organise our technology
and product development. What does this mean
in real life? Well, it starts with input from our
customers and the market in general that is
generated by our sales and product management
colleagues. This input is translated into product
requirements after that our teams go to work.
We tend to operate in fixed length, repeatable
work cycles that allow us to review our incremental development results constantly to make
www.valve-world.net
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Meet Kalle Suurpää
Mr. Suurpää (VP, Valve Technology)
has been working for Metso for
almost 4.5 years. During his tenure,
he has climbed the ranks to his current position in which he oversees
technology development in valves and
controllers.
“My background is technical/mechanical engineering. While at technical
university, I visited Metso a couple of
times. However, I started my career in
mobile communication working at Nokia
as a program manager where I managed
cross-functional teams in developing
products and related services. After 15
years with Nokia - and later Microsoft I decided the time was ripe to change
industry sectors. As Metso was already
no stranger to me, I was eager to join
this company, and I haven’t been disappointed. Metso has a strong drive to
innovate and is characterised by a dynamic work environment. I am involved
in many projects with highly trained
and motivated colleagues. I wouldn’t
wish for more.”

Significant strides

sure that we answer the customer needs
the best way. We remain flexible and agile,
adapting our development to changing
requirements or technical and economical
challenges.”

the get-go but step-by-step exploring/working
towards the complete, perfect end solution
that is to the satisfaction of the end user.”

Digitalisation, simulation testing and
3D-testing have become major facilitators in developing products in a faster,
more efficient way, Mr. Suurpää states.
“As mentioned, we have made significant
strides, specially in the early stages of
development. For all team members, both

Attitude change
Metso has already applied LEAN and Agile
in the design process of its Neles NDX
intelligent valve controller, shortening the
projected time-to-market significantly.
Mr. Suurpää: “Metso has gained extensive
experience and knowledge on LEAN in
production/manufacturing. The idea was
to transfer this method to the way we
develop technologies and related products.
In general, we have been able to cut the
time-to-market by a third or even a half. Our
first case with the valve controller has been
encouraging, to say the least. Especially in
the early stages of product development,
we were able to save valuable time. This
had to do with focus, for example, by not
overloading team members with parallel
tasks, eliminating non-value add tasks and
allocating sufficient man-hours.”
Apart from focus, Agile first and foremost
requires a cultural and attitude change. “It is
not about designing complete solution from
www.valve-world.net

Kalle Suurpää on 3D-technology: “This is very interesting as we will able to develop and manufacture
hybrid materials with increased functionalities and combining the advantages of different materials.”
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Metso’s heritage

In 1973, Antti Nelimarkka, the creative engineer behind Metso’s trademark Nelesrange of valves, came up with an idea for a valve design that was quickly fine-tuned
allowing production to commence in 1975. For the valves to be more reliable in
demanding conditions and applications, Mr. Nelimarkka designed a metallic seat ring
instead of a rubber one.
Neldisc was the first triple eccentric metal-seated butterfly valve in the world and was
to become the norm in the industry. “Without a doubt, our valve product portfolio is
built on remarkable innovations,” Mr. Suurpää states. “It is in our DNA to design and
manufacture high-quality products that respond to customer demands and requirements/
standards. In the past decades, our company’s technology has evolved along with the
trends that have shaped the manufacturing sector in general. Automation was high on
the agenda in the 1990s, diagnostics and connectivity especially in the 2000s, and now
we are reaching to industry 4.0 with the latest digital tools and technologies.”

internal and external, it is imperative that
progress is visible 24/7. Due to time and
space constraints, we have developed a
digital project environment. The advantage
is remote accessibility and visibility.
Even the physical whiteboards in our offices have been digitalised, allowing team
members to click and drag tasks from
‘in progress’ to ‘completed’. So now team
members can easily view the project in
its entirety.”
Automatic testing and simulation software
also have contributed to significant time
gains in early-stage development. “By
implementing 3D-simulation software, we
are able to run overnight parallel tests and
simulations to assess what the implications
are from - for example - design changes. By
analysing these results in the morning, our
team members are able to push through or
return to the drawing board.” This allows
fast verification of design alternatives but
does not remove the rigorous testing of the
selected final design.
20
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Faster prototyping
In addition to digital solutions mentioned
above, 3D-printing capabilities have

contributed to faster and easier prototyping in later development stages.
“Fast prototyping is essential in product
development and generally requires lots
of testing and iterations. This is where 3D
printing comes in as a powerful, disruptive tool. We can quickly print prototypes,
engage our rigorous testing programs and,
together with our customer, find timely
solutions that satisfy their needs. Having
said this, we never compromise on quality
and safety. Therefore, we still adhere to
our strict testing programs in our factories
and the field before we launch any new
product to the market.”
Metso also has implemented 3D-technology in its manufacturing capabilities.
In 2018, the company shipped the first
batch of valves containing 3D-printed
components. There are several advantages
for end users, Mr. Suurpää says, such
as shorter delivery times and enhanced
functionalities. “Recently, we received an
urgent call from a customer having issues
with their existing valves. They needed
an alternative valve with much quicker
cycle speed and an exceptionally long
service interval. By using 3D printing, we
were able to develop and manufacture
complex, cutting-edge components faster,
with improved reliability, safety, and valve
availability.”

Multimaterial solutions
As 3D-technology advances, Mr. Suurpää
expects that Metso will increasingly make
use of it, both in product development and
manufacturing. “At the moment, we apply
this technology exclusively for highlydemanding applications for which 3D-parts
offer better performance. We don’t yet use

Breakthrough
When asked about the most significant
breakthrough innovations of recent years,
Mr. Suurpää mentions the Neles NDX Valve
Controller. “It is a product that has been
designed based on exactly what our customers have asked for combined with over
50 years of in-house experience. We took
the customer input and re-imagined the
valve controller to make it safer and more
reliable than ever before.”
One of the defining features is the interface
which allows an easier and more comprehensive understanding of the internal workings of the valve. Mr. Suurpää: “we have improved the overall user experience with clear visual installation instructions to advanced
functions that not only sound alarms but also suggest appropriate corrective actions. By
doing so, the valve controller is easier to install with less room for human error and is
also more cost-efficient in operation due to enhanced diagnostic capabilities.”

www.valve-world.net
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Why Metso develops wear-protection materials
Material selection is highly relevant
in severe service applications such
as FCC slurry oil control, lime mud
control, quench water control, acid
leaching autoclaves and so on. For
slurry media, Metso has developed
innovations in wear-protection materials and functional coatings that
have both contributed to supporting
the use of metallic, metal-seated
valves in severe control service.
“The use of wear-protection materials (branded as Metso Wear Block)
in the construction of Metso ball
valves has resulted in encouraging
results in severe slurry control service, even with operating pressures
up to 30 bar and temperatures of
200°C to 300°C,” says Mr. Suurpää.
These materials include metal
matrix composites, in which the
Metso have developed wear-protection materials and
erosion resistance approaches the
functional coatings to protect metallic, metal-seated
performance of ceramic materials,
valves in severe control service.
while the mechanical and electrical characteristics are like metals.
Depending on the process environment for each application, the final material selection
is matched to specific requirements for corrosion, wear resistance and to the targeted
maintenance schedule and overall lifetime.

3D-technology for external parts as standards still have to be developed.” In the
near future, he expects 3D-print multimaterial solutions will become a reality. “This is
very interesting as we will able to develop
and manufacture hybrid materials with
increased functionalities and combining
the advantages of different materials. At
the moment, we use traditional production
methods such as powder coating, isostatic
pressing etc., but ultimately, we anticipate
using 3D-technology to produce superior
parts and products more efficiently.”

Huge impact
As Mr. Suurpää mentioned earlier, digitalisation will have a significant impact on the
company’s technology development. “I
wouldn’t prioritise this because other R&D
domains, such as valve design and materials development, are equally important.
However, the impact of digitalisation across
the board on our company and supply chain
will be huge.”
Apart from the role in technology development - as has been discussed before digitalisation is one of Metso’s key enablers
to serve its customers better. This technology will facilitate more accurate and timely
data storage and transfer about various
domains, such as installed base, supply
www.valve-world.net

chain/logistics, asset monitoring and maintenance and so on.

“

At Metso, digitalisation
is about making

transactions between the
company, its partners

and final customers as
efficient as possible

A telling example is the company’s effort
to streamline data transfer in project
procurement and project execution. In this
phase there are frequent exchanges of
valve-related and engineering data going
back and forth between EPC companies
and suppliers. In the early procurement
phase, EPCs require budgetary quotations
from suppliers to estimate the project
costs. As they move further in the procurement bids with end customers, EPCs
require the suppliers to submit the final
and firm quotations.

Focus on value-added activities
In the flow control sector, budget quotation and final quotation phases are

relatively short. This leaves suppliers
precious little time to produce high-quality
proposals, especially if technical specifications are unexpectedly revised by clients
at a later stage.
To address this issue, Metso has a project
quotation team in place, staffed by experienced project quotation engineers. Adding
to this strength Metso has further improved
response times by employing digital tools
that facilitate two-way digital data exchange
between the company and EPCs. In addition,
Metso continues to enhance dimensional
data that can be imported to customer’s
own tools.
Mr. Suurpää: “we provide the best-in-industry distributor tools to support our partners. For example, they can independently
create firm quotations for their clients,
drastically reducing the response time to
quotation inquiries to the final customers.”
In addition, Metso boasts a range of service
tools, such as installed base tools and
performance tools, continues Mr. Suurpää:
“we have embraced digitalization both to
streamline project development but also
as a tool in existing assets. Let’s take the
installed base as an example. In many
cases, these installed base lists are not
up-to-date and incomplete. Over time,
new items may have been added by hand,
often using varying terminology. Valves
may therefore be incorrectly listed as new
items. This creates a top-heavy list, which
is a real hindrance for effective asset management and maintenance. We have vast
experience of this from the pulp and paper
industry, where we have streamlined such
lists from 5000 items to just 550! Imagine
the difference for the maintenance team –
the installed base shrinking to little more
than 10%. By harmonizing and streamlining these lists, significant savings in man
hours and inventory costs can be achieved.
It also paves the way for more advanced
maintenance concepts, such as predictive
maintenance.”
At Metso, digitalisation is therefore about
making transactions between the company,
its partners and final customers as easy
as possible to improve efficiency. By using
digital technology to automatize repetitive
tasks, Metso’s people can be freed up to
focus on activities that add value to the
company and its customers. Mr. Suurpää:
“As I mentioned in the beginning, we want
to make life easier for our customers at
every stage of the valve’s life-cycle. So
from procurement, installation and commissioning to use and maintenance, clients
know they can rely absolutely on Metso’s
products and people.”
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A Plan for North American LNG
In a bid to
dominate the
North American
LNG trade, Sempra
Energy has shifted
its corporate
strategy to focus
on liquefied
natural gas. Part
of that strategy
involves the
construction of a
new LNG export
terminal on the
Gulf of Mexico,
combined with
expansion at a
preexisting site
on Mexico’s
Pacific coast.
By Poten & Partners

A rendering of the proposed Port Arthur site. Photo: Sempra.

P

ort Arthur LNG is a proposed natural
gas liquefaction and export terminal
in Southeast Texas with direct access
to the Gulf of Mexico. The proposed
project is sponsored by San Diego-based
Energy, with construction expected to begin by
2019 and commissioning scheduled for 2023.
Its facilities are anticipated to include up to
two natural gas liquefaction trains capable of
producing, under optimal conditions, up to approximately 13.5 million tons per year (MMt/y).
The construction of new natural gas pipelines
to deliver natural gas to the terminal is also
under consideration.
According to Justin Bird, chief development
officer for Sempra North American Infrastructure, the Port Arthur terminal fits into Sempra
Energy’s wider plan to develop up to 45 MMt/y
of LNG capacity in North America. Once completed, Port Arthur and Sempra’s two other LNG
projects—one on the US Gulf Coast and one on
Mexico’s Pacific Coast—will “place Sempra as one
of the largest North America exporters” of LNG.

Corporate strategy
Sempra has made a number of changes to increase its focus on LNG, fine-tuning its corporate
strategy in the past 12 months, according to
Bird. For example, Sempra sold all its wind and
solar assets in December 2018, and it announced
www.valve-world.net

in January the planned sale of its equity interests in Luz del Sur in Peru and Chilquinta
Energia in Chile. Liz del Sur is a power distribution company while Chilquinta Energia is a
power distribution and trading company. Sempra
expects to complete the planned sales by the
end of 2019. It sold its US gas storage assets
in February 2019 as it moved forward with its
strategic plans.
The proposed three LNG export projects are now
top priorities for Sempra. “Each project has great
attributes and different customers,” Bird said.
With Port Arthur, Sempra already “has strong
commercial momentum, including our 20-year
agreement with Polish Oil & Gas (PGNiG) for 20%
of Port Arthur’s planned export capacity – and
preliminary agreements were signed with major
gas companies: Total, Mitsui & Co., Tokyo Gas for
the Energia Costa Azul project.”

Project history
Port Arthur LNG, located on the Sabine-Neches
Ship Channel in Texas, includes two trains, up to
three LNG storage tanks, and two marine berths.
Sempra began the federal permitting process for
Port Arthur LNG as an import terminal in April
2004.
In 2014, the Port Arthur project was approved by
the US Department of Energy (DOE) to export up to
10 MMt/y to countries that have US free-trade (FTA)
Valve World June 2019
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and countries without such agreements. It
filed an amendment to its non-FTA application
in October 2018 to increase its authorized
export volumes to as much as 1.91 Bcf/d
from as much at 1.42 Bcf/d. In February 2019
the project received its final environmental
impact statement (FEIS) from the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and
the FEIS for the associated 165-mile Texas
and Louisiana connector pipeline projects to
deliver gas to the facility. The next step in the
FERC process is approval of the project.
Subsidiaries of Sempra and Woodside
signed a memorandum of understanding
(MOU) for Port Arthur in early 2016 to
expand on an earlier MOU to combine
experience and share costs related to the
technical design, permitting and commercial development of the project. They
signed an MOU a year later with Korea Gas
as a potential LNG buyer and equity stakeholder in the project; and Bechtel was
awarded the engineering, procurement,
construction and commissioning contract
in June 2018.

Investors line up
Meanwhile, Port Arthur is already attracting
attention from LNG buyers. Last December,
PGNiG agreed to buy 2 MMt/y for 20 years from
Port Arthur. The deal was part of Poland’s plan
to buy up to 40% of its gas from the US, and it
also signed secured agreements with Venture
Global and Cheniere Energy.

The Energia Costa Azul facility. Photo: Sempra.
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For Bird, the recent deal with PGNiG meets
Sempra’s expectations. “Port Arthur offers many advantages to potential LNG
customers,” he said. “Sempra can develop
a cost-competitive facility with a strong
commercial structure and an LNG marketing strategy that would be attractive to
LNG buyers in the global market.” Commercial discussions are continuing with
large counterparties on both supply and
equity options because Sempra’s projects
could serve the Atlantic and Pacific basins,
Bird said.

Other LNG projects
One of Sempra’s other LNG sites, the
Cameron LNG liquefaction project, is
located in Louisiana just 18 miles north
of the Gulf of Mexico. Cameron LNG is
now jointly owned by Sempra Total, Mitsui,
and Japan LNG Investment, a company
jointly owned by Mitsubishi Corp. and
Nippon Yusen Kabushiki Kaisha. Sempra
is the majority shareholder with a 50.2 %
stake, while each of the other three own
16.6%. The next step for Cameron, known
as phase 2, is to start building two LNG
trains. The construction schedule is still
uncertain.
Sempra also plans to build a liquefaction
facility (ECA LNG) near its existing Energia
Costa Azul import terminal in the Mexican state of Baja California, with up to 12
MMt/y of export capacity. Shipping time
from the West Coast is 12-15 days to Asia
compared with 35 days to ship LNG from
the Gulf Coast. Costa Azul is a brownfield
site, with pipeline access controlled by
Sempra.
Sempra had originally planned a 12-MMt/y
plant but decided later to start with LNG
exports on a smaller scale. Phase 1 includes building a 2.5-MMt/y train to receive
gas supply from the Permian Basin of
West Texas and the San Juan Basin of
New Mexico and Colorado. Sempra awarded
TechnipFMC and Kiewit the engineering,
procurement, construction contract in
June. FID is planned for late 2019 and the
project is expected to be completed by
2023. Total, Mitsui and Tokyo Gas each
signed non-binding 20-year supply contracts for 800,000 t/y in November 2018.
No date has been announced at this time
for phase 2.
www.valve-world.net
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Longer intervals in TA’s
By Marty van Tilburg
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very two to six years, depending on
the factory/refinery, a turn around is
scheduled. Roughly four to five weeks a
plant is completely shut down in order to
replace, repair and to carry out inspections. Prior
to these shut downs, we have invested months
in scoping. Determining which assets/equipment
need(s) to be replaced or repaired. We base these
assessments primarily on maintenance reports
from previous years. Our people in the field
(maintenance) and operators are best equipped/
suited to provide input regarding the status/
health of the assets. Typically, this input is communicated to our team in a list that is the basis
for discussion between maintenance and asset
management.
In my case, control valves are on the agenda. In
case of this equipment, the trend is definitely to
extend the life cycle, without compromising on
safety and functionality. Whereas in the past four
years was the norm, we are looking at longer
intervals ranging from eight to Twelve years,
depending on the media and processing conditions (temperatures, pressures etc.).
This is where advanced diagnostics come in
handy to provide additional information/insights
about the control valve internal condition. As we
have experienced in the past, maintenance data
not always reflect this properly. For example, we
have opened a control valve (DN 300) with a ruptured plug. For some reason, this didn’t register
in the performance of the valve in question.

However, we needed to replace the part. Luckily
our revision partner helped us out by manufacturing within strict deadline the plug, which
wasn’t available anymore.
In any case, we want to avoid these unpleasant
surprises as much as possible which brings us
back to diagnostics. Within Sitech we are working
with this concept for a number years. Via our Asset Health Center we have gained experience in
collecting and analysing hundreds of parameters
from a limited number of ‘problematic’ valves.
The trick is to link these parameters to specific
defects within the valve. In a turn around, we are
able to confirm or deny our predictions. In some
cases, we have been proven right. Certain fluctuations in the control area indicate damage to
the plug and/or seat. Ideally we would be able to
assess the amount of the damage and ultimately
the breakdown point. To get there, we need to
gain additional experience and insights on the
work floor. Computer simulations or laboratory
scale testing are useful tools but do not always
reflect the reality of a fully functional asset.
Regardless of elongating the life cycle of - in my
case - control valves, major upgrades sometimes
are needed to replace fully functioning valves. In
most cases, these valves and its components are
not available anymore. Therefore it makes more
sense to procure and install equipment that is
still readily available on the market. This enables
us and our customers to rely on help from our
suppliers, also in the realm of valve diagnostics.
Valve World June 2019
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Proper lubrication of valve
components for low E sealing
The requirement
to comply with low
emission standards
has become one of
the most important
issues regarding
valves over the
past several
years. The API has
developed API 624
(applicable to API
600, 602, 603 &
623) and API 641
(applicable to API
599, 608 & 609),
requiring less than
100 ppm without
a re-torque, along
with publishing the
3rd Edition of API
622 for packing that
requires less than
100 ppm without a
re-torque.
By Rodney Roth

T

he results of both API 622 and API 624 tests
are so important to both end users and
manufacturers, as part of the API 624 documentation package. This documentation
package can be reviewed by end user corporate
engineering for approval and suitability for use
where Low E valves are required. While a pass/fail
result in API 624 requires no more than 100 ppm
leakage without packing gland bolting adjustment,
some companies are already looking at performance well below the 100 ppm threshold for their
approval process. Multi-year performance is critical
as the US EPA has defined low emission valves as
valves that meet the following definition:
Certified Low-Leaking Valves” shall mean valves for
which a manufacturer has issued either: (i) a written
guarantee that the valve will not leak above 100
parts per million (ppm) for five years; or (ii) a written
guarantee, certification or equivalent documentation
that the valve has been tested pursuant to generallyaccepted good engineering practices and has been
found to be leaking at no greater than 100 ppm.

Proper loading
One area requiring much more scrutiny is proper
loading of the API 622 packing installed in the valve
for the API 624 test. Achieving the required loading
to properly seat the “Certified Low Leaking Packing”
is crucial to obtaining the sealing performance at the
low leak rates required to successfully pass API 624
testing. The gland pressure exerted on the packing
is a function of packing type, sealing requirement
and the pressure being sealed. Therefore, valve
pressure class and stuffing box geometries need
to be analyzed for the application of proper bolt
torque. Also, gland flange stud size and the thread
www.valve-world.net

and nut lubricant also impact the force applied to
the gland and are variables that also need to be included in the analysis to create proper gland stress
for API 624 low emission sealing.

Increased leakage
The gland stress acting on the packing that produces ring compression along with radial sealing
forces is much more significant in low emission
applications. Gland plates and gland studs need
to be analyzed for the additional stress required
by low emission packing. Also, the gland nose
and gland flanges need to be reviewed as it is
important that they remain perpendicular to the
stem. Non-perpendicular gland flange plates can
result in improper sealing. A Gland Flange that
is not perpendicular to the stem centerline can
result in uneven loading of packing, leading to
increased leakage and additional stem friction.
To apply the proper gland stress, a torque wrench
must be used to apply an accurate and repeatable
load. A “Crows Foot” type wrench is often needed
to access the nuts especially on small forged
valves. The increased moment arm should be
added to the calculation because of the increased
distance when it is used.

Limitations
The industry practice prior to the release of API 624 is
for a valve to be only capable of meeting low fugitive
emission when prepared for testing, such as in the
ISO 15848-1 test. In ISO 15848-1 type testing, there
are few limitations of special preparation to the valve
before the test beyond mechanical modifications.
However, in API 624, it is specified that only a verification of torque is allowed prior to testing of the valve.
Valve World June 2019
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API 624 further elaborates for the testing center
to document all pre-test activities.
ISO 15848-2 Valve production testing clearly
stipulates that the stem/ shaft seal adjustment
shall be “adjusted according to the manufacturer’s instruction.” Combining this clause with
the fact that ISO 15848-2 only requires only 5
cycles ensures the valve is capable of meeting
low emission requirements AFTER adjustments.
It does not necessarily qualify a valve for
adjustment free low emission performance.

Adjustment-free sealing
However, API 624 requires a manufacturer
to design a valve capable of passing a 310
mechanical and 3 thermal cycle emission tests
with only one gland torque verification prior
to starting the test. The packing set must be
installed correctly and properly consolidated
prior to the API 624 test as no additional
adjustments can be made throughout the test.
Therefore, accurate and repeatable bolting
practices as part of API 598 testing are critical
to apply adequate load on the packing to
achieve longterm, adjustment free low emission sealing. It is important to understand that
to perform the loading as outlined the proper
and effective use of anti-seize/thread lubricants is not only important but required.
Below we outline the various types of
lubricants available and the detailed process
that should be followed to select the correct
material for your application.

Consistent friction factor
The application of thread lubricant/ antiseize to the gland flange studs is important
to ensure the correct gland stress is used
for “Certified Low E” sealing performance.
Testing have shown that majority of the
intended load to a fastener is lost due to
friction as seen in Figure 2. To ensure that
consistent gland stress is being applied, it is
necessary to have consistent friction factor.
Unlubricated gland flange bolts and nuts can
have large variations in the friction due to inconsistencies in surface finishes and bolt thread
profiles. Variations of 40% of bolting have been
seen with unlubricated bolting. This is largely
thought to be from uneven contact surfaces of

metal to metal being engaged in both the thread
of the nut and the packing gland flange stud. It
is also caused by variations in the gland flange
surface and contact area of the packing gland
flange nut. This has a direct relationship to the
variation in packing gland stress and sealing
performance. Lower sealing stress can result in
lower sealing performance. Gland stress that is
higher than predicted can result in excessive
valve stem friction and valve operating torque.
Cases have been observed where gland flanges
and bolts have plastically deformed due to excessive stress. To reduce these wide variations in
stresses, it is important to lubricate not only on
the threads but also the nut and flange face for
accurate and repeatable sealing performance.

Small variations in size
Accurate and repeatable thread and nut
lubrication is important because the disparity in load and its potential to impact sealing
cannot be identified during the required API
598 testing. API 598 testing uses water and
visual leakage as its pass/fail criteria. API
624 production valve sealing performance is
much more stringent and requires a change in
practices for new valves, repaired valves, field
repacks and field packing bolting retorques.
In fact, hardened washers are being evaluated for use on both new and repaired valves
to reduce variations in friction due to nut
embedment into gland flange plates.
An ideal thread lubricant will provide consistent friction properties for both initial assembly
and future adjustments. The friction coefficient
of a thread lubricant is identified as a K or nut
factor. For it be repeatable, the particle size of
the thread lubricant should have small variations in size. Thread lubricant K or nut factor
scatter can be 20% which will directly correlate
to 20% variation on packing stress.

Nut factor
As packing gland flange studs are tightened in
the field, additional thread lubricant
factors need to be considered. Thread lubricant
should not be easily washed off as it needs to
lubricate the threads in the future. Water wash30
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out test performance is important to review
when selecting the correct thread lubricant.
Also, thread lubricant should protect the threads
from corrosion so performance in salt fog tests
can be analyzed and benchmarked. Corroded
bolts will typically have a high friction factor
and not load the packing correctly so should
never be re-used. Another critical element for
evaluating thread lubricants is the wet vs. dry K
or nut factor. Over time, especially at elevated
temperatures, thread lubricant will lose its oil
content. A thread lubricant that has variations
in wet vs. dry K or nut factor will result in varied
gland stresses being applied in the field during
re-torqueing or first attempt at repair as part of
LDAR programs. A thread lubricant that has low
variation in wet vs. dry K or nut factor is ideal
for safe field re-application of gland flange bolting adjustments.

REFERENCES:
PVP2011-57406 - “ANTI-SEIZE, FRIEND OR FOE,
THE PROPERTIES THAT REALLY MATTER!”
This article, part 1 of a two piece article,
has been published in Fugitive Emissions
Journal, a sister publication of Valve World.
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Standardisation
in the oil and gas
sector is imperative
to ‘raise the bar’,
for example in
terms of fugitive
emissions. “Within
the International
Association of Oil
& Gas Producers
(IOGP), various
end users have
agreed upon base
requirements,
some of which
have repercussions
for valve industry.
In general, this
doesn’t require a
huge effort from
the supply side.”
By Lucien Joppen

Standardisation critical to
raising the bar

W

ojciech Zmudzinski, Principal Valve
Engineer at BP USA, has been
involved in the valve business
since graduating from university
(see text box). At the Valve World Conference in
2018, Zmudzinski was the chairman, and in his opening speech, he discussed the hot topics in the oil
and gas sector, one of them being the environmental regulations and international agreements (Paris
agreement) to curb greenhouse gas emissions.
“There is a dual challenge for companies that are
active in the energy sector. First of all, we need to
provide sufficient supply to the growing demand
for energy. Second, there are the goals - see the
Paris agreement - to curb greenhouse gas emissions. Given the projected impact of greenhouse
gases (GHG) on our climate, the business-as-usual
approach doesn’t work. It means investing in
alternative energy sources and also investing in
oil & gas to decrease its CO2-footprint as much as
possible.”
32
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Top priority
According to Zmudzinski, this urgency is not only
visible in BP’s plans for the future, but also high
on the agenda of its peers. “It is a topic which is
also addressed within IOGP as emission reduction
typically lends itself for cooperation between end
users. Specifically, for the valve sector, there have
been recent developments at IOGP-level that are
relevant for the valve sector in terms of fugitive
emissions and other factors. For example, related
to ball valves (API 6D, trunnion mounted), an
IOGP-document has been published earlier this
year, specifying standards for emission testing
and fugitive emission packing. Various end users
(BP, Shell, Aramco, Total, Chevron, Woodside,
ConocoPhillips) have agreed upon these base
requirements. To use an analogy, we have made
the use of seat belts in the industry mandatory.
In essence, the seat belts are already in place,
and we need to impose their use for drivers and
passengers. In terms of fugitive emissions, I don’t
www.valve-world.net
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with current emission-related standards
and requirements, specifications and qualifications. The IOGP-documentation not only
goes into fugitive emissions. First and foremost, these standardisation documents are
designed to agree upon sectoral standards
that are meant to improve safety, reliability
and competition in our sector.”

Positive change
When asked whether BP’s goals, in terms of
GHG emission reduction, will also impact the
equipment the company uses, Zmudzinski
nods affirmatively. “When we look at the
energy we use in our processes, for example
in the downstream area, there are numerous
initiatives to reduce energy usage, both from
an environmental and a cost standpoint. For
example, at our Whiting Refinery in Indiana
(USA), we have launched a waste heat
recovery project to generate steam from
the exhaust gas. This initiative reduces the
amount of steam the facility generates from
its boilers and decreases the amount of
fuel needed and associated GHG-emissions.
It shows that it is possible to increase our
profitability without harming the environment. Even better, it would benefit the
environment.”

Heterogeneity of equipment
think this requires a huge effort from the
manufacturing industry. It doesn’t require
a shift in manufacturing to get to a point
where we can expect all the valves and
then all the equipment to be compliant

Zooming in on valves and fugitive emissions, Zmudzinski mentions the advances in
packing technology, which has improved the
overall quality of the product in terms of external leakages. It doesn’t mean that fugitive
emissions are a thing of the past.

Bigger picture
As the chairman of the Valve World Düsseldorf Conference & Expo 2018, and a Steering Committee member of Valve World Americas Conference & Expo 2019 taking place
in Houston, Texas on June 19 and 20, Zmudzinski believes the events are beneficial for
several reasons.
“From my perspective, attending the conferences in both Düsseldorf and the Americas, it
is not important necessarily to see the new developments in valve manufacturing, but to
meet new manufacturers I haven’t spoken to yet”, he explains. “It is crucial to see what
these new manufacturers’ agendas are, and on your side, to have a bigger picture of
whom they are trying to compete with, and what they are offering.”
Zmudzinski also points out how the industry is seeing a change with new engineers with
less experience entering into the industry following a significant knowledge transfer gap. “It
is essential to notice that there is an age and experience gap in the industry now. We see
a new generation that has a little less or more than ten years of experience. Conferences
like Valve World Americas gives the younger generation access to manufacturers and senior
engineers and management at key companies. These are people they can learn from.”
In terms of the conference, Zmudzinski says he gets involved because he wants to be
able to help make a change in the industry through education. “I think it is so important to get involved and to ensure that those who are attending and presenting are also
people who can make a change. I want to attract not only the young people who want
to learn but even the experts who can teach and learn about all the new changes in the
industry.”
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“Both internal and external leakages are still
on our radar. There are issues with isolation,
with safe isolations or isolations that allows
us to perform certain tasks, such as critical
equipment maintenance or replacement.
Another issue is, valves that don’t function
properly, so something has gone wrong,
either with the actuation, accessories or
with the valve itself. In many cases, corrosion or wear-and-tear in combination with the
age of the equipment have caused sufficient
damage to the internal mechanisms. From
an operator’s standpoint, they are equally
important to address and urgently needing
resolution.”

“

The seat belts are
already in place, and
we need to impose their use for
drivers and passengers.

One of the challenges in terms of valve
management for Zmudzinski and his colleagues is the heterogeneity of equipment
in its production facilities that are located
in various parts of the globe. There are
significant differences in terms of the age of
the production facilities and its equipment,
partly because of BP’s amalgamation with
other companies in the past.
Advance in stem seals and packing technology Zmudzinski says that production
facilities have evolved over the years. “In
essence, this means that our production
facilities have been designed and constructed based on different specifications. This also applies to the valves that
are installed in our production facilities.
It’s always the same sort of challenge.
If a valve is leaking, if the valve is not
working properly, those initial choices that
Valve World June 2019
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BP’s Whiting refinery.

were made at the design or procurement
stage may have had an influence and an
adverse impact on its current reliability. It
could be that it was the best technical and
commercial decision at that time. Maybe
these choices were made because of the
project’s budget and schedule. Presentday requirements and available solutions
can’t be compared with the past. To give
an example, stem seals and packing
technology has advanced significantly over
the last ten years. What is on the market
today is far more advanced, which will
have a positive impact on the reduction of
fugitive emissions.”

Benefits of new technology
Speaking of modern-day technology, does
Zmudzinski see opportunities arising from
big data (analysis) to improve operational
efficiency and possibly reduce fugitive
emissions?
“The valve health data analytics have a
great potential to improve our business.
One area that we’re looking at is closely
monitoring the condition of production
and safety-critical valves. Instead of allowing these valves to be run to failure,
to a point where we have no choice but
to replace them, we should be able to
predict future events and act accordingly
through predictive maintenance protocols.
www.valve-world.net

Ideally, we would also like to finetune
our analysis to zoom in and determine
which part of the valve and actuator is
involved in specific valve malfunction. It
might be the valve itself, or it could also
be an auxiliary item, such as solenoid or
regulator not working properly. I think
it may be very early days for everyone
to have such smart, predictive analytics
enabling us to look into the future, say six
or twelve months in advance, but that is a
good target.”

Alternative materials
Zmudzinski continues to mention
3D-printing as a potential game-changer.
“There are already interesting applications
in the B2B-sector using 3D-print technology

both in plastics and metals. The technology still needs time to mature to be
competitive with traditional manufacturing
processes or to supplement it. Ultimately, it
could be used for specific applications and
not so much as a one-size-fits-all solution.
In terms of economy-of-scale, traditional
production processes, such as casting
and forging, will continue to be costcompetitive.” Alternative materials, such as
plastics, could also make inroads in the oil
and gas market, Zmudzinski says. “Traditionally, we use metallic valves made from
steel or various alloys. Some applications,
with lower class ratings, could be replaced
with certain plastics. I think that’s another
opportunity, maybe not a massive one but
one worth exploring in the near future.”

Involved in valves from the start
Zmudzinski has worked in the valve business since the mid-nineties. After he graduated as a
Mechanical Engineer, he started at Securamax International. “Back then it was challenging for
engineers to get an engineering job in Canada”, Zmudzinski says. “My first job was not as a
valve engineer but as a valve technician. Soon my responsibilities also encompassed design
and engineering. In hindsight, both domains provided me with first-hand expertise with valves:
the design and manufacture, applications, and how and why they fail, and how to fix them.”
Zmudzinski also worked as an engineering manager for Velan, one of the major valve
companies in North America. Later on, he joined Score Pacific and McDermott, respectively as a
Mechanical Engineer and a Chief Engineer & Category Manager.
“Accepting these jobs meant that my family and I had to move, first to Australia and later on
the UAE. In 2018, we decided to move back to North America, to be specific to Houston, where
I accepted the position of Principal Valve Engineer at BP USA.”
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Methane leak detection with drones
The Southwest
Research Institute
has equipped
drones with
specialized cameras
and developed an
AI algorithm for
these cameras in
order for drones to
detect methane gas
leaks in real time
and autonomously.
Since methane gas
is odorless as well
as invisible to the
human eye, the
smart camera offers
a very welcome
high-tech eye for
leak detection.
By Jolanda Heunen

P

ipelines and gas compressor stations
are the fields where the aerial drones
that are developed by the Southwest
Research Institute would typically hover
over. Equipped with midwave infrared cameras
(MWIR) the drones are able to detect methane
leaks with SwRI’s Smart LEak Detection System
(or SLED) that uses computer vision and machine
learning.
This marks a new era in leak detection and
depending on several factors - including distance
from the leak - under optimal conditions, it can
detect 5 scfh leaks. In a video interview that was
posted by the company on Youtube, Maria Araujo,
Manager of R&D with the Southwest Research
Institute, tells about what the drones specifically

About
The Southwest Research
Institute (headquartered in
San Antonio, Texas) consists
of R&D problem solvers
providing independent services
to government and industry
clients. They aim at pushing
the boundaries of science
and technology to develop
innovative solutions in order
to advance the state of the art
and improve human health and
safety. Their multidisciplinary
nature allows them to rapidly
assemble diverse teams to
tackle problems from multiple
directions.
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Maria Araujo, Manager of R&D with the Southwest Research
Institute. © Courtesy of Southwest Research Institute

are capable of, how they are developed, and what
her hopes for the future are.
This particular technology is developed for the
US department of Energy with the focus of the
project being on developing a methane detection
technology to ultimately find gas leaks – in this
case particularly methane – autonomously and
in real time. The team uses a specialized camera
for the drones to collect the data. This is an
infra-red camera which is more specifically
called an ‘optical gas imager’.

“

In addition, an Artificial
Intelligence algorithm was
developed. This enables the drone to
detect small amounts of emissions
that normally can’t be seen with just
the camera.

In addition an Artificial Intelligence algorithm was
developed. This enables the drone to detect small
amounts of emissions that normally can’t be
‘seen’ with just the camera. The sensing capability is enhanced with the AI algorithm. And when
the drone detects methane, it will send an alarm
with the specific location of where the gas was
detected.
The Southwest Research Institute hopes that in the
next decade the technology will be embraced at a
large scale. They are currently already working
towards commercializing the technology and hope
to one day see the drones flying, inspecting facilities and finding the leaks that go undetected today.
Source: Youtube / SwRI
Valve World June 2019
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Welding a carbon steel body valve
to 22Cr duplex pipe: a case study
This article
describes a case
study involving
the welding of
a large size and
high-pressure class
carbon steel body
oil export pipeline
valve to 22Cr
duplex pipelines.
Particular attention
is paid to two
key welding
challenges.
By Karan Sotoodeh,
Baker Hughes, a GE Company

Introduction
Pipeline valves located on the oil export pipelines are normally the largest, heaviest and most
important valves with the longest delivery time
on offshore platforms[1] [2]. They are large sizes
and in high pressure classes, which makes them
critical in terms of engineering design, procurement and delivery time[1] [2]. A top entry design
provides access to the valve internals from the
top through removing the bonnet (Figure 1). In
fact, the top entry design facilitates online maintenance of the valves without any need to remove or dismantle the valve from the pipeline[1].
The valve will be welded to the pipeline instead
of flange connection to reduce the risk of leakage
to zero[1]. By contrast, split body side entry valves
(Figure 2) are connected to the pipeline through
flanges, which increase the risk of leakage[1].
The other advantage of top entry design is the
robust design achievement through using onepiece body and bonnet, which increases the
valve resistance against pipeline loads[1].

Valve body materials
The material of oil export pipeline valves is normally carbon steel or low temperature carbon steel[1].
The valves handle non-corrosive and well treated
oil[1] in an operating temperature normally less
than 150°C. Therefore, there is no need to select

corrosion resistant alloys (CRAs) like 22Cr duplex
for this valve. It should be added that using 22Cr
duplex material for these generally large sizes and
high-pressure classes valves is not economical. To
sum up, casting of carbon steel in ASTM A216 WCB
or low temperature carbon steel in ASTM A352 LCB
or LCC can be selected for the valve bodies.

Topside pipeline materials
The platform pipeline material was upgraded
to 22Cr duplex from carbon steel for weight
reduction[1]. Carbon steel has a lower mechanical strength (allowable stress, yield and tensile)
compared to 22Cr duplex[3] [4]. This implies that
increasing the allowable stress (S) and mechanical
strength reduces the piping wall thickness[3] [4]
as shown in formulas 1 & 2.
t=

PD
2(PY+SE)

(1)

1
Formula 1 → t= F ( )
S

(2)

Where:
t = pipe wall thickness (inch);
P = design pressure (PSI);
D = pipe outside diameter (inch);
Y = 0.4 (material coefficient);
S = allowable stress (PSI);
E = joint efficiency.

Valve bonnet

Valve body
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Figure 1: 38” Class 1500 top entry ball valve for oil export pipeline. Courtesy: Flow Control Technology
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Additionally, a 3mm corrosion allowance
should be added to the piping thickness
as per NORSOK standard[5] which increases
the carbon steel piping thickness and
weight compared to the 22Cr duplex pipe
in the same size and pressure class.
Note: The last valve on the oil export
line may be connected directly to the
subsea riser pipeline in API 5LX material equivalent to carbon steel which are
excluded from the welding between two
dissimilar materials of carbon steel and
22Cr duplex.

Welding
The valve body shall be welded to at
least one-piece of forged pipe from each
side by the valve manufacturer or a
welding subcontractor. Welding of the
valve to the pup pieces is done prior
to the shipment of the valve to the construction yard and hence before the
valve is welded to the pipeline. The
forged pipes, referred to as ‘pup pieces’
are used to keep the fabrication weld
heat input away from the valve internals
and especially the sealings. Figure 3 il-

lustrates a 38” Class 1500 top entry ball
valve body after welding of the pup and
transition pieces. Transition piece should
be welded between the pup piece and the
body of the valve as a thickness convertor
if the thickness differential between the
valve and pipe (pup piece) is more than
50%; please refer in such cases
to an ASME code. It should be noted
that the thickness of the pipeline and
pup piece are equal. The valve and the
connected pipeline are 103mm and 60mm
thick respectively in this case. Thus, the
transition piece is a 38” forged pipe in
103mm thickness one end toward the
valve and 60mm thickness in another end
toward the pup piece.
The body of the valve is low temperature
carbon steel ASTM A352 LCC in this case.
API 5L specification specifies API 5LX
grades which are high strength carbon
steel piping such as X42, X46, X52, X56,
X60, X65, X70, X80 [6]. The two-digit number
following the “X” indicates the yield
strength of the grade in KSI[6]. As an example, X52 pipe has minimum 52KSI yield
strength. The equivalent forging of API 5LX

Flanged end connections

Figure 2: Side entry (split body) ball valve

pipe is covered by ASTM A694 standard.
The transition piece material is ASTM A694
F52, high strength carbon steel, forging
equivalent to API 5L X52. Figure 4 illustrates welding of the three components,
valve body in A352 LCC (carbon steel) on
the left, transition piece in ASTM A694 F52
(high strength carbon steel) in the middle,
and pup piece in ASTM A182 F51 (22Cr
duplex) on the right.
It is a valid question to ask why the
transition piece was not selected in 22Cr
duplex material. That’s because welding

Valve body
Transition Piece

Pup Piece
Figure 3: Top entry ball valve body welded to pup piece and transition piece
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of a 22Cr duplex transition piece
to a 103mm thick carbon steel valve
would produce high heat input and possibility of sigma brittle phase in the 22Cr
duplex transition piece. In fact, duplex
stainless steel can undergo a structural
transformation as a function of temperature, leading to formation of sigma
phase in exposure to high temperature[7].
Sigma intermetallic compound can reduce
the mechanical strength and corrosion
resistance of the duplex stainless-steel
material[7].
That would be less risky and easier to
connect ASTM A694 F52 transition piece
and 22Cr duplex pup piece in thickness
of 60mm. However, welding a high
strength carbon steel to 22Cr duplex
is still challenging. The challenge is
that the carbon steel transition piece is
thicker than 19mm so it requires post
weld heat treatment (PWHT) to release
the residual stress after welding as per
ASME B31.3 code requirement[3]. However,
applying PWHT on welding between
carbon steel and 22Cr duplex is not
recommended due to the risk of sigma
phase formation associated with 22Cr
duplex[7]. The solution is to butter the
F52 pup piece material with Inconel
625 and apply PWHT before welding to
22Cr duplex pup piece. Afterwards,
Inconel 625 filler (ERNiCrMo3) can be
used to weld the buttered F52 transition
piece to F51 duplex pup piece without
applying PWHT. The welding of these
two dissimilar materials are illustrated
in Figure 5. Alloy 59 with no niobium content could be proposed by material
engineers instead of Inconel 625 for

Figure 4: Schematic of a valve body, transition piece and pup piece connections

welding between pup and transition
pieces.

Conclusion & recommendations
This paper explains the welding technique
for connecting large size and high-pressure class carbon steel body oil export
pipeline valves to 22Cr duplex pipeline.
The pipeline valves are a top entry design
which are welded to the pipe to reduce
the leakage possibility as well as avoiding
flange connections. There are two challenges related to the welding of the valve
to the pipeline. The first one is the large
thickness differential and the second is
dissimilar materials between the valve and
the pipeline. Thus, a transition piece in
ASTM A694 F52 is used between the valve
and the pup piece as a thickness convertor. The other challenge is to weld the

F51 duplex pup piece to F52 high strength
carbon steel transition piece. The solution
is to butter the F52 pup piece material
with Inconel 625 and apply PWHT before
welding to 22Cr duplex pup piece. Afterwards, Inconel 625 filler (ERNiCrMo3) can
be used to weld the buttered F52 transition piece to F51 duplex pup piece without
applying PWHT.
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Exploring the depths of an
LDAR Program
Leak Detection and Repair
(LDAR) has become an
acronym that is not
only understood by the
environmental sector, but
also understood by end
users in areas including:
procurement, maintenance,
operations, turn around
planners, etc. For other
industries, the acronym
LDAR has even reached
Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs),
task groups (API) and
further, alongside countries
looking at adopting similar
regulations and restrictions
that the United States have
had in place since the mid1980s. Even with this new
plethora of information,
many have not taken the
time to look at the monthly
and quarterly roles, and
responsibilities of the LDAR
group.
By Bronson Pate,
RFS Compliance Solutions

L

DAR groups have one of the most complex
jobs in the environmental field. They
are responsible for taking care of all the
required Method 21 (M21) monitoring on
a monthly and quarterly basis, along with many
other tasks. LDAR technicians, depending on the
facility, inherit all field related duties. This can include repair & re-monitoring, Cooling Tower MACT,
opacity, BWON, QQQ, MOC review, visuals (AVO)
and waste. All these additional tasks increase the
man hours LDAR programs face from a monthly
and quarterly timeframe.
Let’s look at a fictitious facility that consist
of 13,500 total LDAR components. This facility
consists of 7,000 valves, 500 Difficult-to-Monitor
valves, 65 pumps, 180 PRVs routed to a control
device, 4,000 connectors, 5 compressors and
1,750 closed vents system components. Now
that we have the only all facility component
count for LDAR, let’s look at this as a monthly
requirement.
As depicted in table 1, the average component
events per month is 4239.6, though you can’t
have a decimal for these component events, so
let us assume that the total is 4240 events. With
knowing the total events that take place each
month, the facility will now need to figure out the
number of components a technician can complete
per day while conducting true M21. For this fictitious facility after the analysis has been completed,
and looking back over the past two years, it was

DTM-valves
Difficult-to-monitor valves (DTM) are valves
that require elevating a technician higher than
two meters above a support surface. In these
cases, extra support is needed to carry out
the monitoring in a safe and orderly fashion.
Usually a fall arrest harness, scaffolding or man
lift/scissorlift is needed.
In essence, nothing can be done to make
monitoring or repairs easier on DTM valves.
In terms of frequency, DTM valves are required
to only be monitored on an annual basis versus
on a quarterly basis as those DTMs are more
unlikely to leak as they do not get actuated
as often as NTM (Normal to Monitor) valves.
Finally, will LDAR influence to certain degree
process configurations of greenfield plants in
order to reduce number of difficult-to-monitor
valves? Pate: “As plant design has gotten better,
less DTMs are designed into facilities. They are
still needed for safety and shutdowns, but new
regulations are also requiring that LDAR has less
than 3.0% DTMs per process unit which forces
design to also help with that.”

discovered that the average components being
completed daily is 200/day for M21 and 250/day
for visuals.

Table 1: Total Monthly LDAR Events
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Annual
M21

Annual
Visuals

Total
Events/
Month

Month

M21
(vlv & pmps)

VisualsWeekly *4

Visuals
Quarterly

January

2565

260

500

3325

February

2565

260

1500

4325

March

2065

260

2180

4505

April

2565

260

500

3325

May

2565

260

1500

4325

June

2065

260

2180

4505

July

2565

260

500

255

1000

4580

August

2565

260

1500

125

750

5200

125

September

2065

260

2180

October

2565

260

500

3325

4630

November

2565

260

1500

4325

December

2065

260

2180

4505
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Table 2: Total Days to Complete
Total Days to
Complete

Month

M21 (vlv &
pmps)

Visuals
Weekly *4

Visuals
Quarterly

January

2565

260

500

15.87

February

2565

260

1500

19.87

March

2065

260

2180

20.09

April

2565

260

500

15.87

May

2565

260

1500

19.87

June

2065

260

2180

20.09

July

2565

260

500

255

1000

20.89

August

2565

260

1500

125

750

23.37

September

2065

260

2180

125

October

2565

260

500

15.87

November

2565

260

1500

19.87

December

2065

260

2180

20.09

Annual M21

20.59

After the analysis was run based on the
table 1 commitments in which LDAR is
required to be completed on a monthly
basis, you find that it takes on average
19.36 days to complete. This is without any
additional duties, holidays, vacation or sick
days included. The next step is to compare
the data to the available working days. For
this article, the US Federal working day
calendar for 2019 was used, which includes
US federal holidays.
Reviewing the comparison in table 3, if
the facility was to have only one technician who never took vacation or sick time,
only 5 months of the entire year would
require an additional person to ensure the
LDAR duties are completed. You must note
also that the analysis in table 3 doesn’t

Table 3: Working Days (+/-)
Month

Total
Days to Complete

2019 Working
Days

+/-

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

15.87
19.87
20.09
15.87
19.87
20.09
20.89
23.37
20.59
15.87
19.87
20.09

21
19
21
22
22
20
22
22
20
22
19
21

5.14
-0.86
0.91
6.14
2.14
-0.09
1.12
-1.37
-0.59
6.14
-0.86
0.91

Annual Visuals

Table 4: Additional Duties (+/-)
Month

Leak Repair/
Cooling Tower Opacity
LDAR (Days) Re-Monitoring
MACT (Days) (Days)
(Days)

BWON
(Days)

QQQ
(Days)

MOC
Review
(Days)

Total
Days

2019
Working +/(Days)

January

15.87

2

2

1

5

1

3

28.87

21

-8

February

19.87

2

2

1

1

1

3

28.87

19

-10

March

20.09

1.50

2

1

1

1

3

28.59

21

-8

April

15.87

1

2

1

5

1

3

27.87

22

-6

May

19.87

1

2

1

1

1

3

27.87

22

-6

June

20.09

0.75

2

1

1

1

3

27.84

20

-8

July

20.89

3

2

1

5

1

3

34.89

22

-13

August

23.37

2

2

1

1

1

3

32.37

22

-10

September

20.59

1.50

2

1

1

1

3

29.09

20

-9

October

15.87

2

2

1

5

1

3

28.87

22

-7

November

19.87

2

2

1

1

1

3

28.87

19

-10

December

20.09

1.50

2

1

1

1

3

28.59

21

-8
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Month

Table 5: Addition of LDAR Management
LDARTotal LDAR
Total LDAR Field
Management
Onsite
(Days)
(Days)
Employees

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

28.87
28.87
28.59
27.87
27.87
27.84
34.89
32.37
29.09
28.87
28.87
28.59

11
10
11
11
11
10
11
11
10
11
10
11

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2019
Working
(Days)

+/-

42
38
42
44
44
40
44
44
40
44
38
42

3
0
2
5
5
2
-2
1
1
4
-1
2

group would fall short of completing their
work. But, overall having three fulltime
team members would not be beneficial to
the facility.

Conclusion
As you can see many factors come into
play when truly looking at the depths of
an LDAR program. From a facility standpoint you must dive very deep into the
data to truly figure out what best fits your
program and staffing needs. But with so
much of what the LDAR group does to
keep the facility in compliance, the only
advice that the author can give is to never
understaff the program. It is always better
to overstaff to stay in compliance.

include any of the time required to do leak
repair/re-monitoring, Cooling Tower MACT,
opacity, BWON, QQQ and MOC review. For
the additional tasks, with the exception of
leak repair/ re-monitoring and MOC review,
assumptions have been made on the total
time requirements. For this facility, let’s
assume that the average leak rate is 0.5%
and that 8 MOCs come in a month that
require LDAR.
As the additional duties come into view
with generic assumptions, these are also
dependent on the time it takes to move
around the facility, permitting process
and other outside factors. With the new
data inputs completed, it starts to show
that with every additional duty excluding
weather, equipment issues, vacation
and sick time, process unit shutdowns/
upsets, more than often the LDAR group
would be 8 eight days short for completing their duties. With this, it now shows
the facility would really need to have two
employees to complete the duties as with
overages, the facility would be paying
more to have a person come to the site
than they would to have an additional
full-time person onsite. It should also
be noted that with the data, no time
has been placed into the calculation
for keeping the LDAR program up-to-date
and managing the LDAR program. This
could mean anything from rehanging
tags, to tagging additional components
from MOCs, to additional monitoring for
new components, to managing the LDAR
program.
Finally, if the addition of the LDAR management duties are introduced for only
half the time each month, along with the
other duties that have been expressed
above, the facility has found the correct
staffing for the duties that are required.
There would still be two months, which
based on these predictions, the LDAR
www.valve-world.net
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Can Europe’s gas
industry reinvent itself?
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urope’s gas industry has long
argued that gas has a significant
role to play as an energy source
that can positively benefit the
transition towards a decarbonised economy.
But policymakers and environmental groups
in Europe remain sceptical, and over the next
decade, the gas industry faces its greatest
existential crisis as major policy decisions
will be taken that could permanently impact
on the industry’s future.
A new level of urgency now underpins
discussions around the medium and
longer-term outlook for the European
gas industry as recognition grows that a
new level of ambition will be required
to decarbonise and transform the
energy and power sectors. As a result,
gas will need to adopt a significant
new stance to survive and thrive: it must
decarbonise and yet remain cost-competitive
with other fuel choices.
The decarbonisation of the industrial and
heavy energy user sectors will become
new battlegrounds for Europe’s policymakers
and pressure groups. This will be especially
the case for heating and transportation,
coupled with the rapid development of new
technologies such as carbon capture use
and storage (CCUS) and other low-emissions
fuels such as hydrogen, synthetic gas from
power, or biogas from agricultural and
food waste.
Part of the policy conundrum facing Europeans
is the stark difference between intention
and pragmatic capability when it comes to
delivering on carbon reduction commitments
towards 2050.
Many have pushed for the full electrification
of the EU’s economies through renewable
energy with no natural gas contribution,
something that the Commission’s own Deputy
Director-General of Energy, Klaus-Dieter
Borchardt, has recently noted as being
“profoundly wrong” and that it would be
a mistake to leave the EU’s decades-established
gas infrastructure empty, especially when
investment was still being made into this
network.

This nexus between renewable energies
and low-carbon (or even carbon-neutral)
gas fuels could become the most plausible
and accepted solution for EU member states
as they seek to balance the demands of
climate policy with the needs to sustain
energy supply and maintain economic
buoyancy.
Many leaders within the gas industry are
now bullish that the roles gas – whether
natural, biogas or synthetic – can play in
delivering long-term solutions to climate
commitments are permanent and no longer
regarded as ‘bridging’ in a transition towards
100% renewable energy.
For many working within the gas industry,
there is dismay at how uncomfortable
European governments appear supporting
new gas or LNG projects. Yet, behind the
scenes, projects continue to be developed
and progressed, such as new LNG import
terminals into Germany, a country
committed to climate reductions through
the mothballing of both coal and nuclear
power generation.
Where does this conundrum leave
policymakers in countries, for example,
like Germany who has pledged commitments
to carbon neutrality by 2050, and yet continue
to invest in long-term projects such as Nord
Stream 2? If gas and LNG projects are being
supported as long-term investments, then
does this not mean that EU governments
are sending mixed messages about their
climate and energy policies?

This year’s European Annual Gas Conference
faces up to the stark new realities facing
the continent’s gas industry and tackles the
challenges confidently, openly and honestly.
The 34th edition of the highly-regarded
annual gathering of Europe’s top energy
executives, policy makers and end-users will
take place in Paris, on 5-7 November 2019
at the landmark luxury hotel, the Le Grand
Intercontinental.
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Family-owned
SME’s are vital
in the 21stcentury economy,
especially
in emerging
economies.
There are many
opportunities but
also challenges for
these companies.
Succession is one
of these hurdles
that need to be
taken. With a baby
boom generation
retiring, it remains
to be seen whether
succession within
the family is a
viable option.
Lucien Joppen

Baby boomers are retiring,
who will succeed them?

F

amily-owned enterprises - in most case
small to medium sized companies (SME),
are more present and stronger than
ever before. This was one of the main
conclusions from McKinsey, from its comprehensive research published in 2014. According to
the consultancy agency, this evolution can
be largely attributed to the role of SME’s in
emerging economies, for example in India or
Indonesia.
There are also multibillion companies owned
by families, such as Reliance in India. From a
global perspective, roughly a third of the Fortune
500-companies are family-owned and in Europe
48
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40 per cent of all companies that are listed on
the stock exchange are family-owned. In between
70 to 90 per cent of the global GDP is generated
by family-owned enterprises. Given the projected
growth in emerging economies, this role will only
become more important in the next decade, according to McKinsey.

Few survivors
Despite its rosy future, there are also challenges
to be overcome by family-owned companies.
McKinsey states that growth and managing
this growth will be a big challenge, given the
fact that family-owned companies (in China,
www.valve-world.net
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Uma Shanker, chairman of Advance Valves, receiving
the prestigious “Hall of Fame” Award by the CII Valves
Division in 2018.

and the various generations within the
family.

Start a career outside the company
Regardless of governance, there is also the
issue of whether family-owned companies
can attract family members to follow the
footsteps of their ancestors. Traditionally,
the children of the first-generation are the
designated successors. In some countries,
it is almost the rule of law. From a global
perspective, however, it is far from reality.
It appears that many designated successors prefer to start their career outside the
family company, preferably with larger enterprises (250 + employees). Ernst&Young
conducted a comprehensive study among
34,000 respondents in 34 countries worldwide, whose parents (two or one of them)
India and South Korea) tend to grow
like weeds, setting up a new business
at the rate of 18 months. McKinsey expects
that old business models won’t work for
these businesses. An even bigger challenge
is continuity, in other words, to stay successful over various generational changes.
According to McKinsey, many family-owned
enterprises don’t survive the transition
from the first to the second generation.
From the companies that do, only
13 per cent gets through to the third
generation. McKinsey suggests that governance can be key to resolve succession
issues. The consultancy advises to establish
a shareholder’s council and a family
council to separate business matters
and family matters that are related to the
business. By doing so, concerns/issues
within the family can be addressed. As a
result, there should be a better connection
between what goes on in the company
www.valve-world.net
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Ömer Kaya (right) and Enver Kaya to the left.

are running a family business. According
to the study ‘Coming home or breaking
free?’, which has been published in 2016,
only 3,5 per cent intends to succeed
their parents after graduating (76 per cent
has a bachelor’s degree). According to
E&Y, this percentage has declined over
the years. The consultancy bases this
assumption on similar research that has

been carried out before. As these studies
are less comprehensive a like-for-like
comparison is difficult.

students) and better opportunities on the
(international) labour market make it easier
for graduates to find employment outside
the family company.
Another factor - not mentioned in the
E&Y-report - could be that succession
might not be in the cards at the time
when they graduate. It is also a matter
of timing. This becomes clear when asked

Timing
E&Y says that are various reasons for the
decline above in candidates that are ready
to succeed their parents. Better education (see the high percentage of bachelor

U-curve
4.5

MYS

4.0

Strength of succession intentions (1-7 scale)

There are differences between the 34 countries that have been
involved in the study. In some countries, for example, Mexico,
Belgium and Japan, the percentages of respondents willing to
succeed are higher than average. For example, in Mexico 9,5 per
cent wants to take over the steering wheel right after graduation.
On the other hand, there are countries where this gusto isn’t
discernible. In the US, Israel and Denmark these percentages are
respectively 1,2, 2,4 and 2,5 per cent.
E&Y states that are various reasons for these differences, such
as the state of the economy, succession tax (percentage) and
cultural differences. As for the first factor, there seems to be
an interesting phenomenon labelled the U-curve by E&Y. In the
case of a low GDP, there is a stronger tendency to succeed in the
family business. In the mid-range, this tendency is less strong,
only to rise again in high-GDP-countries. E&Y explains this curve
as followed: in case of a low GDP, family-owned businesses seen
as a safe haven. In the case of higher GDP-countries, money is
not the main driver but status, reputation and self-realisation
are, hence the drive to follow into their parents’ footsteps.
Culture is also a major driver. E&Y says that societies in which
loyalty, authority and hierarchy are prevalent, are more conducive
to keep the company reigns within the family.
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if the respondents see themselves leading
their family-owned company in 5 years.
This percentage is higher already (4,9
per cent). Also remarkable is the higher
percentage (34,7 per cent) of respondents
intending to start their own company. In
other words, it is not a lack of entrepreneurial spirit. They choose leadership but
not in their family business. There is also
the plus side as children who choose to
succeed do so better informed and more
motivated.

Blessing in disguise
Finally, E&Y concludes that family-owned
businesses tend to keep their leadership
within the family. ‘This is probably the
most intriguing aspect of this business
type’, E&Y states. ‘It is also not always
in the cards for some enterprises. In that
case, they have to look for management
(and capital) outside the family. It would
be interesting to see whether these transitions are more or less successful compared
with parent-to-daughter/son transitions. As
mentioned before, the transition to power
from the first to the second generation
often fails. Given the growth rate of some
companies, it could be that the increased
complexity of the business requires more
advanced leadership skills which can be
found more easily outside the company,
simply because the pond is infinitely
bigger. In other words, the hesitance
to succeed could also be a blessing
in disguise.

Second generation
Succession is also a theme in the valve and
actuation business, which to a large degree
is made up of small-size, family-owned
companies. This concentration varies from
country to country, admittedly.
Ömer Kaya, mechatronic engineer and
sales/marketing manager at SMS TORK, is
an exponent of the second generation of
the Kaya-family at the Turkish company.
“My father founded SMS TORK at the beginning of the eighties. In the last three decades, our company has cornered roughly
50 per cent of the control valves’ market
in Turkey and has become a household
name for solenoid valves and actuators
(both electric and pneumatic) in its home
market.”
At the moment, his father, himself and his
two siblings are all active in SMS TORK.
“We complement each other. My father
is an engineer at heart but not necessarily proficient in economics. However, my
brother is an economics graduate, and he
deals with the financial organisation of the
52
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company. My sister is involved in communications and marketing. My background
is in engineering, but in SMS TORK I have
been active in sales/marketing for our
export markets.”

Company bigger than family
Qualifications and ambitions According
to Ömer, his father still at the helm of
the company. He hasn’t made a decision
yet who will be taking over but listening
between the lines; he already made his
decision clear. “My father hasn’t formalised
anything yet, but we have had discussions
about this matter with the four of us. It’s
good to talk about our ambitions beforehand and get a clear understanding of what
will happen when our father retires. In
general, I would advise to keep communication lines open and to consult each other
regularly.”
On the question if Ömer, being the oldest
brother, will automatically follow into his
father’s footsteps, he answers: “I know
in some cultures this is a given, but in
present-day Turkey, it is not necessarily
about age but qualifications and ambitions.
What must prevail is the realisation that the
company is bigger than just the family and
that we should ensure the continuity of SMS
TORK for the future.”

Major player
Pranay Garg is heading Advance Valves
together with his brother. Their father,
Mr. Uma Shanker, established the Indian
valve company in 1986. “Our father
previously worked for a premier EPC
and end user across various domains including Sourcing. Back in the eighties,
he decided to set up his own business
bringing pioneering technology to India.
Over the years, Advance Valves has evolved
into a major player, cementing its position among Top 5 manufacturers globally
with a strong focus on export.” According
to Pranay, his father has not retired. He
and his brother are both Joint Managing
Directors who report to the board. “We
both share responsibilities and complement
each other, based on end-user sectors and
geographic regions.”

Company values
When asked if the model of two captains
on one ship is functioning, Mr. Garg answers: “This is working perfectly fine
with us working as two partners with
clear focus areas. We have identified our
markets and our operations end to end,
which has led to a clear vision communicated by our joint leadership. We work

closely together to complement both the
‘verticals’ we manage and learn from each
other. Therefore our ‘ship’ is actually sailing
much faster!”
For the future, Mr. Garg is not concerned
about who ultimately will succeed
Mr. Shanker senior. “This is not a discussion for us. The model could evolve either
way as we progress. With our current
success and projected growth, the current
model has worked well as operationally
strong professional team is in place. As our
company grows, we will take appropriate
measures, ensuring the continuity of our
organisation.”
Finally, Mr. Garg stresses that it is crucial
that company values will be upheld,
regardless of who will be the future
captain. “The most important learnings
from our father are the values we adhere
to. Empowering people and giving them
a free hand to lead is something we have
always believed in. Capability and strong
education are key criteria that always
have been applicable to us.”

Secrets of success
What are the family-owned companies’ (including the SME’s) secrets
of their success? McKinsey has
identified three factors that make
these enterprises stand out from
the competition.
1. Long-term vision
Family-owned companies tend to have
a long-term, powerful vision. The
owners are also able to communicate
and engrain this vision throughout the
organisation. As a result, employees
identify strongly with their organisation and its values and goals.
2. Flexibility, agility
Business can be done faster with
family-owned companies as the
chain of command is not as long
as is the case with other types of
businesses (stock exchange, private
equity, state-owned). There is also
less influence from a board, McKinsey
states.
3. Home advantage
Smaller, family-owned companies
are very extremely competitive in
their home markets as they have a
deeper understanding of the markets
they operate in. Also, their network
is better developed, which speaks for
itself.
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3D: standardisation needed
Additive
manufacturing
and specifically
3D-printing has
the potential for
various purposes in
the manufacturing
industry, including
valves. However,
the issue of
standardisation needs
to be addressed.
By Lucien Joppen

A

dditive manufacturing, in particular
3D-printing, was high on the agenda
of the International Valve Summit,
which was held the end of May in
Bergamo, Italy.
It is no surprise that 3D has potential
but one should be careful not to hype the
subject. At the moment, 3D-technology is
already in use for mass production - be it
limited - of (spare) parts. Both end users
and valve suppliers are already using
3D-technology a limited number of their
products and operations.
There are various reasons for these
companies to employ 3D-manufacturing
technology: reduce stocking costs, production
costs, reduced lead times, weight reduction,
mass customisation and improved design
(in conjunction with CFD). Depending on
the part, suppliers would be able to deliver
within 3 to 5 days. In some cases, 3D saves
the day as some spare parts are not available
anymore.

Shorter lead times
At the presentation in the Fiera in Bergamo,
Saipem, IMI Orton and 3D-tech provider
CMF Marinelli presented a joint-project: the
3D-printing of a butterfly valve disc, size 8
inch, pressure class ANSI Cl. 150, Inconel 625,
featuring an anti-cavitation trim. The project
aims to optimise the spare part supply
chain, rapid prototyping and improve design.
SLM (selective laser melting) is the 3D-technology used in the project. According to
the project participants, lead times can be
shortened significantly to produce the
parts mentioned above. The most gains
can be made in the material-related lead time.
Where casting takes in between 5 to 7 weeks,
SLM takes 37 hours, give or take a couple of
minutes. Machining, which is not required or
only minimal with SLM, is also time-intensive
in case of casting.

Wider scope
According to IMI Orton, the 3D-printed
butterfly valve disc has been subjected to
rigorous testing (for example tensile and
impact testing at room and high and low
temperatures, respectively 400 degrees Celsius
and minus 196 degrees Celsius). Also, a
micrographic examination of the material
took place.
The testing procedures showed that the
3D-printed butterfly valve is suitable for use
in the field. It is imperative for these parts to
www.valve-world.net

be as reliable as existing solutions as
worker safety and environmental issues
can’t be compromised. To widen the scope
and acceptation of 3D-printed parts and
to adequately address safety and environmental issue, standardisation is needed. Within
API, a working group, consisting of end users,
OEM’s, EPC’s and AM-enterprises, has been set
up to work on this issue.

Costs need to come down
Furthermore, manufacturing costs in 3D-print
technology have to come down. For the
time being, this technology is too expensive
for parts that are less complex and for which
traditional methods are still much cheaper.
However, as 3D-technology progresses, it also
will be become less costly for less complex
parts. Limitations in terms of material use
are also expected to come down. Especially
in the field of hybrid materials, advances in
technology will broaden the application span
of 3D-printed parts.
Finally, it will be of the utmost importance
that the various industry sectors provide input
to ensure that OEM’s, valve manufacturers
and 3D-print tech providers develop solutions
that can be developed and manufactured
faster and better.
Valve World June 2019
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Hydromet valves: future material
and design solutions
Material selection
for hydromet
valves is a relevant
topic. Because of
the challenging
conditions, end
users prefer valve
solutions with longer
life spans than
previous products. In
this article, presentday and future
material and design
solutions will be
discussed.
Ross Waters*
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n part 1 of this article, which was published in
the May issue of Valve World, a brief history of
hydrometallurgy was presented. While hydrometallurgy has been with us for over a century,
modern pressure (i.e. autoclave)-based processes
first appeared in the 1950s.
At the root of all hydrometallurgy, whether it be pressure or atmospheric, is leaching. Modern pressure
hydrometallurgy uses horizontal autoclaves designed
up to ASME Class 600 (PN100). Several pay materials
are now being recovered through the various hydrometallurgical processes, these being cobalt, copper,
gold, molybdenum, nickel, platinum, scandium,
uranium and zinc.
As the process challenges mounted with the higher pressures and temperatures encountered in
HPAL (High-Pressure Acid Leach) and slightly lower
Pox Pressure Oxidative Pressure Leaching), valve
issues required specific designs or modification of
designs to permit adequate valve service life and
performance.

Substitution metal seat for Teflon
One of the early attempts at improvements was to
substitute metal seats for Teflon seats in loose seat
floating ball valves, primarily used as block valves in
the most challenging applications. While the metal
seat was more erosion and abrasion resistant, and
when made of Titanium, corrosion resistant, the
simple replacement of the previous “soft” seat for a
metal seat did not eliminate the failure modes.
True metal seated ball valves (MSBVs) - that is valves
initially designed from the beginning to be metal
seated - differed substantially from soft seated
floating ball valves with substituted metal seats. The
metal seats could not duplicate the easy sealability that PTFE Teflon had that could be engaged
bi-directionally with the floating ball’s move to the
current downstream position.
True MSBVs, specifically designed to seal with metal
seats did not exist prior to the 1980s. They needed
the invention of hard coatings to be able to withstand the high compressive loads between the ball
and the metal seats and became a hybrid ball valve
design that evolved into a fixed seat floating ball
with very little or no float.

improved corrosion resistance; they are harder than
most of the media, so abrasion has been eliminated.
Rockwell Rc hardnesses substantially above Stellite
have been easily achieved, from Rc 60-72.
There has been a lot of learning in applications.
Generally, coating applicators were external to the
valve manufacturers, and the latter simply obtained
finished parts to assemble into finished valves. The
science of coating became a blend of science and
art that included surface finish, metal coating size
distribution, angle of spray, fixture design and delivery system. Finished coatings varied widely in their
quality and performance as seen by the delamination and jetting damage in Figures 1 and 2.

Black death
Early isolation valves were used on the lower pressure areas including the atmospheric areas consisted
of a variety of knife gate valves, butterfly valves, ball
and plug valves. The knife gate valves proved to be
the most problematic with the Murrin Murrin HPAL
facility naming their disasters “black death” (see
Figure 3). It was a case of using a valve that was
not designed for the application in an application
where it could never work.

Figure 1 TiO2 delamination

Learning
Hard coatings for the ball and seats have been
developed using three main thermal spray methods:
High-Velocity Oxygen Fuel (HVOF) applied chrome or
tungsten carbide, Plasma applied Titanium Dioxide
(TiO2), Chrome Oxide (CrO3) and Chrome Titania
(CrTi) and Spray & Fuse. These coatings offer not only

Figure 2 Jetting damage after delamination
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That lead to the mantra “the application
dictated the valve” and “fit for purpose”. The
autoclaves required several utility isolation and
control service valves to handle the high-pressure steam, acid injection, oxygen, vent gas,
and quench water in addition to the primary
feed and discharge isolation and pressure control valves which are shown as typical samples
in Figures 4 and 5.

Specialization and innovation
The key valve to every autoclave’s operations is the Let-Down control valve (see
figure 5). The first real fit-for-purpose design
arrived for the Gold POx projects in Nevada
as an angle globe valve called Survivor. Its
enlarged gallery and angled discharge was

better able to handle the high velocities
generated through the pressure let-down from
40 bar to atmosphere through a single orifice.
Many improvements have been made with the
use of ultra-hard ceramic plugs and seats.
The earliest autoclave utility service valves included centre-guided spring assisted
piston checks, sleeve-lined or metal seated
ball valves for isolation duty and standard
globe style control valves. Gradually, through
success and failure, a very limited number
of valve manufacturers entered this niche
within the spectrum of applications that have
been mentioned before. One or two dominant
suppliers began to emerge to supply metal
seated ball valves, control valves, check valves, plug valves and knife gates. This created
specialisation and spurred innovation.

Fit-for-purpose

Figure 3 Early hydromet service knife gate
failures spewing acid solution

The key learnings over the last several years
of in situ valve usage and their life cycle
costs and success or failures have refined
some of the valve selections to “fit-for-purpose” specialised valve designs. The most
notable improvements are coming from
the metal seated ball valves (MSBVs) using
carbide weld overlays instead of plasma
or HVOF applied carbides. ValvTechnologies
Rhinoite® hard facing weld overlay wears
five to seven times longer than bare metal
in process applications, as seen in Figure 6.
A weld overlay does not suffer from delamination like that seen in figures 2 or 3 and
promises to provide orders of magnitude lon-

ger service live. There are challenges however
with this newer technology. The high density
of the carbides needs to be at the ball and
seat surfaces and lapped together. That is a big
challenge on two fronts. The carbides are very
hard, Rc 70-72, and the first pass’ carbide density needs to have the second pass’ carbide
increase in density occur where the finished
ball or seat surface needs it. The early days of
the improved technology will simply have to
deal with the far higher manufacturing costs.

Best grades of ceramics
The improvements to the Let-Down Control
as well as Autoclave Vent Control have been
made possible by using the best grades of
ceramics but also utilising fixed choke extensions to contain the extraordinary amount of
energy released during their duty cycles.
The rapid evolution of knife gates since the
failures at Murrin Murrin has been enthusiastically received. Back in the 1990s, three of
the five types of knife gates (conventional,
through-gate and push-through) were being
used downstream of the flash tanks where
the temperatures and pressures were much
lower. But as was learned from the failures
above, they were very unreliable isolation valves. A better understanding of knife gates and
the duties of the applications where they were
used pushed the industry to look at the fifth
form, the Guided Shear Gate (GSG). This knife
gate valve was very different. It was designed
to “cut” unlike the misnamed other styles of
“knife” gate that either wedged or split the
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TAG NUMBER
SERVICE
P&ID
LINE No.
LINE
SIZE / MATL / SCH
FLUID
FLOW - m3 / h
NORM / MAX
PRESS. - kPa(ga)
NORM / MAX
TEMP. - Deg C
NORM / MAX
S.G. @ OP. TEMP.
SOLIDS wt%
MAX. D / P - SHUT OFF - kPa(ga)
SHUT OFF CLASS
TYPE
SIZE
BODY MATL.
BALL MATL.
SEAT MATL.
STEM MATL.
END CONN.
RATING
FASTEST CLOSING TIME (sec)
ACTU. TYPE
ACTU. SIZE
ACTU. INPUT
ACT. FAIL POS
HANDWHEEL
POWER SUPPLY
MANUFACT.
MODEL No.

32-HV-3261A
PAL CCT.1 HP STEAM
TO AUTOCLAVE COMP. 6
334488-3200-46D1-0002-2

SAME AS 32-HV-3224A

32-HV-0264
PAL CCT.1 AUTOCLAVE
VENT
334488-3200-46D1-0002-2
200-PVS-TF47
200mm / Tl GR.12 / 80
FLASHED STEAM
2,904 / 3,339 (kg / h)
5091 / 5900
260 / 270
— / N/A
6000
ZERO LEAKAGE
NOTE 9 / 8” (DN200)
TITANIUM Gr 12 / NOTE 10
NOTE 10 / TITANIUM Gr12
8” (DN200) RF FLG / CL600
NOTE 6
DBL ACTING / NOTE 7
550 kPa(ga) / LAST
NO / N/A
ROTORK
GP-200S-485A / D1

32-HV-0271A
PAL CCT.1 AUTOCLAVE
DISCHARGE
334488-3200-46D1-0002-2
350-PSA-TF47
350mm / Tl GR.12 / Calc
ACIDIC SLURRY
548 / 630
5091 / 5900
260 / 270
1.06 / 25.1
6000
ZERO LEAKAGE
NOTE 9 / 14” (DN350)
TITANIUM Gr 12 / NOTE 10
NOTE 10 / TITANIUM Gr 12
14” (DN350) RF FLG / CL600
NOTE 6
HYDRAULIC / NOTE 7
BY VENDOR / CLOSED
NO / 230VAC, 50 Hz
REXA
Mega-Pac Series

32-HV-0271B
PAL CCT.1 AUTOCLAVE
DISCHARGE
334488-3200-46D1-0002-2

SAME AS 32-HV-0271A

Figure 4 Autoclave severe service control valve application sizing example
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Calculated Data

Pipe Size, Up/Down
Pipe Sch, Up/Down
Allow Noise/Add Attn/Type
Process Fluid
Design Press./Temp.
Temperature
(˚C)
Inlet Press
(kPa (g))
Oulet Press
(kPa (g))
Liq Flow Rate
(m3 / h)
Gas Flow Rate (1000 NM3 / h)
Viscosity
(cP)
Vapor Press
(kPa (g))
SG-MW
Max Shutoff / Shutoff Class
Available Air Supply
Valve Function
Flow Coeff.
(Cv)
Est Stroke
(Percent)
Pressure Drop (kPa)
Choke Drop
(kPa)
Noise [IEC]
(dBA)
Valve Vel
(m/s)
Pipe Vel
(ft/s)
Valve Model / Body Type
Size / Pressure Rating / Type
Trim # - Cv / Characteristic

6.000 / 6.000
40 / 40
90 / 0 /
Slurry w / sulphuric acid
-0.02 / -0.02 KPa(g) / 21.11 / 21. 11 ˚C
Max Flow
Cond 2
Min Flow
Cond 4
220.000
220.000
3800.000
3200.000
40.000
20.000
60.000
20.830
0
0
100.000
100.000
2223.396
2223.396
1.150
1.150
3901.400 kPa / Class IV
413.700 kPa (g)
Throttling
Max Flow
Cond 2
Min Flow
Cond 4
20.453
14.803
28.000
20.000
3760.000
3180.000
1406.123
347.879
----287.649
118.905
923.656
Survivor / Angle
6.00 / CL 600
1.50 Cv:73 / Linear

Actuator

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Positioner

Process Data For Control Valve Selection

T EC HNI C AL
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

Act Type/Mati
Act. Size/Instr. Sup.
Stroke/Spring
Fall/Air - To
Vol. Tank/Orient
Tubing Size/Mtl
Fitting Mfg/Mtl
Handwheel
Actuator O-Rings
Spud
Aprox Stroke Time
Model
Model #
Diagnostic
Comm/Signal
Housing/Conn
Piezo Temperature
Shaft
Action
Feedback
Gauges
Pos Tag/Mounting
Model

VL Cylinder / Aluminium
100 / Air
1.00 / Heavy Duty
Close / Open
/
1/4” / 304 ss
Swagelok / 316 SS
Buna-N

Logix 3000 Series / MD
3220MD-14-D6-E-04-40-0G-00
Pro
HART / 4 - 20 mA
Aluminum, White / 1/2” NPT
Extended Piezo temp
Linear-D Shaft
4-Way
None
2 SS- Brass PSI / BAR / KPA
/

Figure 5 Autoclave severe service isolation valve application specification example

sleeves upon closure. A real cutting design
was critical for pregnant solutions that precipitated solids throughout the piping system.
Ravensthorpe Nickel became the first of the
HPAL plants to use such valves and that
facility became the proving ground for the
development of higher pressure (now ASME
Class 900 PN150), bi-directional zero leakage
isolation valves that could seal against clear
fluids like acid or sea water of the vast
challenges of solids deposition, see Figure 7.
Future projects like Ramu Nickel and Dynatec
Ambatovy gained greatly from this change of
knife gate types.

Life span over ten years
Analysis of the check valves used on the
autoclave utility circuits pointed out two areas

of service life improvements; the centre-guided
piston check valves use of a spring and the realisation that check valves should be sized to
the utility flow rates rather than the pipe size.
A tilt seat single flapper swing check with or
without a spring was designed with a variable
inlet using the Venturi principle.
The tilt seat shortened the closing time and reduced the energy of the reverse flow allowing
the one-piece flapper to survive far longer in
service. Previous check valve life expectancies
of one to two years at best with a centre-guided check valve have been bested by the HyGrade AT design by factors of two to five. We
have solid evidence that tilt seat check valves
are surviving for over ten years at Molymet in
Chile and over five years at Ramu.

Oil sector ahead

Figure 6 ValvTechnologies Rhinoite® hardfacing
weld overlay
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The economic impact of valve failures in hydrometallurgy can have enormous impacts,
far higher than the simple costs of the valves
in use. Although the capital costs (CAPEX) of
the sixty or so hydrometallurgical facilities in
production today vary enormously from several hundreds of millions to over six billion USD,
the relative impact of valve failures is a very
significant factor in operating costs (OPEX).
A much more transparent and accurate cost
accounting must be made by all facilities as
the current mentality of trying to buy purely
on cost is a huge mistake which costs the
facilities far more to own when all the associa-

Figure 7 Severe Service Guided Shear Gate

ted costs are totalled and compared.
Oil companies are ahead of the mining industry when it comes to demanding and getting
fit for purpose valves that last in service.
Today all facility owners have a minimum
expectation of five years and the latest push is
to double that. We all need to see the hydrometallurgy industry apply the same demands
and get their operations to consistently function uninterrupted, at least by valve failures
for a minimum of one year and then start to
push that out.
Valve World June 2019
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Your monthly update on
projects worldwide
With a multitude
of projects starting
up around the
globe on a daily
basis, it can be
hard to keep track.
That’s why the
team behind Valve
World decided to
stay abreast and
carefully select
projects using a
significant amount
of actuators and
valves.
By Jolanda Heunen

Sulphur recover unit in Moscow

Saipem has signed a preliminary agreement with JSC
GazpromNeft Moscow Refinery and an EPC Contract
with Infrastructure Development and Construction
(IDC) for an aggregate value of around EUR 500M.
The preliminary agreement in Russia covers the execution on an EPC basis of a new “Sulphur Recovery
Unit” (SRU) inside the existing Moscow refinery. The
signature of the final EPC contract is expected to
take place by the end of the Second Quarter 2019 on
the basis of the main terms and conditions agreed
between the parties as an integral part of the same
agreement.
The EPC contract in Serbia encompasses the design
and construction of about 150kms of gas pipeline
and the engineering of the relevant compressor
station.

Hybrid power in Japan
Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems, Ltd has received
an order for its hybrid power generation system,
named “MEGAMIE”, integrating solid oxide fuel
cell (SOFC) with a micro gas turbine (MGT), from
HAZAMA ANDO CORPORATION. The newly ordered system will be delivered to HAZAMA ANDO’s
Technical Research Institute (Tsukuba, Ibaraki) in
mid-2019. The MEGAMIE hybrid system will be used
to support “HAZAMA ANDO Next-Generation Energy
Project,” a nationally backed project aimed at
easing CO2 emissions.
The MEGAMIE hybrid system uses city gas as
fuel, generating electricity with both ceramic
SOFC stacks that operate at a high temperature of
around 900°C and an MGT. The fuel is not burned,

but rather the SOFCs generate electricity from the
chemical reaction between oxygen in the air and
hydrogen and carbon monoxide extracted from city
gas. Meanwhile, the MGT generates electricity from
the post-process, resulting in efficient fuel usage.
When the MEGAMIE functions as a cogeneration
system, residual exhaust heat is recovered as
steam or hot water, increasing overall efficiency to
more than 65% and 73%, respectively. This hybrid
system reduces CO2 emissions from the user’s
facility by about 47%, thereby contributing to the
realization of a low-carbon society.

Polyamide 12 complex in Germany
Wood has been awarded a new contract by Evonik to
deliver engineering, procurement and construction
management (EPCM) services for the Group’s new
polyamide 12 (PA12) production complex, to be built
at the Marl Chemical Park, Marl, Germany.
PA12 is a high-performance polymer for special
applications employed across various end markets
including the automotive industry, oil & gas pipelines
and 3D printing. The new facility will supplement the
existing PA12 production plant, without disrupting
existing production.
The contract grows Wood’s relationship with Evonik following efficient delivery of basic engineering, EPCM and commissioning support services to
the specialty chemical company’s new world-scale
methionine plant on Singapore’s Jurong Island.
Successful mechanical completion for the project
was achieved safely in December 2018 meeting all
milestones of the EPC contract.

1100KTA of HDPE units for China
LyondellBasell, the world’s largest licensor of polyolefin technologies, has recently announced that
PetroChina will use the LyondellBasell Hostalen “Advanced Cascade Process” (Hostalen ACP) technology
for 1100KTA of HDPE capacity. Licensor selection has
been done by China HuanQiu Contracting & Engineering Co., Ltd. (HQC) a wholly owned subsidiary of
PetroChina.
www.valve-world.net
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The low-pressure slurry process technology will
be used for a 300KTA high-density polyethylene
(HDPE) unit to be built in Korla City, Xinjiang
Province, a 400KTA plant in Jieyang City, Guangdong Province and a 400KTA plant in Yulin City,
Shaanxi Province in the P.R. China.
Hostalen ACP process technology manufactures
high performance, multi-modal HDPE resins
with an industry-leading stiffness/toughness balance, impact resistance, high stress
cracking resistance and process advantages
used in pressure pipe, film and blow molding
applications.
The PetroChina HDPE plants will commence
operations using Avant Z501 and Avant
Z509-1 catalysts to produce a full range of
multi-modal HDPE products.

The MOU follows campaigns – including the
United Nations (UN) Clean Seas, the Global
Plastic Action Partnership, Our Ocean Conference – to reduce plastic pollution and, in
particular, plastics reaching the ocean around
Indonesia, a country which is second only to
China for leaking plastic into the sea.
The Indonesian government has made addressing the plastic waste issue a priority,
with an ambitious commitment to reduce
marine plastic debris by 70% by 2025.
Plastic Energy is exploring partnerships
with a range of public and private sector
organizations to address these challenges
and to facilitate the construction of these
plants and to make West Java a showcase
for the rest of Indonesia.
Plastic Energy has pioneered the conversion
of valueless plastic waste, with patented
low carbon footprint technology, into oils,
known as TACOIL, for making new virgin –
food safe – plastics and creating a circular
economy, or used as an alternative fuel
with lower emissions.

USD500 M refinery in Nigeria
Japan: propylene splitter
TEC Project Services Corporation (TPS, President
and CEO Takayoshi Imanishi), a domestic subsidiary of Toyo Engineering Corporation (Toyo-Japan)
was awarded a propylene splitter project from
Maruzen Petrochemical Co., Ltd. to produce
a high-grade product at Chiba Plant. TPS is in
charge of detailed engineering, procurement
of equipment and materials and construction,
taking over basic engineering conducted by
Toyo-Japan.
TOYO’s technology on propylene splitter and rich
experience of petrochemical projects are appreciated and led to this award.
In August last year, Toyo-Japan and TPS were
jointly awarded an Expansion of Naphtha Cracking Furnace Project from Maruzen Petrochemical
Co., Ltd. Both Companies will cooperate closely
to promote sales development in domestic market and expand their business in Japan.

Chemical recycling on Indonesia
Plastic Energy Limited, a company with a
unique process to recycle plastic waste on
a global and commercial scale, has reached
an agreement with the province of West Java
(Indonesia) to build five chemical recycling
plants.

Crown Refinery & Petrochemical Limited, a
crude oil refining firm, has signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Ondo State government for the building of a USD500 M refinery in
Ilaje Local Government Area of the state.
The plant is designed for an initial production
capacity of 30,000 barrels per day. Located in
Eruna Ogboti community of the state, the refinery is expected to increase its crude oil refining
capacity to 60,000 bpd when it commences full
operation within its first five years of operating.
It is expected to be completed within 36 months
from the day of the signing of the MoU, which
took place recently at the Governor’s Office in
Akure.
The refinery is designed to process both imported paraffinic and Nigerian crude into finished
petroleum products, oils, and lubricants.

Exxon invests in Singapore
ExxonMobil has said recently that it has
made a final investment decision on a multibillion dollar expansion of its integrated
manufacturing complex in Singapore to convert fuel oil and other bottom-of-the-barrel
crude products into higher-value lube base
stocks and distillates.
62
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The expansion project is part of the company’s plan to further enhance the competitiveness of the Singapore facility, which
includes the world’s only steam cracker
capable of cracking crude oil. The project,
which leverages proprietary technologies,
integration, and scale, will significantly increase site downstream and chemical earnings potential. Engineering, procurement,
and construction activities have begun, and
startup is anticipated in 2023.
The investment will add 20,000 barrels per
day of ExxonMobil Group II base stocks capacity, which includes EHCTM 50 and EHCTM 120
grades, in addition to a new high-viscosity
Group II base stock to meet increasing demand in the Asia-Pacific region.
The expansion will add the capacity to increase
production of cleaner fuels with lower-sulfur
content by 48,000 barrels per day, including
high-quality ExxonMobil Marine fuels to enable
customers to meet the International Maritime
Organization’s 0.50% sulfur requirement.

Projects & Tenders Newsletter
Looking for frequent and timely project and
tender information such as the reports in
this article? Then why not try our Projects
and Tenders online newsletter? This
subscription-based service provides the
latest updates on a variety of world-wide
tenders, projects, expansion contracts and
acquisitions and focusses on valves, pumps
and stainless steel piping and related
products for the flow control industry.
For information:
http://www.projectsandtenders.com/
or contact Erica Riethorst on +31 575 585271
or e.riethorst@kci-world.com

www.valve-world.net

Your valves are talking to you.
Are you listening?
Because details matter.
It’s not easy to keep every control valve and every instrument
in your plant at it’s peak performance. Even a small problem
in any one of them could result in major issues for
the entire system.
Metso’s 24/7 Expertune PlantTriage Services focus on the
details that improve reliability, safety and quality. With 24/7
real-time metrics and diagnostics, issues are quickly identified
and prioritized. Anywhere. Anytime.
Learn more at metso.com/valves
#detailsmatter
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Acceptable risk: a day in the
life of John Schmidt
Valve World had
the pleasure of
speaking to JohnPaul Schmidt,
Piping Stress
Leader at Dow
Chemical, about
working with
clients to design
projects, calculating
risk and common
challenges with
equipment, as well
as the best and
most challenging
aspects of the job.
Mr. Schmidt also
is heavily involved
with relief devices
such as pressure
relief valves and
how these relate to
the pipe assembly.
By Sarah Bradley,
Valve World Americas

R

aised in the small chemical plant town of
Mont Belvieu, Texas, where nearly everyone in town worked in the plant, JohnPaul Schmidt was exposed to the industry
at a young age, quickly discovering a passion for
engineering and “creating something useful out of
something worthless”. After obtaining his BSc in
Chemical Engineering from Lamar University and
an MBA with a focus on Project Management,
Procurement and Project Finance from the University of Houston, Schmidt recently obtained his
PE license — considered the highest standard of
competence in the engineering profession.
Today, Schmidt works in a mechanical engineering
capacity at Dow Chemical, but has prior experience working in a variety of roles in both capital
and maintenance projects. After graduating during
a downturn in the market, Schmidt was able to
use one of his hobbies, computer animation, as a
jumping point into drafting, where he worked for
several years before moving into a process engineering role, and then into piping engineering.
In his current role, Schmidt works out of the Dow
Houston office, where he guides the day-to-day
activities of a handful of designers and engineers
and coordinates their training and performance
reviews. He also helps a variety of clients with
capital and maintenance projects.
“The designers create a proposed design,” he explains, “and the pipe stress engineers review that
design to make sure that the physics involved are
safe. After the designer has proposed a routing,
we check the thermal growth, weight and flow
phenomena like transient flow, water hammer,
flow-induced vibration, acoustically- induced
vibration and all the different rigors that we put
the pipes through to make sure that there are
absolutely no unplanned events.”
“Unplanned events are unacceptable,” Schmidt
tells Pump Engineer. “Dow plans to be safe, to
protect the environment, to ensure the health of
the community and to make a profit. Hurricanes,
ice and other natural phenomena are no excuse
to deviate from the plan.” It is up to Schmidt
and his team to predict the risks associated with
piping and to help the owner manage them.

Acceptable risk
To make his calculations, Schmidt draws from a
wealth of information already documented and
known in the industry, taking the concepts of
materials engineering and applying them to the
industrial world. The risk of an earthquake, for
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John-Paul Schmidt is the Piping Stress Leader at Dow
Chemical.

example, can be calculated in several different
ways, some of which are very complex — but the
team is usually able to find a more simplified
method, one in which the pipe is never pushed
“to the ragged edge of danger”.
“In any business or engineering endeavor, we
have to take risks,” explains Schmidt. “My goal is
to take intelligent risks. For example, a designer
will attempt to apply a design to a situation and I
evaluate the risks associated with that design in
that situation and, of course, I try to limit those
as much as possible.”
“In some cases,” he continues, “with the accuracy of the calculations involved, it is better to err
on the side of safety — say, 20 percent or even 30
percent, as opposed to trying to save a few pennies and then shaving it down to a 1–3 percent
margin of error.”
Sometimes, an owner’s consulting engineer will
recommend an expensive solution to what they
perceive to be a credible risk to the operating
plan. When the owner disagrees with the proposal or the risk assessment, Schmidt’s team will
be called in for a second opinion. Many times,
the key conflict is on risk tolerance and deciding
the best engineering model to apply to a design.
Negotiating this conflict resolution can be challenging both technically and socially.
“Schedule delays on large projects can mean
large financing charges. Delaying a 300-milliondollar project 6 weeks costs 3 million at a reasonable project’s borrowing cost,” says Schmidt.
www.valve-world.net
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Is the vertical part of this line installed in a way that may cause an unplanned event? A variety of tools exist
for the piping engineer to use; non-destructive testing and the experiences shared through the ASME code.

“The capital costs can be huge, but the
time to market, and the cost of a deployed
construction team not being productive, may
surpass them.”

Mentorship
Dow has a strong mentoring program
focused on skill development, employee engagement and strengthening best practices.

Mentorship programs are a long-term investment and can make a real difference in the
dynamics of an organization, though not all
companies in the industry embrace mentorship and knowledge transfer, which deepens
the learning curve for new employees.
“At Dow, we are able to leverage the talent
we have with our mentors,” explains
Schmidt, “while mentees bring fresh ideas.

The mentor-mentee relationship is effective
in helping to accelerate the growth of the
mentee and to provide unique insights for
the mentor. It’s really a win-win situation.”
Another advantage of a mentor program,
Schmidt points out, is that by training mentees, he is sometimes alerted to gaps in his
own knowledge.
“I noticed, during training sessions with my
mentees, I became more aware of what I
didn’t know. It turned into an opportunity
for me to learn new things and fill those
gaps in my own understanding. I have
definitely found that the best way to continuously learn and to find holes in an established process is to train somebody new.”
Schmidt himself was mentored by his predecessor, Scott Allen, who guided him into the
world of pipe stress engineering.
“Being mentored helped me accelerate my
own learning and expertise and gave me
opportunities to succeed,” he says. “The
sustainability of the industry as a whole
depends on this relationship, and I believe
that everyone must do their part.”

Equipment
In his role, Schmidt works with a variety of
equipment, including valves, pumps, expansion joints and hoses.

This is a screenshot from the finite element analysis software, Caesar, appended with notes from the designer. Large movements in the piping downstream of furnaces
often require expansion joints to safely install. This is to accommodate space-constrained existing facilities.
www.valve-world.net
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While plant technicians generally take care
of any hose issues, Schmidt is very handson with the company’s many expansion
joints, which require a higher level of technical expertise.
“With expansion joints, I get involved
pretty quickly,” Schmidt says. “They can
get quite complicated. Expansion joints
are typically used in places where you are
trying to isolate vibration, where there is
some usual movement (like settlements) or
where there is a delicate nozzle that needs
to be taken care of. For example, we have a
lot of glass-lined reactors at Dow Chemical,
which are great for reducing corrosion or
product contamination. These reactors have
a glass nozzle, which is obviously quite
delicate, so we often use expansion joints
to protect those.”

“

I have definitely found
that the best way to
continuously learn and to find
holes in an established process is
to train somebody new.”

He also works with many different types of
pumps — including positive displacement
and centripetal compressors — and says
that one of the biggest challenges he sees
in terms of safe pump installation has to
do with the vendor. “If vendors don’t have
a clear idea of the allowable load, that can
make safe installation a challenge.”
He continues: “When installing the pump,
I am interested in making sure that the
forces on the inlet and outlet are low
enough that it is going to work reliably. A
pump that is getting too much force on its
connections will suffer case deformation
or coupling misalignment. If that happens,

The insulated hemispherical head of the reactor is shown installed with a hose to accommodate the
downward thermal growth on a line connected to a pump. The hose protects the pump as well as improves
the performance of the weight cells on the reactor.

you are going to have difficulty getting
that pump to work; you might have seals
failing early and general reliability issues,
which translate to downtime in your
plant.”
As the group leader for process safety valve
installation, Schmidt is also no stranger to
relief devices, and spends a good deal of
time working with pressure safety valves
(PSVs), rupture discs and many other types.
Generally, Schmidt is less concerned with
the inner-working of the relief devices and
more concerned with how they relate to the
pipe assembly.
One of the first things he asks the process
engineers on a site is whether a valve is
fast opening or closing. It turns out that
this is critical information for a man whose
primary responsibility is predicting the
unpredictable.

This is a picture of my current stress team in Houston. From Left to right: Scott Allen (PE), Si Vo, Ashok Patel,
John Schmidt (PE)
www.valve-world.net

Fluid hammer
Fluid hammer, also called water hammer
or hydraulic shock, is a pressure surge
or wave caused when a fluid in motion
There are many factors that can
contribute to fluid hammer — the
examples below are a few of the most
common causes:
Steam flow water hammer, or twophase flow, can occur if condensate
accumulates in low sections of steam
and condensate piping. The steam
creates ripples on the surface of the
water in a pipe and if the water level
is high enough for the ripples to fill
the pipe, they are transformed into a
slug of water the steam carries down
the pipe at upwards of hundreds of
feet per second.
Condensation-induced water hammer
is caused either by steam entering
a piping system that contains water
(cooled condensate) or by the injection
of water into a piping system containing steam. This type of fluid hammer is
caused by a four-step sequence which
involves: rapid condensation, a sudden
void caused by the steam changing
to liquid form and a dramatic drop in
pressure in the pipe, producing a local
pressurized pulse of fluid shooting
down the pipe.
Water-flow water hammer is a sudden decrease or stop of flow velocity
that can occur in any water system.
It is s caused by a similar mechanism
described in the steam flow water
hammer.

Valve World June 2019
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A hand drawn pipe isometric proposes a new design. Here are notes showing movements and clouded directions from the pipe stress engineer.

is forced to stop or change direction suddenly. It often occurs when a valve closes
suddenly at an end of a pipeline system,
when steam from one pipe mixes with
condensate from another or two-phase
flow occurs, producing a pressure wave
in the pipe. This pressure wave can cause
major problems, from noise and vibration
to pipe rupture.
“The equipment is never designed to handle
fluid hammer — neither is the pipe. It is
unpredictable and dangerous,” explains
Schmidt. “Fluid hammer can cause the pipe
to fail, the pump to fail and it can destroy
the surrounding steel and damage the internals of valves.”
A properly designed, operated and maintained steam system rarely, if ever, suffers
a fluid hammer event — however, by its
very nature, it is impossible to plan for
it. Avoiding fluid hammer requires both a
thorough understanding of its causes and
contributing factors and following good design, operations and maintenance protocol.
Other strategies for reducing the effects of
fluid hammer pulses include accumulators,
expansion tanks, surge tanks and pressure
relief valves.
“My primary job is to make sure there are
no unplanned events,” he adds, “to make
68
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sure the designs our designers create are
safe. Fluid hammer is unpredictable and
we try to avoid it, but if it is going to happen,
we want to be as safe as we can and put
in extra support.”

The human factor
As the reader can imagine, coordinating a
team of 18 engineers, consulting on capital
projects and providing on-site support is no
easy feat. Of all his daily responsibilities,
Schmidt says the most challenging are the
human factors: understanding how to communicate with and align to the goals of his
co-workers.
Coordinating, training and motivating people
is an amazingly difficult thing to do in any
profession, but Schmidt believes in the importance of counterpoints: alternate points
of view and people who will challenge our
ideas and inspire us to work hard and make
progress.
“I need my co-workers, even though sometimes it is difficult to deal with them,” he
laughs. “But without people to challenge us,
we stagnate.”
For Schmidt, the best parts of the job are
the freedom to learn new technical
information and the opportunity to interact
with peers, inside and out of the company.

“I interact with ASME professionals and
professors, read technical journals, etc.
I have been given a lot of leeway to collect
a vast sphere of knowledge and then apply
it to real world problems, which is exciting
and gratifying.”
One of his favorite experiences while
working with Dow was being called out
to a job site at 2 o’clock in the morning
on a Sunday. “When I arrived, there were
about a dozen very angry pipefitters who
had encountered an unforeseen problem
with the design of a maintenance project.
When I left two hours later, they were
smiling because they had a clear solution.
Helping people find a solution to a problem
is gratifying. The next morning, I had an
encouraging email from the group leader
waiting for me, which I still have pinned to
my wall today.”
“I’m proud to say that I work for a safetyconscious company,” concludes Schmidt.
“I admire this company and what it stands
for. The employees can hold a capital
project or maintenance operation if they
feel that something is unsafe. Safety is our
primary concern at Dow, but in an unplanned event, we’re motivated to get the plant
up and running or the project back on
schedule.”
www.valve-world.net
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Reliable,
built to last
Butterfly Valve:
Nuclear Butterfly Valve
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Double Offset Butterfly Valve
Concentric Butterfly Valve
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Rotork electric actuators powered by
solar panels on US gas production wells
Rotork intelligent
full-turn electric
actuators have
been supplied for
upstream shale gas
production wells in
the USA.
Engineered for
choke and control
valve applications,
Rotork’s IQTF
actuators provide
reliable flow control
for oil and gas or
process operations,
capable of
achieving accuracy
to 0.3% and
resolution to 0.1%.

About Rotork
Rotork is the market leading
actuator manufacturer and flow
control company that operates
in any market where the flow
of gases or liquids needs to be
controlled. It has established
manufacturing facilities, a global
network of local offices and
agents who can truly provide a
worldwide service. You will be
able to locally source Rotork’s
products, supported by life-ofplant maintenance, repair and
upgrade services.
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The IQTF actuators will carry out modulating duties on shale gas wellheads in East Texas.

A

highly accurate absolute position sensor
can measure up to 22 output turns independent of electrical power.
Rotork’s customer has ordered IQTF
actuators to carry out modulating duties on wellhead rotary non-rising choke valves at the East
Texas section of the Haynesville / Bossier shale gas
formation, a Jurassic Period rock formation covering
large parts of South West Arkansas, North West Louisiana and East Texas. Approximately 60 actuators
have already been installed to control the flow and
pressure of gas and condensate, a mixture of liquid
hydrocarbons formed when pressure and temperature decrease as a result of well drilling, at the site
near the city of Lufkin. Two IQTF actuators have been
installed on each well. More than 30 have also been
ordered to hold in the customer’s inventory.
All wells at the Haynesville formation are fully
automated to maintain flow and well pressure. To
maximise the lifespan of the wells, the customer
uses two choke valves on each one to step pressure down from 10,000 psi to 1,200 psi. Shale gas
is metered between the wellhead and midstream
trunkline where it is transported to domestic supply customers as well as industries including LNG
plants and power stations.
The remote location of the wells means a DC
power supply using a solar system and battery
pack is being used to power the IQTF actuators.
This solution was specified as a more reliable
option than hydraulic or pneumatic actuation as
it avoids potential leakage common in hydraulic
actuators. Texas also has plenty of sun to use as
a source while electric actuators use less power
than a hydraulic system.

In a separate project, more than 60 IQTF actuators
have been ordered for a new well site at the Eagle
Ford basin in South Texas, where they will again be
installed two per well. The customer’s operations in
both the Eagle Ford and Haynesville basins, as well as
its oil and gas assets in the Permian-Delaware basin,
contribute to the company producing 190,000 barrels
of oil equivalent per day in Texas and Louisiana.
Rotork’s lightweight, compact IQTF actuator
provides fast and accurate valve control and can
perform up to 1,800 starts per hour, an important
factor given the need for a tight well flow threshold
to avoid over pressure in the main trunkline. If too
much gas is extracted in a short period of time the
reservoir can implode or cause ground fractures
which water or gas can infiltrate and cause a loss
in production. The involvement of Rotork Site
Services (RSS), which offered final commission and
warranty, and Rotork’s support during initial testing
and calibrating was also key in the customer’s
decision to choose the company’s products.
IQTF actuators are available with rotary, linear or rising
stem valve drive outputs to ISO / MSS standards.
A sealed for life internal lubrication system ensures
reliability for the actuators installed on wells at unmanned, remote sites. This system uses oil which can perform in temperatures ranging from -50 to +70 °C (-58 to
+158 °F), ideal for the environment in East Texas where
temperatures very rarely drop below the lowest point.

For further information please contact
Sarah Kellett/Liam Jones
Group Marketing Communications Manager
Telephone: 01225 733200
Email: Sarah.Kellett@rotork.com / Liam.Jones@rotork.com
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Valve stem packing: optimum
performance through correct installation
The importance
of proper housing
design, packing
material and
construction
and the correct
method for product
installation cannot
be overstated.
Especially when
considering
ever tighter
environmental
controls and the
drive for cost
reductions in the
valve industry and
end user sectors.
By ESA member Martin Coulthard

About ESA and FSA
The European Sealing
Association (ESA) has produced
this and many other articles
to help users, contractors
and OEM’s to find the best
solutions for sealing challenges
and to achieve maximum, safe
performance during the lifetime
of the seal. The ESA is the voice
of the fluid sealing industry
in Europe, collaborating
closely with the Fluid Sealing
Association (FSA) of the USA.
This article is partly derived
from an FSA paper which first
appeared as a Sealing Sense
article in Pumps and Systems
magazine. We are very grateful
to our FSA colleagues for their
assistance.
For more information, please
visit www.europeansealing.com
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ugitive emissions control
extends from leakage of
hazardous volatiles - which
are a risk to the surrounding
environment - all the way to steam
and other low temperature inert media, which through leakage can result
in a loss of operating efficiency.
It is therefore crucial to tackle this
issue at the root which is a proper
housing design, choice of packing material and construction and the correct
method for product installation.
Typically between four and six
packing rings are used in a stuffing
box cavity but as little as one or
two rings can be used in a rotating
stem to as many as seven rings
for a rising stem. The rings can be
made from braided length form
packing or solid die-formed packing. Braided length form packing
can be made to rings by wrapping
the length around a mandrel/stem
and cutting by knife at 45° (skive)
or 90° (straight). Skive cut is the
preferred method, to improve endpoint interference through axial
loading. It is important that every ring wraps
all the way around the mandrel circumference;
and preferably a tighter fit to the outside diameter than the inside diameter. A variation in
ring density, through an excess of material at
the split or absence of material at the split, will
form a potential leak path.

Compression and load
During packing fitting each ring should be
inserted and seated individually, until the complete set is installed. This procedure helps to
reduce or even eliminate the need to re-pack or
re-torque the set with improvements in uniform
axial stress distribution, friction and leakage
properties and hence enhance the service life
of the packing set.
For instance, if a full packing set of five rings
was installed all at once, through gland follower
loading the end result would be a lot of compression on top of the ring set at the gland follower
and little or no compression on the bottom at
the media interface. Essentially, the sealing rings
on the bottom have reduced axial loading, and
in turn are doing less to keep the media from

leaking out of the valve. A further issue would
be overloading of the rings at the top of the set
resulting in the higher potential for friction and
ring damage (Figure 1). Test data shows, when
using the proper installation technique, a packing
set can have up to 20 per cent stress relaxation
within 100 mechanical cycles. Without proper
installation, the compressive stress would drop
even further and can be reduced by around 60
per cent, at which point the seat stress would not
be enough to ensure reliable sealing performance.

Temperature limitations
Packing and sealing materials have temperature
parameters within which they work best. For
instance, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) is best
used when valve temperatures are between
approximately minus 101 and plus 232°C. When
PTFE is exposed to higher temperatures, there is
a risk of changes to the molecular structure or
emissions of harmful gasses, which could lead
to valve stem corrosion or even emissions
of toxic PTFE fumes from the top of the valve
gland follower.
www.valve-world.net
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These fumes can be harmful carcinogens
and the subsequent softening and mass
loss of packing material can also result
in the leakage of hazardous application
media or loss of production efficiency.
Flexible graphite, on the other hand,
has different temperature capabilities
and is commonly rated from minus 196°C
with an upper limit of 450°C in oxidising
conditions.
Through consideration of material property data such as ash, chloride, sulphur,
fluoride and other halogen content and
an assessment of oxidised mass loss information provided by the graphite manufacturers, it is expected that graphite can
reliably seal up to 450°C for fugitive emissions packing and up to 650°C steam service where oxidation is inhibited. Flexible
graphite and PTFE can both be used in a
wide range of application media between
pH 0 - 14; with graphite having the added
benefit of being suitable in some cases for
fire-safe sealing.

Figure 1

Assessment of hazards and risk
For packing installation complete assessment of hazards and risk should be
reviewed prior to starting work. The valve
should be properly isolated to ensure safe
working conditions and employees should
wear the appropriate safety clothing and
eye protection during this process. All the
old packing must be carefully removed
from the stuffing box with a packing removal tool (Figure 2).
Using a mirror the valve stem should be
critically inspected for pitting or scoring
and to ensure that no residue of the old
packing remains. Refurbish if necessary.
To determine the correct packing size you
need to measure the outside diameter of
the stem, the inside diameter of the stuffing box bore and the depth of the stuffing
box cavity.
The packing section is then calculated by
((OD-ID)/2) and the number of packing
rings to suit the depth can be determined. The packing can be square cut
on a mandrel of the same size as the
stem (Figure 3) or 45° skive split using a
packing cutting tool. Care should be taken
not to stretch the packing along its length
or squash the section, and focus should
be on getting a clean cut without pickup
of contamination or debris to the packing
surface.

Figure 2

Individual rings
The packing length should never be wrapped in a coil into a stuffing box to fill the
cavity and should always be individually
www.valve-world.net
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cut/moulded rings. Preference is to cut
the packing into individual rings using a
packing length cutter for 45°skive (Figure 6)
to promote end joint interference on
loading.
Cut each ring and check to make certain
that it fits in the stuffing box; where the
ends inserted cleanly together and is
tighter fit to the stuffing box bore rather
than stretch fit the inside diameter. Each
additional ring for the set should be cut
identically to the first.
Pre-moulded rings are commonly available and require no on-site cutting, and
help for ease of handling and installation.
The valve gland studs, nuts and washers
should be inspected and replaced if damaged. The studs and nuts should be lubricated. To achieve proper fugitive emissions
Figure 6

Figure 4

Figure 5
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control is critical to ensure the use of a
torque wrench and to follow the packing
suppliers fitting procedures.

conditions, the packing set should be retorqued one final time to help overcome
any further stress relaxation.

Cycle the valve stem

Emission clamp down

The stuffing box should still be clear of
contaminates or greases. Insert the first
ring into the stuffing box, noting the location of the split. The split ends should be
inserted first before the remainder of the
ring being inserted. For installation of dieformed rings of flexible graphite, each ring
should be opened in a helix form (Figure
5) to be fitted round the stem to prevent
packing damage. Each ring must be properly seated to the stuffing box base prior
to the installation of the next ring. If the
gland follower is not long enough to reach
the bottom of the stuffing box, a tamping
tool or an extension ring should be used
during this installation step.
Lubrication should not be used on the
seal unless otherwise specified. Load the
first ring to the required packing stress
according to the manufacturer’s specifications. Repeat this procedure for all
remaining rings inserting one at a time. Be
certain that the split location for each ring
is positioned at 90° to 180° rotation from
the previous ring (Figure 4). It is important to dynamically cycle the valve stem
from three up to ten times, from open to
closed, to properly seat the packing set.
During this process there will be some
relaxation of the packing set. The packing set will need re-torqued again to the
manufacturer’s recommended value after
the valve has been cycled, to take up
any further relaxation. After the valve has
been in service under normal operating

Through proper product installation, an
improvement can be expected for the
decay of axial to radial force translation
though the set. This will help to support
longer term reliability for sealing performance and frictional load distribution. By
doing so, the fugitive emission sealing
performance of a valve and process efficiency can be improved significantly.
In the 1970s, it was acceptable for packing
to lose a few drops a minute in each valve.
Today’s government legislation is directed
towards the clamp down in emissions and
there are specifications and controls in
place for the identification, reduction and
control of fugitive emissions on valves.
In addition, there is the added focus from
valve manufacturers and end customers
to have valves tested and validated to
specifications such as ISO 15848-1, API624
& API641.
A good packing fitting procedure is the difference between achieving a pass or fail,
which is reflected in the added value for
one valve supplier against the next in the
market. Personnel involved in the fitting
and maintenance of valve packings need
to be trained in the best practice and
many reputable packing manufacturers offer guidance. In addition the ESA and FSA
have published a handy pocket guide on
the methods to use which is available at
http://www.emagcloud.com/europeansealing/FSA_ESA_Packings_Installation_Procedures/index.html#/1/
www.valve-world.net
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fugitive emissions valves
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We’ve got you covered: Full
qualification with optimized
valve performance
Check out Velan valves that qualify
to API 624, API 641, ISO-15848-1, and
packing qualified to API 622. All of that
while offering fugitive emissions lower
than 100 ppmv from both the valve stem
packing and body bonnet gasket.
How can we help you?
Learn more at: www.velan.com

+1 514 748 7743
www.velan.com

POWELL NEXTGEN ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

We’re back
in the
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GAME
Complete Quarter
Turn Product Line
NOW AVAILABLE

www.powellvalves.com
Contact your Powell Representative at 513-852-2000
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Vacuum-treated valves and
their significance
Valve manufacturers—
and discerning
customers—are
increasingly turning
to the VOAD casting
process in
an effort to
maximize quality,
minimize cost,
and meet fastpaced production
deadlines.
In this article,
valve specialist
S. Sekar outlines
the technological
history of casting
and explains why
vacuum treated
valves are the
best the industry
has to offer.
By S. Sekar

About the Author
T author, S. Sekar is
The
a B.Tech in Chemical
EEngineering from
A.C.College of
A
TTechnology, Chennai,
IIndia, and a valve
sspecialist in oil and
ggas, refinery, and
Chemical Process industries.
He did his PGDM from All India
Management Association,
New Delhi. He is the Indian
representative of Enimex S.A.
based in Greece for their Valves
and Gas Metering systems. He
is the owner of World Of Valves
Group in Linkedin. He can be
reached at Email: sekrajc@yahoo.
com and Mobile: +919566024721
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alve castings manufacture is a methodical process, which starts from making
wooden patterns, proper methoding
(creating a plan for a mould), making
the mould, adding the steel scrap metal into
the furnace, and pouring the molten liquid into
the pits, which gives the valve the shape that is
required. Selection of proper methoding is crucial
for the durability of valve castings manufactured
in a foundry. Methoding requires the hand of a
skilled person, who studies the casting and manufacturing processes in detail and has an idea
about where the runners and raisers are to be
placed and the point of pouring the liquidmetal
into the moulding pits in order for the end product
meets the full requirements of the user. The finished casting should be free of pores with minimum
or no repairs, such as weld repairs. However, one
may find porosity in the valve castings where a
sand moulding process is needed. Sand moulding is
very common across the industry.

Investment casting
To avoid porosity in valve castings, foundries
have taken to making investment castings. Here
the finish of the casting is very smooth and does
not require any further sanding or machining
process. This process involves using wax moulds.
After moulding, the wax becomes waste and has
to be discarded. This is also known as the lost
wax process. However, here too there are shortcomings. Valves produced by this method become
expensive beyond 3” size and are mostly good
for when valves are produced in large volumes.
There are still other foundries that follow the
shell-moulding process.

VOAD casting
Many technologies are followed by different
foundries towards fulfilling the needs
of demanding customers. One such advancement in the field of valve castings is called
vacuum technology, which uses the state-ofthe-art Vacuum Oxygen Argon Decarburisation
(VOAD) furnace. The benefits of using VOAD
technology in relation to the conventional
castings has been understood by operators
and the demand for castings made by vacuum
technology has increased amongst discerning
customers. This cutting-edge technology is
preferred over others for the manufacture of
Duplex, Super Duplex, Speciality Alloys, Monel
and Inconel Valves.

VOAD REFINING FURNACE

In order to meet stringent project deadlines, valve
manufacturers use a fully integrated enterprise
resource planning (ERP) system to ensure that
all the facilities and resources that are required
for producing valve castings are available in the
plant. This includes cobalt and iridium as radiography sources, as well as ultrasonic, diepenetrant, and magnetic particle testing.
Any developmental activity involves reaching
out to customers and educating them. This is
of utmost importance because it is ultimately
the customer who decides whether to go for a
particular product based on product quality, the
unique characteristics that the product possesses,
and the awareness created by the manufacturer
by instilling in the customer’s mind the features
of the product. In management and marketing
terms, this would be called branding and it has
its value. In India, companies like Emerson Process Management’s Fisher Controls India Chennai
is using castings made using the VOAD process
at the HPCL – Mittal Energy expansion project at
Guru gobind Singh refinery in the Bhatinda district
of Punjab. Emerson Process Management Fisher
Controls India is the manufacturer of Fisher
control valves in India.

Further developments
Over the past few years, foundries have deployed
the following high technology options:
–
Automated mould lines installed by IMF
(Italy), based on continuous flow manufacturing concepts. Mould setting, closing, and
core setting is performed automatically to
the farthest extent feasible.
–
VOAD furnace to produce high quality castings, thus enabling decarburising, desulphurization, argon purging, and degassing hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen from the metal.
Valve World June 2019
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The result is a casting that is by far the
best the industry can receive. Thanks
to vacuum technology, foundries with
such facilities are able to supply their
customers with materials like Duplex,
Super Duplex, Inconel, Monel, and Hastealloy, which are mainly used in the
oil and gas sector and C12A used in the
power industry.
Foundries use Magma software for
methoding development. The engineering department uses 3D solid modelling
for method design and 3D solidification
simulation programs to ensure high
design quality. Patterns are also manufactured using CNC machines and CAD/
CAM technology within the premises.
Foundries have bunkers for nondestructive examination of cast metal,
including using cobalt 60, 100 curies,
and iridium sources as well.

Benefits of VOAD
Foundries with VOAD furnaces can manufacture about 50,000 tonnes of valve castings
per annum. VOAD is used as a secondary
treatment system to produce exotic alloys,
including the afore-mentioned Super Duplex,
Monel, Inconel, and other high nickel alloys
that are used in critical application valves.
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Chromium has a very high affinity for
carbon, so preferential oxidation of carbon
is achieved in case of very low carbon
steels by raising the reaction temperatures
and reducing the partial pressure of carbon
monoxide by vacuum, supported by vigorous
argon purging. Lower partial pressure in the
vacuum chamber removes both hydrogen
and nitrogen gases.
Better control of steel cleanliness is also a
prime benefit of VOAD process. The presence
of alumina in all steel-making processes is a
major contributor to poor steel cleanliness.
The VOAD process enables manufacturers to
create slags, which have a high affinity for
alumina. In addition, the dynamic mixing of
molten steels with argon during the degassing cycle enables the production of very
clean steel products to meet the various
customer requirements and also customised
specification, which exceeds given standards.
Thus, the benefits of the VOAD process are
becoming clear:
–
Considerably lower material costs due
to the ability to use less expensive
high-carbon ferro-alloys, sulfur-bearing
scrap and alloys, low-quality scrap, and
returns as raw materials.
–
Pinpoint process control accuracy in
achieving the desired chemistries, with

precise control of carbon to 0.01%
and lower.
–
Rapid de-sulfurization to less than
0.001 percent.
–
The ability to obtain cleaner metal,
with residual oxygen, nitrogen, and
hydrogen comparable to those achieved
in vacuum degassing.
AOD is part of a duplex process in which
scrap or virgin raw materials are melted in
an electric arc furnace or induction furnace
and subsequently decarburised and refined
in a special AOD vessel. Controlled injection
of oxygen mixed with argon or nitrogen
decarburizes the molten metal with a minimum of unwanted metallic oxidation.
Deoxidation, desulphurization (and in the
case of low-alloy steels, dephosphorisation)
and recovery of desirable metals from the
slag are carried out in the AOD vessel.
Degassing, homogenisation, and inclusion
flotation proceed during various stages of
the process to produce a clear and uniform
product. Awareness of VOAD processes in
the manufacture of valve castings has made
discerning customers, like HPCL – Mittal
Energy for its Guru gobind Singh refinery
project in Batinda, India to specifically
request for valve castings made using the
VOAD method.
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customers have relied on
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Rotork products and services
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Valve World Asia 2019
preview
The 8th edition of
the Valve World
Asia Expo and
Conference will
be held on August
28th and 29th in
Shanghai. The
bristling metropolis
will be the back
drop for the major
valve event in Asia.

At the Expo in the Shanghai World Expo Exhibition
and Convention Center, more than 150 companies
from Asia and the rest of the world will present their
latest innovations and technical advances in valves,
actuation and flow control technology in general.
As for the conference, chaired by Mr. Shu Yan
(Wison), the organizers have managed to put
together an interesting program, focusing on

various topics such as valve design, maintenance
and repair or sealing/fugitive emissions. As is the
case with all KCI-related event, the strong input of
end users has ensured the relevance of the topics
that are going to be discussed at the event. Parallel to the conference, various training courses are
provided. Please the program on pages for the
plenary program and the parallel sessions.

A message from the Conference Chairman
Dear valve professionals,
When we talk about valve and actuator technology today, we are talking about more strict technical requirements
and specifications. In other words, the market is asking for high quality and end-user oriented products, with
increasingly advanced design philosophy, innovative materials and technologies.
Not only technologic factors have brought major challenges in sales, pricing and service, but also changes and
complications within the international market have brought us a series of challenges, such as trade protectionism.
Therefore, creating new value should be the top concern of every valve player. Creating new value can be done
through respecting intellectual property rights, aiming at the best cost performance and increasing investment in
research and development. Additionally, as a major manufacturer, China should explore new strategies to maintain
Shu YAN
and further expand its market share, with more and more endusers relocating their plants to South-East Asia.
Wison Engineering Ltd.
Another important topic for discussion is how foreign companies simplify their workflow, lower costs and improve
Chairman Valve World Expo
economic performance.
& Conference Asia 2019
The 8th Valve World Expo & Conference Asia will be held in Shanghai, China on August 28th and 29th. As always,
this professional and inclusive event will cover the complete industry chain, including research & development,
manufacturing, supply, service, inventory, database and more. As the chairman of the conference, together with Valve World Asia team, we cordially
invite industry friends from R&D institutions, manufacturers, EPCs, EUs, testing institutes, logistic and consulting companies to join us and share
experiences, new findings and challenges with one another.
So please make sure you mark the last week of August in your schedule and I look forward to seeing you all at the conference in 2019.

www.valve-world.net
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Preliminary Conference Program
Wednesday, 28 August, 2019
9:00 AM

Welcome Message: KCI Shanghai
Plenary Session Chair: Shu YAN, Wison

9:15 AM

Welcome & Keynote Speech, Shu YAN, Wison

9:45 AM

Best practices in valves quality & inspection, Mohanned W. Tarabzouni, Saudi Aramco

10:15 AM

What are “Project Valves”? Hideyuki MIHIRA, JGC Plant & Piping Dep.

10:45 AM
11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Panel discussion
How to bring the overall quality of Chinese valve products to the Top?
Moderator: Nicole ZHANG, BASF
Panelists:
Jun HU, Hefei General Machinery Research Institute,
Gang ZHENG, Sinopec Shanghai GAOQIAO Petrochemical,
William YU, TÜV Rheinland,
Lidong GU, Sichuan KCON Valve.

Lunch & Expo Break
Room A Codes, Standards and Qualification

Room B Maintenance & Repairing

Moderator:
Jun HU, Hefei General Machinery Research Institute

Moderator: Simon CHEN, Sabic

1:15 PM

Implementation of blue sky plan and key points of fugitive emissions testing and certification for low-E valves,
William YU, TUV Rheinland

Digital solutions for safety valves as mechanical components,
Hendrik Wormuth, LESER

1:40 PM

New standards & editions changes for fugitive emissions
compliance & valve requirements, Paul Heald, Bonney
Forge

Renewal of soft seat inserts on valve seat rings, V. Subathran,
Saudi Arabian Engineering

2:05 PM

Valve body minimum wall thickness comparison
between En12516-1 And Asme B16.34, Tom Geng,
Emerson Automation Solutions

Several top mounted ball valve maintenance fault and disadvantages, Baomin ZHANG, VITOP Valve Service

2:30 PM
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Coffee and Expo Break

Tea Break & Expo visiting
Room A Valve Design

Room B Control Valve

Moderator: Nicole ZHANG, BASF

Moderator: Zachary LU, Emerson Automation Solutions

2:45 PM

Design of a new quick action blind valve, Yang GAO, Jia
ZHANG, Lei LIU, Beijing Aerospace Petrochemical Technology
and Equipment

Advanced control valve and predictive valve positioner work
together to solve the most critical challenges in modern processing
industries, Flowserve China

3:10 PM

Lipseal applied in Trunnion mounted ball valve seat
pocket, Jian CHEN, Neway

Inconel® wire braided cushion washer designed for HT HP high
operating frequency steam On/Off (regulating) valve, Heyi XIE,
Zhejiang Xique New material technology

3:35 PM

Discussion about the control valve seat leakage standards
and key influence factors, Lisa Huang, Emerson Automation
Solutions

A new approach to design crude oil pipeline pressure reduction
valves for avoiding cavitation vibration, Gary Song, IMI Critical
Engineering

4:00 PM

Application of open bellow seal globe valve in hazardous
chemical sectors, Baron KANG, Jiangsu YDF Valve

ug/s,mg/s scale micro mass flow controller based on the piezo-electric actuator, Xudong WANG, Shandong Zhongli High Pressure Valve

4:25 PM

Valve bolted flange joint design and assembly control,
Allen WANG, Ming Tong Industry (Shanghai)

Partial stroke test use as defined in IEC 61508 & IEC 61511 for final
element, Hassan EL-Sayed, CSA Group

Valve World June 2019
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Thursday, 29 August, 2019
Plenary Session
9:00 AM

Plenary Session 1: Too much vendor data? Claire Dwyer, Fluor

9:30 AM

Plenary Session 2: Current API requirements for fire and fugitive emission tests, Matthew J. Wasielewski, Yarmouth Research
and Technology, LLC

10:00 AM

Plenary Session 3: Certified low leaking technology (CLLT) or low emission technology “Low-E”, Bronson Pate,
RFS Compliance Solutions

10:30 AM

Coffee and Expo Break
Room A Fugitive Emissions

Room B Future solutions

Moderator: William YU, TÜV Rheinland

Moderator: Anthony GAO, BASF

10:45 AM

Practice and research on fugitive emission as a new
sealing technology, Zhigang MA, BMC

Autonomous engineering supports innovative part design and
robust process layout for high-quality valve castings, William LI,
Magmasoft

11:10 AM

The importance of proper lubrication of valves components for low E sealing, Rodney Roth, Beric Valves

Fugitive emissions detection gearbox – a new product to contain
and detect fugitive emissions from valves, David HU, Rotork

11:35 AM

Henkel Loctite secure VOC emission and green industrial
park development, Zhonghua ZHANG, Henkel Asia Pacific
& China Headquarters

Cladding Technology, Neway

12:00 PM

The effect induced by gas pressure and molecular
weight to fugitive emissions through graphite packing,
Chaohui GUO, Lin HU, Wenzhou Rock Valve Inspection
and Testing

Cyber security for oil and gas installation, Gobind Khiani ,
Enbridge

12:30 PM

Lunch & Expo Break
Room A Topic of Session: Sealing Technology

Room B Topic of Session: Materials

Moderator: Dayong LI, The Dow Chemical Company

Moderator: Jianrong HAN, Stard Valve

1:30 PM

Analysis of sealing conditions and guarantee measures for
high temperature and high pressure valves, Lunling JIAO,
Fangzheng Valve

Casting sealing plays critical role in valve and flange sealing
technology, Tycon Alloy

1:50 PM

Life cycle management for flanged gasket, Lucia LIN, IDT
SINYUAN Sealing Technology

Manufacture of low alloy 1.25Cr-0.5Mo heat - resistant casting
steel valve materials and casting steel parts in extreme-cold
areas, Ruihong ZENG, Datong Reciprocity Group

2:10 PM

Research and application of high temperature and high
pressure flange sealing solutions, Jack XIAO, James Walker
(Shanghai) Sealing Technology

Reflection on localization of RCC-M forging materials for Nuclear
Valves, Dahua CAO, Neway

2:30 PM

Graphite sealing technologies for demanding valve
applications, Jason LIN, Technetics Group

Critical valve service, Paul Heald, Bonney Forge

2:50 PM

Controlling fugitive emissions In valves with Low emission
packing technology, Chesterton

Resistance of valve through the combine ceramic and resin to
corrosively, Johncera Group

3:15 PM

Panel Discussion
Moderator: Simon CHEN, Sabic

4:00 PM

Closing Ceremony

www.valve-world.net
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Sponsored by:

Supported by

Register now to benefit from Early Bird Price
Attendees who register as conference delegates and pay before 28 June, 2019 can
benefit from the early bird special offer of 25% off of the original price! The conference ticket includes unrestricted access to the two-day conference sessions,
workshops, 2 lunches, coffee & tea breaks, on-line conference proceedings, and to
the two-day expo visit. If you are a Valve End-User, please contact Ms. Laura WANG
directly to benefit from the special End-User price.
Contact:
Exhibition and Marketing: Rainie Liu & Quki Li
vwasia.expo@kci-world.com
Conference: Laura Wang
vwasia.conf@kci-world.com
Tel. +86 21 6351-9609_Fax +86 21 6351-9607

Messe Düsseldorf GmbH
P.O. Box 10 10 06_40001 Düsseldorf_Germany
Tel. +49 211 4560-01_Fax +49 211 4560-668

Pay a visit to the expo
The Valve World Expo Asia 2019 will offer the latest technical advances in the field of
valves and valve applications, and flow control technology and associated products.
The technical and commercial staff of 160 specialized valve companies in the process
industries (oil & gas), petrochemical and chemical, power generation, will be pleased
to give you an update on the availability of their products. The organizers expects
more than 7,000 expo visitors and conference participants from the global industry
will be attending this event.
Why not join the exhibitors and showcase your company’s products, services and
activities to the community? Contact Ms. Quki LI and Ms. Rainie LIU for more information about booking a stand in the exhibition.
Visiting the exhibition is FREE when you pre-register online or via our WeChat channel,
and lets you access the exhibition hall during
The Valve World Asia Expo 2019 for two full days.
Offical Wechat Account
www.valve-world-asia.com/vw2019/vw-asia-2019-landingpage.html → Pre-registration online

www.messe-duesseldorf.de
For more information please contact:

Exhibit/Sponsorship:
Ms. Quki LI
Tel: +31-575-585-295 / +86-21-6351 9609*602
Email: vwasia.expo@kci-world.com
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Ms. Rainie LIU
Tel: +86-21-6351 9606*604
Email: vwasia.expo@kci-world.com

Conference:
Ms. Laura WANG
Tel: +86-21-6351 9609*610
Email: vwasia.conf@kci-world.com
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Control electronics for proportional valves
For the simple and inexpensive
control of a proportional valve,
Wandfluh has developed the digital amplifier electronics PD3. The
device can be mounted directly
on a solenoid coil (see picture) or
connected to a standard solenoid
coil with a cable.
The device has a standardized IOLink interface. It consists of digital communication, via which the
parameters, diagnostic data, and
the command are transmittacted
to the valve control. With the IOLink interface, the PD3 electronics
is prepared for IoT and Industry
4.0 functionalities.
In addition, the control can also
be made as an analog voltage or
current signal, or via a digital frequency or PWM signal. The PD3
electronics is IP67-protected and
has LEDs which indicate the status of the functional elements of
the control.
In addition to the IO-Link option,
also the well-known parameterization software PASO is still avail-

able for parameterization and
diagnosis of the PD3 electronics.
PASO is now connected to the
device via a wireless Bluetooth
connection. With this intuitive,
Windows-based software and its
graphical user interface, the entire signal flow is clearly visible.
This allows the control to be parameterized quickly and easily
and a function diagnosis to be
created. In addition, an oscilloscope function is available with
which signal characteristics of
freely selectable signals of the
control can be recorded synchronously. Another possibility is a
new Wandfluh app with which
the PD3 electronics can also be
parameterized and diagnosed.

VERMES Microdispensing unveils DST
VERMES Microdispensing,
the design and manufacture of innovative microdispensing concepts and
systems company introduces the DST - Dynamic
Shockwave Technology.
Dynamic Shockwave Technology (DST) stands for
a revolutionary actuator
principle. Through optimized
channel guidance and configuration of the compression geometries, a shock wave is generated in the actuator, which is
converted into a highly dynamic
linear movement due to the
special piston area. As a result,
extraordinary power and precision can be achieved even at
the smallest strokes.
These features make the DST
principle perfectly suitable for
its use in jet valves and the
dispensing device achieves superior system performance, especially for highly viscous and
difficult to dispense media.
‘Powered by DST’ provides the
valve with new dimensions.
DST has already been patented
worldwide by VERMES Microdispensing and will be integrated
into the Micro Dispensing Systems - MDS 1500 series.
Even the most demanding processes, whether due to product

or production complexity are
easy to implement and thus enable maximum process reliability and reproducibility.
The new VERMES Microdispensing system MDS 1560 is the first
system solution of the MDS 1500
series that is based on the new
DST technology.
The MDS 1560 system with DST
achieves a significantly higher
clock frequency than conventional dispensing systems with
electro-pneumatic actuators.
The MDS 1560 includes a specific pressure monitoring and
in combination with a special,
integrated sensor it ensures
that the actual pressure value
is continuously self-adjusted, pressure fluctuations are
avoided and a perfectly to the
medium adapted tappet speed
is achieved. The system can always be operated with the optimum tappet speed, adjusted to
the chosen dispensing medium.

ATV to design, qualify &
manufacture 7” 20k valve
ATV to qualify and manufacture
a 7” 20k 350oF Gate Valve to upgrade HWCG’s 20k valve based
capping stack by 2020.
HWCG, a deepwater oil and gas
emergency response consortium for the US Gulf of Mexico,
announces that it has commissioned Advanced Technology
Valve, S.p.A. to design, qualify and manufacture a 7” gate
valve rated to 20,000-psi and
350°F that will be used to upgrade HWCG’s 20k valve based
capping stack that is slated for
delivery in late 2019.
The larger valve will improve the
capping stack’s ability to respond
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to its Members’ most prolific and
technically challenging deepwater wells by improving the area
open to flow and the riser load
capability of the current capping
stack which was designed using existing 5” 20k valves also
manufactured by ATV. The larger
valve will also allow better vertical access to the incident well
for intervention. The 7” valve
will be integrated into HWCG’s
20k capping stack by Trendsetter Engineering during 2020. The
capping stack will be stored in
a ready-for-deployment mode on
the US Gulf Coast for use following a subsea well blowout.
www.valve-world.net

I need a flexible actuator
that functions reliably in the
harshest environments,
yet possesses the level
of intelligence, I need to
optimize my productivity.

YOU CAN DO THAT
The Bettis XTE3000 is an intelligent multi-turn electric actuator, specifically designed
to meet the most challenging valve automation demands of the Oil & Gas, Power, and Process
industries. Compliant to a wide range of international standards, the mechanically-robust XTE3000
always comes equipped with a double-sealed electrical enclosure, non-intrusive configuration,
datalogging and predictive maintenance capabilities, an advanced display, a Bluetooth®
communications interface, and an absolute encoder to never lose track of valve position. Combine a
wide range of supported network protocols with Emerson DCMlink connectivity to unlock even more
of the XTE3000’s intelligence.
Learn more at www.emerson.com/bettisXTE3000

The Emerson logo is a trademark and a service mark of Emerson Electric Co. © 2019 Emerson Electric Co.
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High-precision actuation solution for multiport valves
AUMA actuators for multiport
valves in hydrocarbon service
support up to 16 ports with a
combination of high speed and
excellent precision, thanks to the
use of variable speed motors. Positioning accuracy is better than
0.3° and lift plug valves are also
supported, making the actuators
suitable for the most challenging
applications in this market.
Multiport valves find application
in sampling systems for multiple
wellheads, especially on offshore
platforms where they save weight
and space compared to conventional sampling manifolds. Fluids
from each well in turn can be

directed to a single sampling system, allowing operators to monitor
real-time production in detail. On
the other hand, the positioning accuracy required makes this a challenging application for actuators.
AUMA’s SAVEx variable-speed actuators are ideal for this task. For
rapid switching, the actuator motor runs at high speed over most
of its travel. Just before the valve
plug reaches the target port position, however, the speed is reduced
to a much lower value. By virtually
eliminating overrun, this allows extremely precise positioning.
AUMA has now added Foundation
Fieldbus to its list of communica-

Emerson introduces a new manifold product

Emerson introduced a new manifold product family for its Rosemount pressure transmitters. Manifolds shut off or equalize pressure
at the transmitter, and also provide
the critical mounting mechanisms
required in many installations. The
Rosemount R305 Integral Manifolds
and Rosemount R306 In-line Manifolds have been designed to offer
significant user improvements on
these basic functions.
The most important improvement for both manifolds is the
new Pressure-Lock Valve design
which simplifies high-pressure
operation, increases safety and
enhances reliability and the features include: Two-piece stem
does not rotate in the seat, providing solid closure with minimal
wear. Easy to turn while delivering positive shut-off. Adjustable
packing nut simplifies valve
maintenance. Back seating prevents blowouts for increased
user safety. Stem and bonnet
threads are fully isolated from
88
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the process fluid to minimize potential corrosion. Modular packing ensures only the stem and
body are exposed to the process
fluid. Larger internal passages to
enhance reliability.
The Rosemount R305 is designed
for both differential or gauge
pressure applications and mounts
directly to any Rosemount Coplanar™ Transmitter for a complete
solution. This reduces the number of potential leak points by
50% compared to traditional biplanar transmitter setups. Two-,
three- and five-valve configurations are available.
The Rosemount R306 is designed
for in-line pressure transmitters
for gauge or absolute pressure
applications. When a Rosemount
R305 or R306 is selected with a
transmitter, the components are
fully assembled and high-pressure leak tested at the factory.
This allows the transmitter to be
installed right out of the box, saving time and money.

tion protocols supporting multiport valve functionality, in addition to Profibus DP, Modbus RTU
and Modbus TCP/IP.
In high-pressure and high-temperature environments multiport valves often feature a lift
plug design. This makes actuation even more demanding
because two different movements have to be coordinated:
before the plug can rotate to
the desired port it first has to
be lifted from its seat, and this
requires an additional actuator.
AUMA’s clever solution is to use
two actuators in a master-slave
configuration that appears to the

AUMA actuators for multiport valves
combine speed with positioning
accuracy better than 0.3°.

DCS as a single actuator. The integral actuator controls handle
the complete sequence of movements and the safety interlock
that allows rotation to start only
once the plug has been lifted
into its ‘free’ position.

Steam-assisted gravity drainage article
Steam-assisted gravity drainage is
the process for extracting oil from
the Canadian Oil Sands. These oil
sand formations are well below
the surface, making the oil only accessible by an in-place extraction
process. SAGD Production Emulsion
Switching valves experienced the
challenge of cycling multiple times
per week and providing reliable
shut off while being exposed to the
emulsion of bitumen, oil, water,
gas and sand slurries.

The unique QuadroSphere® ball
design allowed flushing of sand
and bitumen that may accumulate between the ball and body
cavity. It also reduced rubbing/
friction between the ball and
seats which decreased operating
torque requirements. Providing a
more compact automated valve
assembly envelope maximized
cost savings and minimized
space requirements. For the full
story check out the Industrial.

Wandfluh’s robust 2/2-way cartridges
Wandfluh has revised the existing
2-way cartridge valve programme
and equipped it with massively
higher pressure resistance. In addition, the flow geometry has been
optimized and thus the flow rate
considerably increased.
The valve programme comprises
the 5 nominal sizes NG16, 25, 32,
40 and 50, which cover the volume
flow range from 360 l/min (NG16) to
2,500 l/min (NG50) and switch up
to 630 bar.
The cartridge valve is available as
a seat-tight directional function. A
version with a damped spool allows
the valve to close more smoothly,
resulting in lower pressure shocks
in the system. Also available is a
pressure relief function that opens
the valve at an individually adjusted
pilot pressure independent of the
flow. The pressure can be fix adjust-

ed with a manually operated valve,
or continuously variable and remote
controlled with a proportional valve.
2-way built-in valves are particularly compact logic valves for block
construction. This allows a wide
range of hydraulic functions to be
realized in the smallest of spaces
for applications requiring high
flows. The valves are installed in
a cavity according to ISO 7368 and
closed with a cover in which the pilot valve is usually installed.
www.valve-world.net
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New explosion proof electric actuators
The new explosion proof, series EL-XP9000 electric actuator
is a sophisticated solution for
hazardous environments that
require explosion proof valve
control. The actuator’s robust
construction, reliable performance, and ability to fully integrate into sophisticated control
systems makes it a solution the
industry will appreciate.
The EL-XP9000 series explosion
proof actuators are compact, powerful, CE and NEMA approved and
available in types 4, 4X, and 7.
The special features include: All
exterior bolts are made of stainless steel to prevent rusting; Enclosure utilizes radial seals and
O-rings which provide protection for waterproof IP67 (NEMA
4 & 6) and elective watertight
IP68; A dependable mechanical torque sensing system that
provides safe functionality in
overload conditions; Standard
torque switches; Uniquely designed class F induction motor to

www.valve-world.net

produce high starting
torque and efficiency,
designed with thermal
protector to safeguard
against
overheating
damage.
The options are: Watertight IP68 enclosure
actuator; Potentiometer unit; Self-locking
feature provided by
double worm gearing
that maintains the valve’s position; High resolution proportional control unit along with 450
points of resolution (4-20mA/010VDC/ 1-5VDC/2-10VDC Input/
Output); Extension 120°, 135°,
180°, 270° turn; Position transmitter (output 0-10VDC or
4-20mA); Torque switches that
protect the actuator from damage resulting from overload
from the driven valve, throughout the whole travel; Limit
switches directly connected
with output shaft for accurate
valve position; Optional added

limit switches; Terminal strip,
push type, spring loaded terminal that produces a tight wiring
connection that can handle severe vibrations; Manual override
via a manual/auto switchable
lever and handwheel interaction to handle emergency manual operation; Drive force that
is automatically resorted using
a motor start, except in cases
where the lever is padlocked to
prevent this from occurring and
Optional high-resolution proportional control unit that has 450
points of resolution.

Matco-Norca swing
check valves
Norca has added two new forged
carbon steel swing check valves in
threaded and socket welded to its
industrial grade valve product offerings. Swing check valves direct
flow, prevent backflow and can be
used in many applications.
These Class 800 check valves feature a stainless steel and graphite
gasket and bolted bonnet. They
are available in six sizes ranging
in diameters from 11/2-inch up
to 2-inch. The valves have a max
pressure rating of 1975 PSI at 100
degrees Fahrenheit and a max
temperature rating of 850 degrees
Fahrenheit at 850 PSI. They conform
to ASTM A105, ASME B16.34 and API
602 / API 598. To mitigate corrosion,
these carbon steel swing check
valves conform to NACE MRO175.
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Assured Automation announces
new control valve series
Assured Automation announces actuated Globe valves for
achieving precision process control. This valve line is designed
for 2-way flow control, 3-way
mixing and 3-way diverting applications where value and long
life are important.
The equal percentage and linear
plugs in the 2-way valves and
linear plugs in the 3-way valves
provide excellent modulating
control of a wide variety of fluids
for pressure, temperature, level,
and flow applications from –20
to 800°F. Available with electric
or pneumatic actuator packages
in ∞”- 8” line sizes.
GVI Series Industrial Globe Control valves are ideal for 2-way
flow control. GVI Series features bolted bonnets and cageretained seats in rugged highefficiency bodies of steel or
stainless steel for ease of maintenance with a variety of trim
materials and port sizes.
This series is ideally suited for
applications including Chemical,
Energy, Food & Beverage, General Service, Marine, Pulp & Paper,
Refining, and Pharmaceutical Industries with temperatures from
-20 to 800°F, severe service, dirty
fluids, high pressure drops, and
corrosive fluids.

GV Series Precision Globe Valves
feature compact rugged bronze
or stainless steel bodies with a
selection of port reductions. Trim
materials available in bronze,
stainless steel or PEEK. Available
in NPT or butt weld ends with a
temperature range of -20 to 500°F.
GH Series High Capacity valves feature rugged cast iron bodies with
bronze or stainless-steel trim. Bottom post guide adds stability allowing for higher pressure drops
and spring-loaded V-ring packing
has low friction and is self-adjusting
for maintenance-free operation. Applications include Food & Beverage,
Water Heaters, Pharmaceutical, General Service, and Waste Water having
moderate pressure drops and temperature ranges from -20° to 400°F.

Flomatic’s AIS compliant control valve
Flomatic is pleased to announce
full compliance with the American Iron & Steel (AIS) provisions
for affected Federal/State Revolving Fund projects on their
Automatic Control Valve product
family.
Flomatic® Automatic Control
Valves are designed for use with
various types of pressure and/or
electric controls to provide the
desired control of pressure or
flow for a variety of water system applications
Pilot operated control valves are
designed and built in compliance
with AWWA C530 standards. NSF/
ANSI 61 approved fusion boded
epoxy coated ductile iron globe
or angle style bodies are avail90
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able in full or reduced port configuration. Valves are fitted with
various pilot control systems to
control conditions in pressurized
pipeline systems.
Flomatic® Automatic Control
Valves are available in sizes 1 1⁄4”
thru 36” and are covered with a
3 year warranty.

Camseal ball valves feature stem
position indicator disc
Conval recently announced that its
popular Camseal© metal-seated,
forged ball valves feature a new
Stem Position Indicator Disc for
easy, precise on-site identification
and inspection of the open-close
status of the valve. This is especially important when adding an
actuator to a valve or resetting
valve actuation in the field. The
high-quality severe service valves
are available in ∞” through 4” sizes
with socket weld, butt weld, and
flanged ends, in pressure classes
from ASME 900 through 4500.
The new Stem Position Indicator
Disc design (patent pending) increases the visibility and accuracy
of stem and ball alignment into
the valve seat. This is critical in
severe applications such as steam
where the positive, sustainable
shutoff is critical and even slight
misalignments will compromise
the ball/seat sealing band. This
indicator eliminates the need for
costly and multiple manufacturing features that have traditionally

been used with less accuracy. The
indicator is self-securing to the
stem; no set screws are required.
Patented, top-entry in-line renewable Camseal ball valves provide
significant savings in labor, materials, and downtime. In-line renewability is typically accomplished
within 30-minutes in the event
of process application abuse. The
cartridge is conveniently removed
for on-site parts replacement, reassembly, and re-installation. No
welding is required, which is especially important with F91 valves.

BHGE launches Mooney FlowMax HP regulator
BHGE announces the expansion
of the Mooney product line to
now include ANSI class 300 and
600 rated FlowMax regulators,
available with fail-to-close action for positive safe failure mode
supporting our customers need
to expand to higher ranges of
regulation. This is part of a series
of recent and on-going product
expansions to increase the scope
to better serve the Natural Gas
Regulation market.
“Mooney has been serving our
customers for more than 35
years, and over these years we
have adjusted our products to
remain a best in the class supplier as applications become
more demanding and regulated.
This industry is continuously
undergoing increased scrutiny
from regulators, and our products have to remain on top of all
these requirements to continue
to serve this market. We are
pleased to expand our range for
this core product line, and add

the fail-to-close functionality
that provides an extra measure
of safety above previous offerings,” Says John De Veau, Senior
Product Manager at BHGE.
The Mooney FlowMax HP regulator
is a high pressure reducing regulator that offers bubble tight shut-off
at all pressure differentials and full
capacity at very low-pressure differentials. The FlowMax HP maximizes capacity, speed of response,
and accuracy while incorporating
some of the same original maintenance and performance features
for which the Mooney regulator
lines became known as a simple,
proven and safe for our environment natural gas regulator.
www.valve-world.net
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CONNECTING PRODUCERS,
DISTRIBUTORS AND END-USERS
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Düsseldorf, Germany

Demonstrate. Educate. Engage.

HOSE+COUPLING WORLD
Conference & Expo Europe 2019
Van der Valk Airport Hotel, Düsseldorf, Germany
Expo & Sales Coordinator
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ASCEND TORQUE
Flow Controls Co., Ltd.
Manufacturer since 1999
OEM & ODM service
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A-T Controls, Inc.
9955 International Blvd
Cincinnati,
Ohio 526
USA
tel: +1-513-27-565
fax:+1-513-27-562
sales@atcontrols.com
www.atcontrols.com
MRC Global
Global Headquarters
tel: +1-877-294-7574
info@mrcglobal.com
mrcglobal.com
PetrolValves S.p.A.
Viale Giuseppe Borri, 42
I-21053 Castellanza (VA)
Italy
tel: +39-0331-334111
fax:+39-0331-675830
sales@petrolvalves.it
www.petrolvalves.com
Italian excellence 60 years’
experience extensive
valve range high severe
applications innovation,
technology, quality

ACTUATOR MONITORING
& CONTROL
Rotork plc
Brassmill Lane
Bath, Avon BA1 3JQ
United Kingdom
tel: +44-1225-733-200
fax:+44-1225-333-467
mail@rotork.co.uk
www.rotork.com

ACTUATORS &
CONTROL SYSTEMS
ASCEND TORQUE
Flow Controls Co., Ltd.
28 Chengtang Road,
Huishan District
Wuxi 214174
China
tel: +86-510-88770768
fax:+86-510-88770718
kaka@ascendtorque.com
www.ascendtorque.com
Rack & Pinion,
Scotch Yoke Actuator
(continued above➚)

AUMA Riester GmbH &
Co KG
Aumastraße 1
D-79373 Müllheim
Germany
tel: +49-7631-8090
fax:+49-7631-809-1250
riester@auma.com
www.auma.com
Bray Controls,
A Division of Bray
International, Inc.
USA:
tel: +1-281-894-5454
Argentina:
tel: +54-11-4362-06666
Benelux:
tel: +31-72-572-1410
Brazil:
tel: +55-19-3517-6161
Canada:
tel: +1-514-344-2729

www.managingagingplants.com

Chile:
tel: +56-2739-2966
China:
tel: +86-571-8285-2200
Germany:
tel: +49-2151-5336-0
Hong Kong:
tel: +852-2690-0388
India:
tel: +91-265-263-3868
Mexico:
tel: +52-33-3836-4460
Middle East:
tel: +971-4-887-6979
Paciﬁc:
tel: +61-3-9580-9755
Peru:
tel: +511-251-0251
Poland:
tel: +48-33-842-1968
Shanghai:
tel: +86-2163365656
United Kingdom:
tel: +44-141-812-5199
Vietnam:
tel: +84-837-423-428

Emerson Actuation
Technologies
19200 Northwest
Freeway
Houston, TX 77065
USA
www.Emerson.com
info.crossridge@emerson.
com
Metso Flow
Control Oy.
Vanha Porvoontie 229
P.O. Box 304
FI-01301 Vantaa
Finland
tel: +358-20-483-150
fax:+358-20-483-151
info.automation@metso.
com
www.metso.com/valves
OMAL SPA
Headquarters: Via Ponte
Nuovo, 11 25050 - Rodengo
Saiano (BS)
Production Site:
Via S.Lorenzo, 70 25069 Villa Carcina (BS)
Italy
tel: +39-030-89-00-145
fax:+39-030-89-00-423
omal@omal.it
www.omal.it
Rotork plc
Brassmill Lane
Bath, Avon BA1 3JQ
United Kingdom
tel: +44-1225-733-200
fax:+44-1225-333-467
mail@rotork.co.uk
www.rotork.com
SIPOS Aktorik GmbH
Im Erlet 2
D-90518 Altdorf
Germany
tel: +49-9187-9227-0
fax:+49-9187-9227-5111
info@sipos.de
www.sipos.de
SMS-TORK Endustriyel
Otomasyon Urunleri
San. Tic. Ltd. Şti.
Y.Dudullu, BostanciYolu,
Kuru Sokak, No:16,
Umraniye,
İstanbul
Turkey
tel: +90 216 364 34 05
fax:+90 216 364 37 57
tork@smstork.com
www.smstork.com

STI S.r.l.
Via Dei Caravaggi 15
I-24040 Levate,
Bergamo
Italy
tel: +39 035 2928 2
fax:+39 035 2928 247
info@stistrumentazione.
com
www.stiactuation.com
Pneumatic actuators
Hydraulic actuators
Linear/quarter turn type
Smart positioners
WUXI FORCE & TORQUE
TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
No.26 Xinhua Road,
Xinwu District,
Wuxi City, Jiangsu,
Wuxi, China
tel: +86-0510-88550590
fax:+86-0510-88550590-812
sales@force-torque.cn
www.force-torque.cn
Scotch Yoke Actuator /
Rack & Pinion Actuator /
Declutchable Gear Box
SIL,ATEX,CE,PED Certified
20 Years Experience
OEM & ODM Service
Reliable Quality,
Expertise Solution,
Competitive Price

BALL VALVES
A-T Controls, Inc.
9955 International Blvd
Cincinnati,
Ohio 45246
USA
tel: +1-513-247-5465
fax:+1-513-247-5462
sales@atcontrols.com
www.atcontrols.com
Australian Pipeline
Valve
admin@australianpipeline
valve.com.au
www.australianpipeline
valve.com.au
www.globalsupplyline.
com.au
API6D & API608
Firesafe & F.E. Certified,
Short lead time
manufacturer.
Also keep $60 million stock
150 to 2500LB APV, JC,
Sferova & Starline. Also
stock Biﬃ, AirTorque,
Actreg & Torqturn
pneumatic actuators. View
stock list at our website
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BORSIG Service GmbH
Eichenallee 40
D-16767 Leegebruch
Germany
tel: +49-3304-288-0
fax:+49-3304288-50
valves@bs.borsig.de
www.borsig.de/bs
CIRCOR International
945 Bunker Hill Rd, #650
Houston, TX 11024
USA
tel:+1-800-654-4842
sales@circorenergy.com
www.circorenergy.com
CIRCOR | KF Valves USA
1500 SE 89th street
Oklahoma City, OK 73149
USA
tel: +1-405-631-1533
fax:+1-405-631-5034
sales@circorenergy.com
CIRCOR | Pibiviesse
Via Bergamina, 24
I-20014 Nerviano (Milan)
Italy
tel: +39-0331-408711
fax:+39-0331-408802
info.pbvs@circor.com
North America Inquiries:
pbvs.na@circor.com
CMEC SKVAL Co., Ltd
No. 659, Jin Men Road,
Suzhou 215004
China
tel: +86-512-6532-9693
fax:+86-512-6532-7877
info@skval.com
www.skval.com
Gate, Globe, Check, Ball,
Plug, Butterfly, Strainer.
Didtek Valve Co., Ltd
Zhengda Industrial Zone,
Oubei, Yongjia, Zhejiang,
China
tel: +86-577-67378255
fax:+86-577-67338181
sales@didtek.com
www.didtek.com
(continued above➚)

(Continued)
Didtek Valve Co., Ltd
www.didtekvalve.com
Specialist of LNG Ball
Valve Application Down
to-196°C Trunnion Ball
Valve. Stock in Germany,
Spain, France, Russia,
Oceania and so on
FBV Inc.
2121 Brittmoore Rd
Suite 4000
Houston, TX 77043
USA
tel: +1-832-203-5459
fax:+1-832-203-5461
sales@fbvalve.com
www.fbvalve.com
Manufacturer of ball, gate,
globe, & check valves
in carbon and stainless
materials. Inventory
available.
Flow-Tek - USA
A Subsidiary of Bray
International, Inc.
8323 N. Eldrindge Pkwy,
#100, Houston, TX
77041
USA
tel: +1-832-912-2300
fax:+1-832-912-2301
FluoroSeal Inc.
1875 46e Avenue
Montréal, QC H8T 2N8
Canada
tel: +1-514-739-0220
fax:+1-514-739-5452
sales@ﬂuorosealvalves.
com
www.ﬂuorosealvalves.
com
INDRA S.r.l.
via Novara 10/B-C
I-20013 Magenta (MI)
Italy
tel: +39-029729-8663
fax:+39-029729-1855
indra@indra.it
sales@indra.it
www.indra.it
Kingdom Flow Control
Co., Ltd.
14F-4, 120, Jhongjheng
1st RoadKaohsiung
Taiwan
tel: +886-7-771-3121
fax:+886-7-723-5165
sales@kifc.com
www.kifc.com
(continued above➚)

(Continued)
Kingdom Flow Control
Co., Ltd.
Professional valve
manufacturer with
fully vertical integrated
production system
KITZ Corporation
1-10-1 Nakase, Mihama-ku
Chiba 261-8577
Japan
tel: +81-43-299-1732
fax:+81-43-299-0121
kitzheadquarters@ kitz.co.jp
www.kitz.co.jp
Kong Jih Valve
Industrial Co. Ltd.
No. 13 Gong 6th Rd.
Dajia
Youth, Industrial Park
Dajia Township,
Taichung County 437
Taiwan, ROC
tel: +886-4-26815268
Ext. 216
fax:+886-4-26815788
marketing@ksvalve.com
www.ksvalve.com
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Metso Flow Control Oy.
Vanha Porvoontie 229
P.O. Box 304
FI-01301 Vantaa
Finland
tel: +358-20-483-150
fax:+358-20-483-151
info.automation@
metso.com
www.metso.com/valves
MRC Global
Global Headquarters
tel: +1-877-294-7574
info@mrcglobal.com
mrcglobal.com
Pekos Valves S.L.U
Rec del Molinar, 9
Políg. Ind. El Circuit
E-08160 Montmelo,
Barcelona
Spain
tel: +34-93-579-93-70
fax:+34-93-579-92-44
(continued above➚)

(Continued)
Pekos Valves S.L.U
pekos@pekos.es
www.pekos.es
Penglai Huande Steel
Valve Co., Ltd.
Lingang industrial area,
Xicheng
Penglai city, Shandong
province
China
tel: +86-535-3355828
fax:+86-535-3355817
jasmine@huande.com.cn
www.hdsteelvalve.com
Manufacturer of ball valve,
fittings, ball, and castings
with rusted quality and
service in China
SESTO VALVES Srl
Via Socrate 10,
20864 Agrate Brianza (Mb)
Italy
tel: +39 039 902 0888
fax:+39 039 902 0889
sales@sestovalves.com
www.sestovalves.com
SFEROVA S.r.l.
Via delle Industrie,
30/32 I-20884
Sulbiate (Mi)
Italy
tel: +39-039-6079599
fax:+39-039-6079582
info@sferova.com
www.sferova.com
Suzhou Viza Valve Co Ltd
25th Floor,
Gold River Center
88 Shishan Road
Suzhou, Jiangsu, 215011
China
tel: +86-512-6818-7578,
+86-512-6808-1929
fax:+86-512-6808-1920
sales@vizavalve.com
www.vizavalve.com
Syveco
107 rue du Ruisseau
F-38070 Saint-QuentinFallavier
France
Tel: +33-474-94-86-50
Fax: +33-474-94-86-59
info@syveco.com
www.syveco.com
Syveco is the new
name of Thermador
International.
We are a French master
stockist in valves and fittings
(continued above➚)

www.sferova.com

(Continued)
Syveco
for industry, HVAC & water
works, oﬀering a wide range
of products to the European
and African markets.
Velan Inc
7007 Côte de Liesse
Montreal,
Que H4T 1G2
Canada
tel: +1-514-748-7743
fax:+1-514-748-8635
sales@velan.com
www.velan.com
Vinco Valves SA
Rua do Progresso,
Lote 15-18
P-4760-841 Vilarinho das
Cambas
Portugal
tel: +351-252-303-210
fax:+351-252-303-219
vinco@vincovalves.com
www.vincovalves.com
Ball Valve manufacturer for
oil & gas, chemical, pharma
and shipbuilding industries
Xuanda Industrial
Group Co Ltd
Xuanda Industrial
Park, Dong’ou
Industrial Area
Oubei,
Wenzhou 325105
China
tel: +86-577-67987078
fax:+86-577-67987088
john@xuanda.com
www.x-d-v.com
Special Alloy Valves
Cleaning room assembly
PFA PFTE Lined Valves
ISO, API, CE certified Top
10 Valve Brand
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Baltic Valve Co., Ltd
602#, Building 225,
New sight Garden,
Siming District
Xiamen City, P. R.
China
tel: +86-592-8266140
fax:+86-592-8266440
sales@baltic-valve.com
www.baltic-valve.com

(Continued)
A-T Controls, Inc.
Ohio 45246
USA
tel: +1-513-247-5465
fax:+1-513-247-5462
sales@atcontrols.com
www.atcontrols.com

www.didtekvalve.com

BALLS & VALVE
COMPONENTS
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Lishui Ouyi Valve Co., LTD.
No. 802 Jinniu Street,
Bihu Industrial Zone,
Lishui China
tel: +86-577-673-19116
fax:+86-577-673191196
ouyi6@ouyivalve.com
www.ouyivalve.com
Liviero Lino srl
via Pasubio 38
I-21020 Crugnola di
Mornago (VA)
Italy
tel: +39-033-190-4439
fax:+39-033-190-4378
linoliv@livierolino.com
www.livierolino.com
Yongjia Boutique Valve
Co., Ltd.
Heyi Industrial Zone,
Oubei Town,
Wenzhou
325105 Zhejiang
China
tel: +86-577-57678729
fax:+86-577-67359368
sales@btq-valve.com
www.btq-valve.com

BELLOWS SEALED
VALVES
MRC Global
Global Headquarters
tel: +1-877-294-7574
info@mrcglobal.com
mrcglobal.com

BUTTERFLY VALVES
A-T Controls, Inc.
9955 International Blvd
Cincinnati,
(continued above➚)
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Bray Controls,
A Division of Bray
International, Inc.
USA:
tel: +1-281-894-5454
Argentina:
tel: +54-11-4362-06666
Benelux:
tel: +31-72-572-1410
Brazil:
tel: +55-19-3517-6161
Canada:
tel: +1-514-344-2729
Chile:
tel: +56-2739-2966
tel: +86-571-8285-2200
Germany:
tel: +49-2151-5336-0
Hong Kong:
tel: +852-2690-0388
India:
tel: +91-265-263-3868
Mexico:
tel: +52-33-3836-4460
Middle East:
tel: +971-4-887-6979
Paciﬁc:
tel: +61-3-9580-9755
Peru:
tel: +511-251-0251
Poland:
tel: +48-33-842-1968
Shanghai:
tel: +86-2163365656
United Kingdom:
tel: +44-141-812-5199
Vietnam:
tel: +84-837-423-428
FluoroSeal Inc.
1875 46e Avenue
Montréal,
QC H8T 2N8
Canada
tel: +1-514-739-0220
fax:+1-514-739-5452
sales@ﬂuorosealvalves.
com
www.ﬂuorosealvalves.com
JDV Control Valves Co.,
Ltd.
No. 6 -1, Qingnian Rd.,
Yangmei Dist.
326 Taoyuan City
Taiwan, ROC
(continued above➚)

(Continued)
JDV Control Valves Co.,
Ltd.
tel: +886-3-4965066
fax:+886-3-4965300
sales@jdv.com.tw
www.jdv.com.tw
Kong Jih Valve
Industrial Co. Ltd.
No. 13 Gong 6th Rd.
Dajia Youth, Industrial Park,
Dajia Township,
Taichung County 437
Taiwan, ROC
tel: +886-4-26815268
Ext. 216
fax:+886-4-26815788
marketing@ksvalve.com
www.ksvalve.com
LEUSCH GmbH
Industrial Valves
Ziegeleistraße 10
D-41472 Neuss
Germany
tel: +49 2131 7699-0
fax: +49 2131 7699-129
info@leusch.de
www.leusch.de

(Continued)
Ultraﬂo - USA
USA
tel: +1-800-950-1762
fax:+1-573-883-8882
www.ultraﬂovalve.com
Velan Inc
7007 Côte de Liesse
Montreal, Que H4T 1G2
Canada
tel: +1-514-748-7743
fax:+1-514-748-8635
sales@velan.com
www.velan.com
Xuanda Industrial
Group Co Ltd
Xuanda Industrial Park,
Dong’ou Industrial Area
Oubei, Wenzhou 325105
China
tel: +86-577-67987078
fax:+86-577-67987088
john@xuanda.com
www.x-d-v.com
Special Alloy Valves
Cleaning room assembly
PFA PFTE Lined Valves
ISO, API, CE certified
Top 10 Valve Brand

CASTINGS

www.kci-world.com

Metso Flow Control Oy.
Vanha Porvoontie 229
P.O. Box 304,
FI-01301 Vantaa
Finland
tel: +358-20-483-150
fax:+358-20-483-151
info.automation@metso.
com
www.metso.com/valves
MRC Global
Global Headquarters
tel: +1-877-294-7574
info@mrcglobal.com
mrcglobal.com
Ultraﬂo - USA
A Subsidiary of Bray
International, Inc.
#8 Trautman Industrial
Drive, Ste. Genevieve,
MO 63670
(continued above➚)

Castech Foundries Pvt,
Ltd.
1708 / 1709, GIDC 2
Dolatpara, Junagadh
362 037 Gujarat
India
tel: +91-285 2660113
fax:+91-285 2661314
info@castech.in
www.castechindia.com
Datong Reciprocity
Group Co., Ltd.
01, Shunda Road,
Changtai,
Fujian-363900
P.R. China
tel: +86 596 7071111
(ext.) 8109
fax:+86 596 7071234
dthhjt@chasevalve.com
www.chasevalve.com
We own a foundry and
a forge Valve & actuator
works With Best Equipment
Team of top expertise State
of the art tech
FERESPE – Fundição
de Ferro e Aço, Lda.
Rua Brasiela, 60
(continued above➚)

(Continued)
FERESPE – Fundição
de Ferro e Aço, Lda.
4760-485 Fradelos
V. N. Famalicão
Portugal
tel: + 351 252 490 470
fax: +351 252 490 479
ferespe@ferespe.pt
www.ferespe.pt
Sand/Investment
Castings
High performance
On demand
Small/Medium series
Certifications/Industry
Kong Jih Valve
Industrial Co. Ltd.
No. 13 Gong 6th Rd.
Dajia Youth, Industrial Park,
Dajia Township,
Taichung County 437
Taiwan,
ROC
tel: +886-4-26815268
Ext. 216
fax:+886-4-26815788
marketing@ksvalve.com
www.ksvalve.com
Winci Valve Casting
Co., Ltd.
Wenzhou Baizhangji
industrial Park
325309 Wenzhou
China
tel: +86-577-67781058
fax:+86-577-67781773
Sales@winci.net
www.winczz.com
Gate Valve, Check Valve,
Global Valve, Ball Valve
Carbon Steel, Aluminum
Bronze, Nickel Based Alloy
Austenitic Alloy
Duplex Steel

CASTINGS – ALUMINIUM
BRONZE
INOXYDA
4 - 8, Rue Etienne
DOLET
FR-76140 Le Petit
Quevilly Cedex
France
tel: +33-2-35-63-78-50
fax:+33-2-35-72-99-99
contact@inoxyda.fr
www.inoxyda.fr
Copper Alloy Casting
for Valve Components,
Pump casing, Impellers
Up to 15T with Worldwide
references

YOUR LOGO IN THE BUYER’S GUIDE: CONTACT US: BG.VW@KCI-WORLD.COM

Babbitt Chainwheels
P.O. Box 51208
800 Mount Pleasant Street
New Bedford,
MA 02745
USA
tel: +1-800-727-4323
fax:+1-508-995-2701
info@babbitt.com
www.babbitt.com
Trumbull
Manufacturing, Inc.
3850 Hendricks Road
Youngstown, OH 44515
USA
Tel: +1-877-504-1507
Fax:+1-330-392-0756
Info-mfg@trumbull.com
www.trumbull-mfg.com
Chainwheels-stainless,
ductile iron & aluminum.
Valve position
Indicators & floorstands.

CHECK VALVES
Crane ChemPharma &
Energy
A BUSINESS OF
CRANE CO.
4526 Research Forest
Dr, Suite 400
The Woodlands,
TX , 77381
USA
tel: +1-936-271-6500
fax:+1-936-271-6510
www.cranecpe.com
Goodwin International
Limited
Newstead Industrial
Estate
Plantation Road
Trentham
ST4 8HU
United Kingdom
tel: +44 1782 654000
fax:+44 1782 208060
Checkvalves@
goodwingroup.com
www.checkvalves.co.uk
Dual Plate & Axial Check
Valves: Wafer, Lug,
Flanged, Hub-ended,
buttweld end body
designs.
NOREVA GmbH
Hocksteiner Weg 56
D-41189
Mönchengladbach
(continued above➚)

(Continued)
NOREVA GmbH
Germany
tel: +49-2166-12686-0
fax:+49-2166-12686-66
hwitt@noreva.de
www.noreva.de
Nozzle check valves
features: very low
headloss, excellent
dynamic behavior,
maintenance - free
design.
Ritepro - Canada
A Subsidiary of Bray
International, Inc.
12200 Albert Hudon
Blvd. Montreal
Quebec H1G 3K7
Canada
tel: +1-514-324-8900
fax:+1-514-324-9525

COATING
Flame Spray SpA
Headquarters
via Leonardo da Vinci, 1
I-20877 Roncello (MB)
Italy
tel: +39 039 695 7216
fax:+39 039 695 331
info@ﬂamespray.org
Flame Spray coating
plants: Italy, South
Carolina (USA), Hungary,
Croatia.

(Continued)
CIRCOR | RTK
Germany
tel: +49-7154-1314-0
fax:+49-7154-1314-333
rtk@circor.com
CIRCOR | Schroedahl
Schönenbacher Str. 4
D-51580 ReichshofMittelagger
Germany
tel: +49-2265-9927-0
fax:+49-2265-9927-947
schroedahl@circor.
com
North America Inquiries:
SchroedahlAmericas@
circor.com
CIRCOR | Spence
Engineering
150 Coldenham Road
Walden, NY 12586
USA
tel: +1-845-778-5566
fax:+1-845-778-1072
Toll Free: +1-800-3982493
spence@circor.com

www.valsteam.com

CONTROL
VALVES
CIRCOR | Leslie
Controls
12501 Telecom Drive
Tampa, FL 33637-0906
USA
tel: +1-800-439-4485
fax:+1-813-977-0174
lesliecontrols@circor.com
CIRCOR | Mallard
Control
1500 SE 89th street
Oklahoma City, OK
73149
USA
tel: +1-405-631-1533
fax:+1-405-631-5034
sales@circorenergy.com
CIRCOR | RTK
Max-Planck-Str. 3
D-70806 Kornwestheim
(continued above➚)

Goodwin International
Limited
Newstead Industrial
Estate
Plantation Road
Trentham
ST4 8HU
United Kingdom
tel: +44 1782 654000
fax: +44 1782 208060
Flowcontrol@
goodwingroup.com
www.goodwinﬂowcontrol.
com
Axial Control, Isolation,
In-line Choke and HIPPS
Valves.
Metso Flow
Control Oy.
Vanha Porvoontie 229
P.O. Box 304
(continued above➚)

(Continued)
Metso Flow
Control Oy.
FI-01301 Vantaa
Finland
tel: +358-20-483-150
fax:+358-20-483-151
info.automation@metso.
com
www.metso.com/valves
MRC Global
Global Headquarters
tel: +1-877-294-7574
info@mrcglobal.com
mrcglobal.com
Nihon Koso Co., Ltd.
1-16-7 Nihombashi,
Chuo-ku
Tokyo 103-0027
Japan
tel: +81-3-5202-4100
fax:+81-3-5202-2291
info@koso.com
www.koso.co.jp
www.koso.co.jp/en
Ramén Valves AB
Fredsforsstigen 22-24
SE-168 67 Bromma
Sweden
tel: +46-8-594-77970
info@ramenvalves.com
www.ramenvalves.com
Zhejiang Pariworld
Automation Meter
Co., Ltd
Dongouindustrypark,
Yongjia, Zhejiang
325105 Wenzhou City
China
tel: +86-577-67987671
fax:+86-577-67373567
sales@pwvalve.com
www.pwvalve.com

CRYOGENIC VALVES
CIRCOR | Pibiviesse
Via Bergamina, 24
I-20014 Nerviano (Milan)
Italy
tel: +39-0331-408711
fax:+39-0331-408802
info.pbvs@circor.com
North America Inquiries:
pbvs.na@circor.com
CIRCOR | Rockwood
Swendeman
12501 Telecom Drive
Tampa, FL 33637-0906
(continued above➚)

(Continued)
CIRCOR | Rockwood
Swendeman
USA
tel: +1-813-978-1000
fax:+1-813-977-3329
cryogenics@circor.com
KITZ Corporation
1-10-1 Nakase,
Mihama-ku,
Chiba 261-8577
Japan
tel: +81-43-299-1732
fax:+81-43-299-0121
kitzheadquarters@kitz.
co.jp
www.kitz.co.jp
Kingdom Flow Control
Co., Ltd.
14F-4, 120,
Jhongjheng 1st Road
Kaohsiung
Taiwan
tel: +886-7-771-3121
fax:+886-7-723-5165
sales@kifc.com
www.kifc.com
Professional valve
manufacturer with fully
vertical integrated
production system
Metso Flow
Control Oy.
Vanha Porvoontie 229
P.O. Box 304
FI-01301 Vantaa
Finland
tel: +358-20-483-150
fax:+358-20-483-151
info.automation@metso.
com
www.metso.com/valves
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DESALINATION
Castﬂow Valves sl
Calle de Dalia nº 17.
Polígono Industrial
El Lomo
E-28970
Humanes de Madrid
Spain
tel: +34-916-043-045
fax:+34-916-043-046
castﬂow@castﬂow.com
www.castﬂow.com
DUAL PLATE, BALL
CHECK SILENT CHECK,
FOOTVALVES
Sizes: 1”-56”, DN25DN1400 Class: 150#600#, PN6-100 Iron,
steel, al-brz, duplex

DIAPHRAGM VALVES
Crane ChemPharma
& Energy, Saunders A
BUSINESS OF CRANE CO.
Grange Road,
Cwmbran
Gwent NP44 3XX
United Kingdom
tel: +44-1633-486666
fax:+44-1633-486777
technical.sales@
craneﬂow.com
www.saundersvalves.com

DOUBLE BLOCK &
BLEED VALVES
Bonney Forge
Corporation
14496 Croghan Pike
Mount Union
PA 17066
USA
tel: 800-345-7546
bfsales@bonneyforge.com
www.bonneyforge.com

www.australianpipelinevalve.
com.au

INDRA S.r.l.
via Novara 10/B-C
I-20013 Magenta (MI)
Italy
tel: +39-029729-8663
fax:+39-029729-1855
indra@indra.it
sales@indra.it
www.indra.it
MRC Global
Global Headquarters
tel: +1-877-294-7574
info@mrcglobal.com
mrcglobal.com

ELECTRIC ACTUATORS
AUMA Riester GmbH &
Co KG
Aumastraße 1
D-79373 Müllheim
Germany
tel: +49-7631-8090
fax:+49-7631-809-1250
riester@auma.com
www.auma.com
Emerson Actuation
Technologies
19200 Northwest Freeway
Houston, TX 77065
USA
www.Emerson.com
info.crossridge@
emerson.com
Enertork Ltd.
Seoul oﬃce : 18F.,
Un-Ik Bldg., #706-13,
Yeoksam-dong,
Gangnam-gu,
Seoul, Korea
South Korea
tel: +82-2-555-0883
fax:+82-2-556-3026
yunsp@enertork.com
www.enertork.com
PS Automation GmbH
Philipp-Kraemer-Ring 13
D-67098 Bad
Duerkheim,
Germany
tel: +49-6322-6003-0
fax:+49-6322-6003-20
info@ps-automation.com
www.ps-automation.com
Rotork plc
Brassmill Lane
Bath, Avon BA1 3JQ
United Kingdom
tel: +44-1225-733-200
fax:+44-1225-333-467
mail@rotork.co.uk
www.rotork.com
(continued above➚)

(Continued)
Rotork plc
Network connectivity with
Profibus, DeviceNett,
Foundation Fieldbus,
Modbus and Packscan.
SIPOS Aktorik GmbH
Im Erlet 2
D-90518 Altdorf
Germany
tel: +49-9187-9227-0
fax:+49-9187-9227-5111
info@sipos.de
www.sipos.de
Zhejiang XBURS
Measurement &
Control Technology
Co., Ltd.
No 6. Qingfeng Road,
Zhangbao
Industrial Zone,
Yongjia County
Zhejiang
China
tel: +86-577-57765687
fax:+86-577-57765582
sales@xburs.com
www.xburs.com
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ESD VALVES
Metso Flow Control Oy.
Vanha Porvoontie 229
P.O. Box 304
FI-01301
Vantaa,
Finland
tel: +358-20-483-150
fax:+358-20-483-151
info.automation@metso.
com
www.metso.com/valves

ESD VALVES/
ACTUATORS
Australian Pipeline
Valve
70-78 Stanbel Road,
Salisbury Plain,
SA 5109
Australia
tel: +61 8 8285 0000
fax:+61 8 8285 0088
(continued above➚)

(Continued)
Australian Pipeline
Valve
admin@australianpipe
linevalve.com.au
www.australianpipeline
valve.com.au
www.globalsupplyline.
com.au
APV-Torqturn Scotch Yoke
Heavy Duty Pneumatic
Actuators Short lead time
manufacturer.
Large range in stock
to 30,000NM. Also
stocking Actreg, Sferova,
Biﬃ, AirTorque, etc.

EVENTS
Flow Control Exchange
India 2019
3 – 4 October, 2019
Bombay Convention &
Exhibition
Centre, Goregaon,
Mumbai, India
Conference Information:
Mrs. Joanne McIntyre
j.mcintyre@kci-world.com
tel.: +31 575 585 298
Exhibition Information:
Mrs Kay T. Creedon
k.creedon@kci-world.com
tel:+31-575-789-268
Mobile:+31-6-83-67-17-08;
+91-77-18-01-84-24
(INDIA)
www.ﬂowcontrolexchange.
com
Messe Düsseldorf
GmbH Messeplatz
D-40474 Düsseldorf
Germany
tel: +49-211-4560-568
fax:+49-211-4560-8563
Mr. Gerrit Nawracala
NawracalaG@
Messe-Duesseldorf.de
Valve World 2020
Conference & Exhibition,
www.valveworldexpo.com
Valve World Americas
Expo & Conference
2019
June 19th & 20th
George R. Brown
Convention
Centre in Houston
Texas.
For detailed information
please visit our dedicated
event website:
(continued above➚)

ELECTRIC ACTUATORS? www.rotork.com

(Continued)
Valve World Americas
Expo & Conference
2019
www.valveworldexpo
americas.com/
For Exhibition Inquiries
please contact:
KCI Publishing
Corporation
Mr. Josh Gillen
36 King Street East,
Suite 701
Toronto, ON M5C 1E5
j.gillen@kci-world.com
tel: +1 416 361 7030
For Conference or
Course Inquiries:
KCI Publishing
Corporation
Miss Sarah Bradley
36 King Street East,
Suite 701
Toronto, ON M5C 1E5
s.bradley@kci-world.
com
tel: +1 416 361 7030
Valve World Expo &
Conference Asia 2019
28 – 29 August, 2019
Shanghai World Expo
Exhibition & Convention
Center
Shanghai, China
Exhibition Information:
Mrs. Li Xing (Quki)
tel: +31 575 585 295
x.li@kci-world.com
vwasia.expo@kci-world.
com
Conference Information:
Ms Wang Hong
(Laura)
tel: +86 21 6351 9604
h.wang@kci-world.
com
vwasia.conf@kci-world.
com
www.valve-world-asia.
com/

FORGED STEEL
VALVES
Sisco Flow Control
Co., Ltd.
Room 1107, Building B,
Fuli Center,
Hefei Road, Tianjin
China
tel: +86 22 87528810
fax:+86 22 87528810
daphnewang@siscovalve.
com
www.siscovalve.com

Baoji Yongshengtai
Titanium Industry
Co., Ltd
No.302, BaoTai Road,
Weibin District,
BaoJi 721013
China
tel: +86-917-3373-398
+86-917-3373-686
fax:+86-917-3372-000
titanium01@ysti.net
ysti@ysti.net
www.ysti.net
www.ystitanium.com

GAS-OVER
OIL-ACTUATORS
Emerson Actuation
Technologies
19200 Northwest
Freeway Houston,
TX 77065
USA
www.Emerson.com
info.crossridge@
emerson.com

GATE
VALVES
FBV Inc.
2121 Brittmoore Rd
Suite 4000
Houston, TX 77043
USA
tel: +1-832-203-5459
fax:+1-832-203-5461
sales@fbvalve.com
www.fbvalve.com
Manufacturer of ball,
gate, globe, &
check valves in
carbon and stainless
materials. Inventory
available.
KITZ Corporation
1-10-1 Nakase,
Mihamaku
Chiba 261-8577
Japan
tel: +81-43-299-1732
fax:+81-43-299-0121
kitzheadquarters@
kitz.co.jp
www.kitz.co.jp

MRC Global
Global Headquarters
tel: +1-877-294-7574
info@mrcglobal.com
mrcglobal.com

Suzhou Viza Valve
Co Ltd
25th Floor,
Gold River Center,
88 Shishan Road
Suzhou, Jiangsu, 215011
China
tel: +86-512-6818-7578
+86-512-6808-1929
fax:+86-512-6808-1920
sales@vizavalve.com
www.vizavalve.com

Conval Inc
PO Box 1049
Somers, CT 06071
USA
tel: +1-860-749-0761
fax:+1-860-763-3557
www.conval.com

Velan Inc
7007 Côte de Liesse
Montreal,
Que H4T 1G2
Canada
tel: +1-514-748-7743
fax:+1-514-748-8635
sales@velan.com
www.velan.com

Emerson Actuation
Technologies
19200 Northwest
Freeway
Houston, TX 77065
USA
www.Emerson.com
info.crossridge@
emerson.com

GLOBE
VALVES
KITZ Corporation
1-10-1 Nakase,
Mihama-ku,
Chiba 261-8577
Japan
tel: +81-43-299-1732
fax:+81-43-299-0121
kitzheadquarters@kitz.
co.jp
www.kitz.co.jp

MRC Global
Global Headquarters
tel: +1-877-294-7574
info@mrcglobal.com
mrcglobal.com

Velan Inc
7007 Côte de Liesse
Montreal, Que H4T 1G2
Canada
tel: +1-514-748-7743
fax:+1-514-748-8635
sales@velan.com
www.velan.com

HIGH PRESSURE
VALVES

HYDRAULIC
ACTUATORS

Rotork plc
Brassmill Lane
Bath, Avon BA1 3JQ
United Kingdom
tel: +44-1225-733-200
fax:+44-1225-333-467
mail@rotork.co.uk
www.rotork.com

www.arflu.com

INSTRUMENT
VALVES & MANIFOLDS
CIRCOR | HOKE
405 Centura Court
Spartanburg, SC 29303
USA
tel: +1-864-574-7966
Sales-Hoke@circor.com
www.circor.com/hoke

GRINDING
MACHINES
SAPORITI srl
Via dei Patrioti 58
21058 Solbiate Olona VA
Italy
tel:+39 0331 649196
fax:+39 0331 643136
saporiti@saporiti.it
www.saporiti.it

INDRA S.r.l.
via Novara 10/B-C
I-20013 Magenta (MI)
Italy
tel: +39-029729-8663
fax:+39-029729-1855
indra@indra.it
sales@indra.it
www.indra.it

LINED VALVES
HITECH APPLICATOR
1102B, Phase 3, GIDC,
Vatva
Ahmedabad, Gujarat
India
tel: +91-079-2583 3040
+91-079-2589 1740
mob:.+91-9879504425
fax:+91-079-2583 3461
hitech@ptfeindia.com
www.ptfeindia.com
www.hitechapplicator.com

Xuanda Industrial
Group Co Ltd
Xuanda Industrial Park,
Dong’ou Industrial Area
Oubei, Wenzhou 325105
China
tel: +86-577-67987078
fax:+86-577-67987088
john@xuanda.com
www.x-d-v.com
Special Alloy Valves
Cleaning room assembly
PFA PFTE Lined Valves
ISO, API, CE certified
Top 10 Valve Brand

LNG
VALVES
Bonney Forge
Corporation
14496 Croghan Pike
Mount Union
PA 17066
USA
tel: 800-345-7546
bfsales@bonneyforge.
com
www.bonneyforge.com

Hubei Taihe
Petrochemical
Equipment Co.,Ltd
NO.183 Jiandong
Rd,Zigui Economic
Development Zone
Zone,Yichang City,
Hubei province
China
tel: +86-717-2822168
fax:+86-717-2822158
hblsth@sina.com
www.hbthchina.com

Metso Flow
Control Oy.
Vanha Porvoontie 229,
P.O. Box 304,
(continued above➚)

www.ptfeindia.com

(Continued)
Metso Flow
Control Oy.
FI-01301 Vantaa
Finland
tel: +358-20-483-150
fax:+358-20-483-151
info.automation@metso.
com
www.metso.com/valves

MARKET
RESEARCH
Resolute Research
B.V.
Lovinklaan 1
NL-6821
HX Arnhem
The Netherlands
tel: +31-26-205-1515
info@resoluteresearch.
com
www.resoluteresearch.
com
Valve market Report
Valve Supplier Database
Valve Product Database
Custom-made
Research

METAL SEATED
BALL VALVES
JDV Control Valves
Co., Ltd.
No. 6 -1, Qingnian Rd.,
Yangmei Dist.
326 Taoyuan City
Taiwan, ROC
tel: +886-3-4965066
fax:+886-3-4965300
sales@jdv.com.tw
www.jdv.com.tw

YOUR LOGO
HERE?
Contact us:

bg @kci-world.com
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http://www.valve-world-india.com/

Kingdom Flow Control
Co., Ltd.
14F-4, 120,
Jhongjheng 1st Road
Kaohsiung
Taiwan
tel: +886-7-771-3121
fax:+886-7-723-5165
sales@kifc.com
www.kifc.com
Professional
valve manufacturer
with fully vertical
integrated production
system

PENTA Srl.
Via Boccaccio, 23,
I-25080 Milonetto di
Mazzano (BS)
Italy
tel: +39-030-2629175
fax:+39-030-2629176
info@pentavalves.it
www.pentavalves.it
www.stockofvalves.com
Specialized in valves
for critical conditions
(high and low
temperatures, abrasive
and dangero us
services).

NEEDLE
VALVES
INDRA S.r.l.
via Novara 10/B-C
I-20013 Magenta (MI)
Italy
tel: +39-029729-8663
fax:+39-029729-1855
indra@indra.it
sales@indra.it
www.indra.it

PACKINGS
AW Chesterton Co
860 Salem Street,
Building A
Groveland, MA 01834
USA
tel: +1-978-469-6446
fax:+1-978-469-6785
info@chesterton.com
www.chesterton.com
J.D. Jones & Co. (P) Ltd
9B Dr.Martin
Luther King,
Sarani (Wood Street),
Kolkata 700016
India
tel: +91-33-4050-1000
fax:+91-33-4050-1075
comments@jdjones.com
www.jdjones.com
Gland Packings,
PTFE & TFM products,
Graphite Gaskets, FE
Packings, Pressure
Seals, Expanded PTFE
products, Spiral Gaskets,
Insulations.
Latty International sa
1, rue Xavier Latty
F-28160 Brou
France
tel: +33-2-37-4477-77
fax:+33-2-37-4477-99
sales-marketing@
latty.com
www.latty.com

YOUR LOGO
HERE?
Contact us:

ANIX VALVE USA
11116 West Little York
Road, Building 6.
Houston, TX 77041
USA
tel: +1-713-581-8188
fax:+1-713-583-0626
sales@anixusa.com
www.anixusa.com
Ball, Check,
Trunnion Globe,
Gate, Butterfly
Camlock, Couplings
Y-Strainer, Actuator
Pipe & Hose fittings

bg @kci-world.com

PLUG VALVES
Australian Pipeline
Valve
70-78 Stanbel Road,
Salisbury Plain,
(continued above➚)

(Continued)
Australian Pipeline
Valve
SA 5109
Australia
tel: +61 8 8285 0033
fax:+61 8 8285 0088
admin@australian
pipelinevalve.com.au
www.australianpipeline
valve.com.au
www.globalsupplyline.
com.au
Pressure Balanced
Lubricated Firesafe
Certified Plug Valves
Short lead time
manufacturer.
Also keep large
stock range 150 to
2500LB.
Also Galli & Cassina
in stock

www.prodim.biz

CDB Engineering srl
Via L. Maggi 19 snc, Loc.
Zorlesco
I-26841 Casalpusterlengo
(LO)
Italy
tel: +39-0377-912-2685
fax:+39-0377-910-668
info@cdbengineering.com
www.cdbengineering.com
Crane ChemPharma &
Energy, Xomox®
A BUSINESS OF
CRANE CO.
Von-Behring-Str. 15
D-88131, Lindau
Germany
tel: +49-8382-7020
fax:+49-8382-702144
info@xomox.de
www.cranecpe.com
FluoroSeal Inc.
1875 46e Avenue
Montréal, QC H8T 2N8
Canada
tel: +1-514-739-0220
fax:+1-514-739-5452
sales@ﬂuorosealvalves.
com
www.ﬂuorosealvalves.com

MRC Global
Global Headquarters
tel: +1-877-294-7574
info@mrcglobal.com
mrcglobal.com

PNEUMATIC
ACTUATORS
Emerson Actuation
Technologies
19200 Northwest
Freeway
Houston, TX 77065
USA
www.Emerson.com
info.crossridge@
emerson.com
Metso Flow Control Oy.
Vanha Porvoontie 229
P.O. Box 304
FI-01301
Vantaa
Finland
tel: +358-20-483-150
fax:+358-20-483-151
info.automation@metso.
com
www.metso.com/valves
Rotork plc
Brassmill Lane
Bath, Avon BA1 3JQ
United Kingdom
tel: +44-1225-733-200
fax:+44-1225-333-467
mail@rotork.co.uk
www.rotork.com

PRESSURE
REGULATORS
CIRCOR | GO Regulator
405 Centura Court
Spartanburg, SC 29303
USA
tel: +1-864-574-7966
fax:+1-864-595-5200
www.circor.com/goregulator
CIRCOR | Leslie
Controls
12501 Telecom Drive
Tampa, FL 33637-0906
USA
tel: +1-800-439-4485
fax:+1-813-977-0174
lesliecontrols@circor.com
CIRCOR | Mallard Control
1500 SE 89th street
Oklahoma City,
(continued above➚)

(Continued)
CIRCOR | Mallard
Control
OK 73149
USA
tel: +1-405-631-1533
fax: +1-405-631-5034
sales@circorenergy.com
CIRCOR | Spence
Engineering
150 Coldenham Road
Walden, NY 12586
USA
tel: +1-845-778-5566
fax:+1-845-778-1072
Toll Free: +1-800-398-2493
spence@circor.com

SEALING
SYSTEMS
AW Chesterton Co
860 Salem Street,
Building A
Groveland, MA 01834
USA
tel: +1-978-469-6446
fax:+1-978-469-6785
info@chesterton.com
www.chesterton.com

SEALS
Varisco & C. Srl
Piazza di Mauro 6A
I-96010
Priolo Gargallo (SR)
Italy
tel: +39 0931 760945
fax:+39 0931 760777
variscosrl@variscosrl.
com
www.variscosrl.com

SOLENOID
VALVES
ASCO Controls bv
Neonstraat 3
NL- 6718WX Ede
The Netherlands
tel: +31-33-277-7911
fax:+31-33-277-4561
info.asco.nl@emerson.
com
www.asco.com

STAINLESS STEEL
VALVES
MRC Global
Global Headquarters
tel: +1-877-294-7574
info@mrcglobal.com
mrcglobal.com

YOUR LOGO IN THE BUYER’S GUIDE: CONTACT US: BG.VW@KCI-WORLD.COM

Valsteam ADCA
Engineering S.A.
Zona Industrial da Guia,
Lote 14a, Brejo
3105-467 Guia - Pombal
Portugal
tel: +351-236-959-060
fax:+351-236-952-950
adca@valsteam.pt
www.valsteam.com
Products for clean
steam and industrial
gases and fluids
application

STEEL VALVES
MANUFACTURER
Chaoda Valves Co Ltd
Jiangbei Street,
Oubei Town,
Yongjia County,
Zhejiang Province,
325105 Wenzhou
China
tel: +86-577-67319952
fax:+86-577-67982118
wan@chinavalve.com
www.chinavalve.com
The professional
manufacturer of industrial
gate valve, check valve,
globe valve and ball valve.

STEAM TRAPS
MRC Global
Global Headquarters
tel: +1-877-294-7574
info@mrcglobal.com
mrcglobal.com

TEST MACHINE
Shanghai Zengxin
Machine Electron
Equipment Co., Ltd.
No.165 Hengfei RD,
Waigang Industry
Zone Jiading, Shanghai
201806
China
tel: +86-21-59583666
+86-21-59589997
fax:+86-21-59586599
cn_zengxin@126.com
zhqingbb@126.com
www.sh-zengxin.com

(Continued)
Mechanical Advantage
Corporation
USA
tel: +1-832-458-2362
quote@mechadv.com
www.mechadv.com
Sambo Bevel Gears
Sambo Worm & Spur
Gears
Sambo Declutch Gears
HKC Pneumatic Actuators
Evolution Cryogenic TOV

VALVES &
AUTOMATION
Prodim Industrial
Valves & Automation
Av. Antoon Van Osslaan
1/20
B-1120 Brussels
Belgium
tel: +32-27-26-33-00
fax:+32-27-26-36-33
info@prodim.biz
www.prodim.biz
Advice, Support and
Supply for complete
packages of Valves &
Automation

Benelux:
tel: +31-72-572-1410
Brazil:
tel: +55-19-3517-6161
Canada:
tel: +1-514-344-2729
Chile:
tel: +56-2739-2966
China:
tel: +86-571-8285-2200
tel: +49-2151-5336-0
Hong Kong:
tel: +852-2690-0388
India:
tel: +91-265-263-3868
Mexico:
tel: +52-33-3836-4460
Middle East:
tel: +971-4-887-6979
Paciﬁc:
tel: +61-3-9580-9755
Peru:
tel: +511-251-0251
Poland:
tel: +48-33-842-1968
Shanghai:
tel: +86-2163365656
United Kingdom:
tel: +44-141-812-5199
Vietnam:
tel: +84-837-423-428

VALVE
DIAGNOSTICS
Metso Flow Control Oy.
Vanha Porvoontie 229
P.O. Box 304
FI-01301 Vantaa
Finland
tel: +358-20-483-150
fax:+358-20-483-151
info.automation@metso.
com
www.metso.com/valves

VALVE GEAR BOXES &
ACCESSORIES
AUMA Riester
GmbH & Co KG
Aumastraße 1
D-79373 Müllheim Germany
tel: +49-7631-890-0
fax:+49-7631-809-1250
riester@auma.com
www.auma.com

VALVE
MANUFACTURERS

YOUR LOGO
HERE?
Contact us:

bg @kci-world.com

Comeval Valve Systems
Pol. Industrial EL PUIG
Les Rotes, 15
46540 EL PUIG (Valencia)
Spain
tel: +34 961 479 011
comeval@comeval.es
www.comeval.es
The Home of our
international valve brands:
DIAVAL® – UNIFLOW® –
UNIWAT® – TORAFLEX®.
Isolation, Check,
Control Valves and
Strainers

VALVE ACTUATORS
Mechanical Advantage
Corporation
1920 Lora Meadows Ct,
Spring, TX 77386
(continued above➚)

Bray Controls, A Division
of Bray International, Inc.
USA:
tel: +1-281-894-5454
Argentina:
tel: +54-11-4362-06666

Crane ChemPharma
& Energy A BUSINESS
OF CRANE CO.
Von-Behring-Str. 15
D-88131 Lindau
(continued above➚)

(Continued)
Crane ChemPharma
& Energy A BUSINESS
OF CRANE CO.
Germany
tel: +49-8382-7020
fax:+49-8382-702144
www.cranecpe.com

Crane ChemPharma &
Energy, Stockham
A BUSINESS OF
CRANE CO.
6 Alexander Road
Cregagh,
Belfast BT6 9HJ
United Kingdom
tel: +44-2890-704-222
fax:+44-2890-401-582
csulsales@
craneﬂow.com
www.cranevalve.com

Eayuan Metal
Industrial Co Ltd
(EMICO)
16F-8, No.386,
Shizheng Rd.,
Xitun Dist.
Taichung City 407
Taiwan,
ROC
tel: +886-4-22591616
fax:+886-4-22591616-7
emico@ms4.hinet.net
www.emico.com.tw

FBV Inc.
2121 Brittmoore Rd
Suite 4000
Houston, TX 77043
USA
tel: +1-832-203-5459
fax:+1-832-203-5461
sales@fbvalve.com
www.fbvalve.com
Manufacturer of
ball, gate, globe, &
check valves in
carbon and stainless
materials. Inventory
available.

Genebre sa
Avenida Joan Carles I,
46-48
E-08908
L’Hospitalet de
LLobregat, Barcelona
Spain
tel: +34-93-298-8000
(continued above➚)

Your company can be here! Contact bg.vw@kci-world.com

www.jlx-valve.com

(Continued)
Genebre sa
fax:+34-93-298-8007
comunicacion@
genebre.es
www.genebre.es

JLX VALVE
Polígono Industrial
Polizur
C/Bosc Tancat, 6, nave 1
E-08290 Cerdanyola del
Vallès
Spain
tel: +34-93-5863609
fax:+34-93-5863604
info@jlx-valve.com
www.jlx-valve.com

KITZ Corporation
1-10-1 Nakase,
Mihama-ku
Chiba 261-8577
Japan
tel: +81-43-299-1732
fax:+81-43-299-0121
kitzheadquarters@
kitz.co.jp
www.kitz.co.jp

Kong Jih Valve
Industrial Co. Ltd.
No. 13 Gong 6th Rd.
Dajia Youth,
Industrial Park,
Dajia Township,
Taichung
County 437
Taiwan, ROC
tel: +886-4-26815268
Ext. 216
fax:+886-4-26815788
marketing@ksvalve.com
www.ksvalve.com

www.genebre.es
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STEAM EQUIPMENT

(Continued)
Ritepro - Canada
fax:+1-514-324-9525
www.ritepro.com
www.projectsandtenders.com
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Metso Flow
Control Oy.
Vanha Porvoontie 229,
P.O. Box 304,
FI-01301 Vantaa
Finland
tel: +358-20-483-150
fax:+358-20-483-151
info.automation@metso.
com
www.metso.com/valves

OMAL SPA
Headquarters:
Via Ponte Nuovo, 11
25050 - Rodengo
Saiano (BS)
Production Site:
Via S.Lorenzo, 70
25069 - Villa
Carcina (BS)
Italy
tel: +39-030-89-00-145
fax:+39-030-89-00-423
omal@omal.it
www.omal.it

Ramén Valves AB
Fredsforsstigen 22-24
SE-168 67 Bromma
Sweden
tel: +46-8-594-77970
info@ramenvalves.com
www.ramenvalves.com

Ritepro - Canada
A Subsidiary of
Bray International, Inc.
12200 Albert Hudon
Blvd. Montreal,
Quebec H1G 3K7
Canada
tel: +1-514-324-8900
(continued above➚)

YOUR LOGO
HERE?
Contact us:

bg @kci-world.com

Sedelon Valve Co.,Ltd.
Baoyi Industry Park,Oubei
Wenzhou, Zhejiang,
325102 Wenzhou City
China
tel: +86-577-67926789
fax:+86-577-67927789
sales@sedelon.com
www.sedelon.com
Gate Valve,
Globe Valve
Check Valve,
API Bronze Valve,
Fugitive Emission Valve
Suzhou Antiwear
Valve Co., Ltd
988# Yuexiu Rd,
FOHO Economic
Development Zone,
Wujiang District,
Suzhou City,
Jiangsu Province
Suzhou
China
tel: +86-512-82079060
fax:+86-512-82079059
info@antiwearvalve.com
www.antiwearvalve.com
Oxygen Service Metal
seated ball valves
up to 4500lb.
High Frequency
PDS valve at PP or PE
Application. Rotating
Disc Valve serving
for severe Application
API 6D Ball,
Gate, Globe,
Check, Butterfly,
Plug Valve. Size up to
60”, Class: 150#
thru 2500#
Velan Inc
7007 Côte
de Liesse
Montreal,
Que H4T 1G2
Canada
tel: +1-514-748-7743
fax:+1-514-748-8635
sales@velan.com
www.velan.com
VYC industrial, sa
C/ Avenc del Daví,
22 - Pol. Ind. Can Petit,
E-08227 Terrassa
(continued above➚)

(Continued)
VYC industrial, sa
(Barcelona)
Spain
tel: +34 93 735 76 90
fax:+34 93 735 81 35
info@vycindustrial.com
https://vycindustrial.com/

Zhejiang Victory Valve
Co., Ltd.
651 Dingxiang Road,
Binhai Industrial Park,
Wenzhou Econ & Tech
Development Zone,
Wenzhou City, 325025,
Zhejiang
China
tel: +86-577-86916666
fax + 86-577-86935680
victory@victoryvalve.cn
www.victoryvalve.cn

http://www.stainless-steel-world.net/

VALVE
STOCKISTS
AVA Armaturen Vertrieb
Alms GmbH
Germany, Netherlands,
UK
Headoﬃce, Holterkamp 1
D-40880 Ratingen
Germany
tel: +49-2102-4390-0
fax: +49-2102-4390-99
Mailbox@ava-alms.de
www.ava-alms.com
Global Supply Line Australia
1-23 Barndioota
Road,
Salisbury Plain,
SA 5109
Australia
tel: +61 8 8285 0000
fax:+61 8 8285 0088
sales@globalsupplyline.
com.au
www.globalsupplyline.
com.au
View full stock list
$60 million inventory
at our website.
(continued above➚)

(Continued)
Global Supply Line Australia
Actuator, Ball, Check,
Wafercheck, Gate,
Globe, Needle, Lubricated
Plug.
Supplying special oil &
gas valves world wide.
World’s largest stock
range, APV,
JC, Starline, Air Torque,
Bonney Forge,
Sferova, Supercheck,
Biﬃ, Bettis and Galli &
Cassina
MRC Global
Global Headquarters
tel: +1-877-294-7574
info@mrcglobal.com
mrcglobal.com

Syveco
107 rue du Ruisseau
F-38070 Saint-QuentinFallavier
France
Tel: +33-474-94-86-50
Fax: +33-474-94-86-59
info@syveco.com
www.syveco.com
Syveco is the new name of
Thermador International.
We are a French master
stockist in valves and fittings
for industry, HVAC & water
works, oﬀering a wide range
of products to the European
and African markets.

VALVE
SUPPLIERS
MRC Global
Global Headquarters
tel: +1-877-294-7574
info@mrcglobal.com
mrcglobal.com

VALVES
ANIX VALVE USA
11116 West Little York
Road, Building 6.
Houston, Texas 77041
USA
tel: +1-713-581-8188
fax:+1-713-583-0626
sales@anixusa.com
www.anixusa.com
Ball, Check, Trunnion
Globe, Gate, Butterfly
(continued above➚)

(Continued)
ANIX VALVE USA
Camlock, Couplings
Y-Strainer, Actuator
Pipe & Hose fittings
Control Seal B. V.
Farmsumerweg 43
NL-9902 BL
Appingedam
The Netherlands
tel: +31-596-652-222
fax:+31-596-629-405
info@controlseal.nl
www.controlseal.nl
Valve Manufacturer:
Rising Stem Ball Double
Block and Bleed
4 Way Diverter
Axial Flow and more
Datong Reciprocity
Group Co., Ltd.
01, Shunda Road,
Changtai,
Fujian-363900
P.R. China
tel: +86 596 7071111
(ext.) 8109
fax:+86 596 7071234
dthhjt@chasevalve.com
www.chasevalve.com
We own a foundry
and a forge Valve &
actuator works With
Best Equipment Team
of top expertise State of
the art tech
Jiangsu Wanheng
Casting Industry co.,Ltd
No.9, Century Avenue,
Binhai,
Jiangsu, China
tel: + 86- 515-84133888
fax: +86- 515-84133555
wanheng@vip.163.com
www.wanheng.net.cn
High-end solution
for valve parts Large
capacity OEM
PetrolValves S.p.A.
Viale Giuseppe Borri, 42
I-21053 Castellanza (VA)
Italy
tel: +39-0331-334111
fax:+39-0331-675830
sales@petrolvalves.it
www.petrolvalves.com
Italian excellence
60 years’ experience
extensive valve range
high severe applications
innovation, technology,
quality

YOUR LOGO IN THE BUYER’S GUIDE: CONTACT US: BG.VW@KCI-WORLD.COM

Valve World
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Afcon Ningjin Yahua
Industries Co., Ltd.

ASCEND TORQUE Flow
Controls Co., Ltd.



AW Chesterton Co









Chaoda Valves Group Co., Ltd.



















CTS Valves







DAC Technologies BV
































INOX MECC SRL



INOXYDA


Kingdom Flow Control Co., Ltd.,



Maverick Valves B.V.





MRC Global







































































































































































































































































































































































Continued overleaf

For more information, please contact us at: bg.vw@kci-world.com
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NOREVA GmbH

PetrolValves S.p.A.






Metso Flow Control Oy.

Penglai Huande Steel Valve
Co., Ltd.





J.D. Jones & Co.(P) Ltd.

Corporation





Goodwin International









Global Supply Line Pty Ltd.

Mechanical Advantage
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Control Seal B. V.











FBV Inc.,





Comeval Valve Systems

Datong Reciprocity Group Co., Ltd.
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Carrara Sealing Global Solutions

CIRCOR International
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Changzhou Heighten
Automation Equipment Co., Ltd.
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Castflow Valves sl
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Australian Pipeline Valve
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ANIX VALVE USA
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All these companies are
listed in the Buyers’ Guide
and in the Phone Directory
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Soosung Valve - Korea





Sedelon Valve Co.,Ltd.











STI S.r.l.
Suzhou Antiwear Valve Co., Ltd.









Trumbull Manufacturing, Inc.



Valsteam ADCA Engineering S.A.









Vinco Valves SA





Winci Valve Casting Co., Ltd.



WUXI FORCE & TORQUE
TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.



Xuanda Industrial Group Co., Ltd.
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For more information, please contact us at: bg.vw@kci-world.com
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Suzhou Douson Valve Co., Ltd.

Velan Inc
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Rays Flow Control, Inc.
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Sisco Flow Control Co., Ltd.
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PRODIM INDUSTRIAL
VALVES & AUTOMATION
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All these companies are
listed in the Buyers’ Guide
and in the Phone Directory

VALVES
FOR LIFE

GATE VALVE
DN 500-2000
PN 2,5-25
NPS 20-48
Class 150
Tmax +400 °C
Application:
Oil & Gas
Classic and nuclear power industry
Chemical and petrochemical industry
Water
Metallurgy

Follow us on

ARMATURY Group
Dolní Benešov, Czech Republic, EU

